
Chairman STOKES . Thank you, Mr. Helms.
Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time .
Mr. PREYER . This may be a good place for us to break, if you

have completed your questioning, Mr. Chairman .
Let me suggest that the committeee recess until 1:30 . Would that

be agreeable to you, Mr. Helms?
Mr. HELMS. Certainly, Mr. Chairman .
Mr . PREYER. Is that agreeable with the committee?
The committee stands recessed until 1:30 today.
[Whereupon, at 12:18 p.m., the hearing was recessed, the commit-

tee to reconvene at 1 :30 p.m . of the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. PREYER . The committee will resume its session.
The Chair recognizes Congressman Dodd for such time as he may

consume to resume the questioning.
Mr. DODD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman .
Mr . Helms, before I begin my line of questioning, I would like to

ask you if you might not want to clarify one of your statements. I
received some calls over the lunch break from some constituents
from my home State of Connecticut who were listening to the
testimony this morning. They mentioned to me your response ear-
lier regarding Eastern Europeans and Asians with their propensity
to be able to pass polygraph tests, and it occurred to me that you
might want to rephrase your statement.

I understood you to mean trained agents from those parts of the
world rather than Asians and Eastern Europeans as ethnic groups .
I thought you might want to take a minute to clarify that.

TESTIMONY OF RICHARD HELMS-(Resumed)

Mr. HELMS. Mr. Dodd, if my generalization caused offense, I had
no intention of doing this . What 1, in effect, was trying to say was
that there is an occasional individual who lives in that part of the
world who has spent his life lying about one thing or another and
therefore becomes so good at it that he can pass the polygraph test .
But this would be 1 individual in maybe 1 million or a 100,000,
something of that kind .

I imagine Americans, if they set their minds to it, could do it as
well . I meant no offense to Eastern Europeans as a category or any
individual Eastern European .
Mr. DODD. I thought I would clear that up .
Mr. HELMS. I am glad you did. I am sorry if any of your constitu-

ents felt I was being disrespectful, but I had no intention of being
that way.
Mr. DODD. I would like, Mr. Chairman, to ask the clerk to show

to the witness JFK exhibit F-413A . This is a letter dated April 3,
1964, from Lawrence R. Houston, general counsel, that Mr. Helms
brought with him this morning and had, I believe, inserted in the
record .
This is the only copy . Would you please show that to Mr. Helms.
Mr. HELMS. I have it in front of me, Mr. Dodd .
Mr. DODD. Mr. Helms, I noted in looking at the exhibit during

the lunch break that there was no signature on that letter . There



is an initial . I am not sure it is even Mr. Houston's initial but it
was not signed by anyone . I would like to, if I could, address some
questions to you with regard to Mr. Houston and the credibility of
that statement .
This morning you supplied the committee with this memoran-

dum which was ostensibly written by Mr. Houston, the former CIA
General Counsel, regarding meetings with the Justice Department
officials about Nosenko . That was the substance anyway, as I un-
derstood it, of the memorandum. Is that correct?
Mr. HELMS. Yes, Sir .
Mr . DODD. Is this the same Lawrence Houston who on May 7,

1962, along with Sheffield Edwards, also of the CIA, briefed Attor-
ney General Robert Kennedy about the pre-Bay of Pigs CIA Mafia
plots?
Mr. HELMS. I believe it was the same Mr. Houston . He was

General Counsel of the Agency for many years .
Mr. DODD. I am looking here at the report from the Intelligence

Committee on page 131, the bottom paragraph : "Briefing of the
Attorney General on May 7, 1962."
An entry in Attorney General Kennedy's calendar for May 7,

1962, states, "1 o'clock Richard Helms. At 4 o'clock the Attorney
General met with Houston and Edwards to be briefed on the CIA
operation involving Maheu, Rosselli, and Giancana."
Mr. HELMS. That would be the meeting.
Mr. DODD. That satisfies your recollection?
Mr. HELMS. That satisfies my recollection . I have been ques-

tioned about that calendar on many occasions . That appointment
that I had with the Attorney General that day at 1 o'clock appar-
ently was canceled, so I was never there . But I believe Edwards
and Houston did keep their appointment .
Mr. DODD. Isn't it true that at that meeting both Mr. Houston

and Mr. Edwards told the Attorney General-on May 17, 1962-
that the CIA-Mafia plots no longer were in any existence, were
terminated?
Mr. HELMS. That is my understanding of what they told him, Mr.

Dodd . I believe-wasn't that contained in a memorandum for the
record written after their meeting? Was it written by Colonel
Edwards? I don't recall ; someone wrote it .
Mr. DODD. I will quote for you the bottom paragraph, bb, on page

132 of this report . It says, "And that Kennedy was told the activity
had been terminated as of that time."
Mr. HELMS. I assume that is what they told him.
Mr. DODD. In fact, I will read a direct quote here I have on page

133 of this same report, footnote 4 referring to the italicized para-
graph at the top of page 133 :
The Attorney General was not told that the gambling syndicate operation had

already been reactivated, nor as far as we know was he ever told that CIA had a
continuing involvement with U.S . gangster elements .
That is from the Inspector General's report, page 65 . That is

where the italicized words come from . And then the fourth footnote
referrring to this general line of questioning, it says, footnote 4 :
Houston testified that Kennedy insisted "There was not to be any contact of the

Mafia without prior consultation with him."
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Isn't it also true to your knowledge that in 1967 the CIA Inspec-
tor General's report concluded that Sheffield Edwards had, in fact,
lied when they and Houston had told the Attorney General that
these plots no longer existed?
Mr. HELMS. Does it appear in the Inspector General's report that

Edwards lied?
Mr. DODD. Well, maybe semantically we could--
Mr. HELMS. I'm not caviling, I just don't recall any more .
Mr. DODD . On page 134 of this same report, I am reading from

the first full paragraph at the top of page 134, which reads as
follows:
As concluded by the CIA itself and the Inspector General's report, Edwards'

statement that he was not aware of these developments is implausible .

Do you have any disagreement with that statement?
Mr. HELMS. I don't know how to judge it one way or the other. I

did not recall the statement as I was sitting here, and I am just
unable to help with it. If the Inspector General thought it was
implausible, I guess he thought it was, but I don't think any final
judgment was made about it . It was part of a very long report
which was directed at some other things as well, and I don't recall
this ever became an issue that anybody had attempted to define, or
refine, let me put it that way.
Mr. DODD . The reason I raise it is the credibility of Mr. Houston

with regard to the memo, and I thought maybe you might be able
to shed some light on why that was not signed . Was that a normal
operating procedure not to sign something with your name type-
written underneath it?
Mr. HELMS. I don't know. What we are dealing with is a Xerox,

or if it isn't a Xerox-maybe I shouldn't use a company name-
let's say a copy . I don't know whether it is a copy of the original
memorandum Mr. Houston wrote or a copy of a copy that was
made at the time that he wrote the memorandum. I don't know
who put the signed LRH down here . In other words, I think that
we need some help from the agency as to the exact circumstances,
but I can't conceive that Mr. Houston wouldn't be glad to speak for
himself. He is still alive and well and living here in Washington .
Mr. DODD. Thank you very much.
This morning I believe I heard you testify that you gave all of

the information you believed pertinent to the Warren Commis-
sion's investigation-to the commission promptly. Am I recalling
your statement correctly there?
Mr. HELMS. I said-I believe I testified, Mr. Dodd, that I believed

this to be the case although I had learned in recent years that one
must never make a flat statement about anything, so there may
have been certain cases in which they did not get information
promptly . But I believe our effort was to give it to them as
promptly as possible .
Mr. DODD. Alright, I would like to proceed, if I could, for the next

few minutes and ask you to respond to questions surrounding the
so-called assassination plots that were ongoing during the period
from 1961 on . And so I would like to have you focus your attention
on that particular aspect of your inquiry here today.



My first question is, to your knowledge, was any member of the
Warren Commission, or its staff, ever informed by the Central
Intelligence Agency of the CIA's anti-Castro assassination plots?
Mr. HELMS. I assume that you are referring to the one that is

most frequently characterized as an assassination plot which in-
volved the Mafia? Because the other assassination plots I don't
accept as assassination plots . And so again we have a definitional
problem .
Mr . DODD. Let's start off and ask whether the Warren Commis-

sion was ever informed of any of these attempts on the Cuban
regime whether on the person of Fidel Castro or an effort to
overthrow his government, or an effort to knock him off personal-
ly-whatever they fall into . In any of those to areas your knowl-
edge was the Warren Commission, members or their staff, ever
informed of these efforts?
Mr. HELMS. I don't know what the Warren Commission knew,

Mr. Dodd. I didn't inform them of these things, but they had
among them as members Mr. Allen Dulles, who was certainly
aware of what had been going on with respect to Cuba; Senator
Russell of Georgia, the chairman of the Oversight Committee, who
was also aware of what was going on with respect to Cuba; Mr.
McCone, who was director at the time, also knew what was hap-
pening . What the Commission knew from those gentlemen I don't
know. I never spoke to them myself about it.
Mr. DODD. But you never did personally?
Mr. HELMS. I never did .
Mr. DODD. I would like to draw your attention if I could to page

22 of your now declassified August 9, 1978, testimony before this
committee written, you stated and I will quote-do you have a copy
of the report in front of you?
Mr. HELMS. Yes, I do . What page is this?
Mr. DODD. Page 22.
Mr. HELMS. I am on 22 .
Mr. DODD. On line 9 . Doe:, your copy read, "The only assassina-

tion plot that had any semblance of substance to it"-I am quoting
your response now to Mr. Goldsmith's question-"was one involv-
ing a couple of Mafia chieftains and which were supposed to have
taken place before the Bay of Pigs."

Is that an accurate reflection of your views?
Mr. HELMS. As far as I know, it is an accurate statement . I would

make essentially the same statement today .
Mr. DODD. Before proceeding with the line of questioning on that,

may I ask who these Mafia organized crime chieftains were?
Mr. HELMS. My recollection-I would like to point out that there

were two times in which different people were in touch with the
Mafia . One happened before I was aware that this was going on
and which was the episode that was referred to by Colonel Edwards
and Mr. Houston when they saw the Attorney General .
The second one, which I never characterized as an assassination

plot because as far as I knew it never went anywhere, was a second
one involving the Mafia, the one which I have on public television
apologized for and said it was the greatest mistake of my life to
have had anything to do with it and I am sorry about it. But I have
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never had any convincing evidence from any human being today
that this plot ever went anywhere .

I think just to make myself quite explicit here, I would want to
see the information that said that I had any indication from Wil-
liam Harvey that his operation with Rosselli ever produced any-
thing in Havana. I would like some evidence of this . I would like a
statement under oath from somebody other than a Mafia chieftain .
Mr . DODD. I will go back to my question again . The first relation-

ship existed prior to your direct involvement, is that right?
Mr. HELMS. That is right .
Mr . DODD. This is prior to the May 7, 1962, meeting referred to

by Colonel Edwards and Mr. Houston?
Mr. HELMS. That is right, and therefore I don't know the details

of it .
Mr. DODD. Am I correct in assuming that the names referred to

in the report Mr. Rosselli, Mr. Giancana, that those were the
principals involved . Were there others that you were aware or.
Mr. HELMS. I believe there were others . I thought there was a

fellow named Trafficante involved but I am not sure about that. He
maybe came into the picture later .
Mr. DODD. I do recognize that you have made a public apology

and I preface my questions to you with that in mind. But could you
tell this committee who the individuals were that you happened to
be involved with on the second set of circumstances involving
Mafia chieftains or organized crime figures?
Mr. HELMS. As far as I am aware in that particular situation it

was William K. Harvey who was in touch with John Rosselli, and
it was Harvey and Rosselli who were attempting to find, if I
understood it correctly, some channel from Florida into Havana.

I also understand that there was a question of poison pills which
were supposed to be transported to Havana. There was never any
evidence they were ever transported there or ever left the United
States . There was never any evidence that this plot ever left the
Florida mainland . If it was indeed an assassination plot, it was
misadvertised to me, because I had understood it was an effort to
see if a connection could be made between the Mafia in Florida and
the Mafia in Havana. To the best of my knowledge, the connection
never was made.
Mr. DODD. Other than Mr. Harvey and Mr. Rosselli, was there

anyone else that would fall into the character of being members of
organized crime that you had direct contact with?
Mr. HELMS. I had direct contact with none of-the only gentle-

man I had direct contact with myself was Harvey, who was a staff
officer . I never met Mr. Rosselli . I never met Mr. Giancana . If I
met a Mafia chieftain, I wasn't aware of it .
Mr. DODD. Am I to understand that Mr. Giancana was also

involved in this second--
Mr. HELMS. I don't think he was. It was not my understanding

that he was. But then I have no way of demonstrating that, Mr.
Dodd . The Mafia has its own internal organization, and who Ros-
selli talked to I don't know.
Mr. DODD. Going back again to the statement that I read from

page 22 of your declassified testimony before this committee, "The
only assassination plot that had any semblance or substance was
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the one involving a couple of Mafia chieftains." I would like to,
refer to JFK exhibit F-527 . I would ask the clerk to supply Mr.
Helms with a copy of that exhibit.
And I would ask you, Mr. Helms, if you would take a look over

this exhibit with particular emphasis on the last paragraph of
what is page 2 of the exhibit, page 3, to the top of page 4, ending
with the paragraph that ends at the top of page 4 . Take a minute
to look at that .

I am not asking that you read it out loud but just that you
familiarize yourself with the contents of this exhibit .
Mr. HELMS. I have read that now.
Mr. DODp. Is it fair to assume you recognize this document? You

have seen it before?
Mr. HELMS. Yes, I have .
Mr. DODD. Am I correct in stating this is the CIA's Inspector

General's report done in 1967--
Mr. HELMS. The one that I asked to have done.
Mr. DODD. The one you asked to have done as DCI, Director of

the Agency?
Mr. HELMS. Right .
Mr. DODD. I don't intend to read all of this but beginning at the

last sentence on page 2 of the Inspector General's report it reads as
follows :
We can identify five separate phases in agency assassination planning although

the transitions from one to another are not always sharply defined. Each phase is a
reflection of the then prevailing government attitude toward the Cuban regime .
Without reading each one of them, the Inspector General's report

prepared at your request, then outlines in separate paragraphs,
from A to E, five separate phases, as they describe, and using their
language again, in "agency assassination planning."

I would like to know, first of all, how you can explain that we
have in a report prepared for you in 1967 what appears to me to be
five separate areas of assassination planning and how that can be
distinguished from your statement to this committee in executive
session where you talk about basically one or the semblance of one
assassination attempt involving organized crime figures . Can you
please enlighten the committee as to how you can reach two sepa-
rate--
Mr. HELMS. Yes, I can . I think this is rather lurid language that

has been used in this report . As I read through it, this looks like
the efforts that were made during this time to upset the Castro
regime . If one identifies that as assassination planning, I don't
think that is a proper description of it, and if somebody will come
forth with all the items that are supposed to have been in that
planning, I would be delighted to hear it .
Mr. DODD. They identify here one period beginning prior to

August 1960 . That is the first one. The second one is August 1960
to April 1961. The third is April 1961 late 1961.
Mr. HELMS. Aren't those all the same one?
Mr. DODD. That is my question for you . The Inspector General

seemed to distinguish between the various phases here, and accord-
ing to your testimony before us, is this what you were referring to?
Is this what you are calling one, what they call five?
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Mr. HELMS. That is right . I became involved with this business
sometime in 1962 after I took over as DDP. I've forgotten what
month. Anything prior to that I didn't have anything to do with. I
would assume this was one plot but maybe there were others . But
if there are, in all the time I spent with the Church committee and
all the time I have spent endlessly for the last 3 or 4 years, it
seems to me, about these matters, I haven't had anything else
brought to my attention . And if you gentlemen have something, I
would like to know it . But I don't know what it is and I am sorry I
can't help .
Mr. DODD. Did you take issue with this report 11 years ago at the

time it was issued?
Mr. HELMS. Mr. Dodd, when I got this report I had some prob-

lems with respect to reporting to President Johnson about certain
points that he was particularly interested in . I did not attempt to
parse it or analyze it or get it changed or do anything with it
except use it as a fact-finding document .

I want to say right now that I never expected to see the docu-
ment in the public domain declassified for the appetites of all those
who wanted to make the most of it, and therefore if I had known
this, I obviously would have edited the report and changed it
rather substantially, put it in the hands of lawyers and had it
entirely rearranged .
Mr. DODD. I say to you, Mr. Helms, with all due respect, it is not

being put into evidence to satisfy the voracious appetites of anyone
but merely to try to clear up a point we are trying to resolve here .
I hope you don't understand--
Mr. HELMS. What is the point you would like to resolve?
Mr. DODD. As someone who is just confronted, I am not an expert

in these matters but I read your transcript and you said, "The only
assassination plot that had any semblance of substance was the one
involving a couple of Mafia chieftians."
Mr. HELMS. And that is what I believe to this date .
Mr. DODD. I am confronted with an Inspector General's report

which was not written to satisfy the appetites of anyone I presume .
It is a declassified document which says, "We can identify five
separate phases." I am merely asking you to clarify that in light of
the earlier statement . That is the only purpose for this being
brought into testimony .
Mr . HELMS. I am sorry . For example, it says here that particular

scheme-which scheme? Is this the Mafia thing that we are talking
about?
Mr. DODD. That is correct .
Mr . HELMS. And was again pushed vigorously in the area of

Mongoose and in the climate of intense administration pressure to
do something about Castro and Cuba. Are we talking about the
same Mafia thing here as well? If that is a lot of plots, I regard it
as one and the same operation . And if I am misleading you in some
fashion--
Mr. DODD. Maybe I can help you. Is it one and the same in your

mind because it involved Cuba and Fidel Castro, and that was one
entity?
Mr. HELMS. The only one that I know about that was serious or

that seemed to have been taken seriously was the one involving



Rosselli and Harvey . I believe the Church committee brought out-
found a wetsuit, a clam shell, various things that were on the shelf
in the agency that were regarded as things that might be used in
possibly killing Castro, or being used against him, which never
came off the shelf, were never used . If that is a plot to have created
this, then I will back up and say we ought to enumerate every
single item that conceivably had to do with the invasions of Cuba
which we were constantly running under government aegis. We
had task forces that were striking at Cuba constantly . We were
attempting to blow up powerplants, we were attempting to ruin
sugar mills, we were attempting to do all kinds of things during
this period . This was a matter of American Government policy .
This wasn't the CIA alone.
Now, if those things taper over into assassination plots, maybe

so . I find the semantics the English incendiary but not very clear
and not very clarifying, and not very specific .
Mr. DODD . Mr . Chairman, I would ask unanimous consent that

exhibit JFK F-527 be entered into the record at this time.
Mr. PREYER . Without objection, JFK F-527 is entered into the

record at this point.
[Whereupon exhibit JFK F-527 was received in evidence.]
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Office of Legislative Counsel

Mr . G . Robert Blakey
Chief Counsel and Director
House Select Committee on Assassinations
Wash?ngton,'D.C . 20515

Dear Mr . Blakey :

Attached,you will find pages 1-8, 14, 17-18, 24-25,
37-39, 62a-63, 94, 118, 130-133 from the report by the
Inspector General on plotting against Castro . These
pages have been sanitized and declassified in compliance
with a request by Mr . Goldsmith, and may be used by you
in your hearings.

It should be noted that it is Agency policy to not
release reports of the Inspector General outside the
Agency, in order to protect the unique fact-finding
advisory function that they fulfill within the Agency .
Were the internal confidentiality of the reports to be
compromised the-effectiveness of the function could be
impaired. Because so much of the information from the 1967
report was placed officially in the public domain by the
interim report of the Church Committee, Alle ed Assassi-
nation Plots Involving Foreign leaders, it can e re easedinthis form on t

.

	

al occasion.

encl .
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JFK EXHIBIT F-527

THE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

WASHINGTON. D. C . 2050

20 September 1978

Sincerely yours,

. ~

	

~<.F._

S . D. Breckinridge
Principal Coordinator, HSCA
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25 April 1967

This reconstruction of Agency involvement in plans to "

assassinate Fidel Castro is at best an imperfect history. Because

of the extreme sensitivity of the operations being discussed or

attempted, as a matter of principle no official records were kept

of planning, of approvals, or of implementation .

	

The few written

records that do exist are either largely tangential to the rain

events or were put on paper from memory years afterward. "William

Harvey has retained skeletal notes of his activities during the

years in question, and they are our best source of dates.

of the -Office of Medical Services, has a record of

whom he met and when and cryptic references to the subjects discussede

of TSD, has a record of two or three dates that are

pertinent .

	

-

	

and

	

_ .

	

were involved in only the technical

aspects of operational planning, and their participations were short-

lived. Although fragmentary, their records are a help in establishing

critical time frames. Operational files are useful in some instances,

because, they give dates of meetings, the substances of which may be

inferred from collateral information .

For the most part, though, we have had to rely on information

given to us orally by people whose memories are fogged by time.

Their recollections of dates are particularly hazy, and some of them
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are no longer able to keep the details of one plan separate from those

of another.

	

We interviewed everyone whom we could identify as likely

to be knowledgeable, with the exceptions of Mr . Dulles and 'General

Cabell .

	

A complete list is attached at Tab L.

	

We did not go on

fishing expeditions among the mere possibles . To have done so would

have risked making witting a number of employees who were previously

unwitting and, .in our estimate, would have added little to the details

available from those directly involved. There are inconsistencies

among the various accounts, but most of them can be resolved by

collating the information furnished by all of the identifiable

participants in a particular plan and by then checking it against

specific dates that can be fixed with fair certainty. We believe

that this reconstruction of what happened and of the thinking

associated with it is reasonably sound .

	

If there are significant

inaccuracies in the report, they are most likely to occur in faulty

ordering of the sequence of events .

	

People still remember much of

what happened, but they can no longer recall precisely when .

	

'

It became clear very early in our investigation that the vigor

with which schemes were pursued within the Agency to eliminate Castro

personally varied with the intensity of the U.S . Government's efforts

to overthrow the Castro regime . We can identify five separate phases

in Agency assassination planning, although the transitions from one

2 -
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to another are not always sharply defined.

	

Each phase is a reflection

of the then prevailing Govexmment attitude toward the Cuban_ regime .

a .

	

Prior to August 1960 :

	

All of the identifiable schemes

prior to about August 1960, with one possible exception, were

aimed only at discrediting Castro personally by influencing

his behaviour or by altering his appearance .

b . 'August 1960 to April 1961 :

	

The plots that were hatched

in late 1960 and early 1961 were aggressively pursued and were

viewed by at least some of the participants as being merely one

aspect of the over-all active effort to overthrow the regime

that culminated in the Bay of Pigs .

c . AA ril 1961 to late 1961 : A major scheme that was

begun in August 1960 was called off after the Bay of Pigs and

remained dormant for several months, as did most other Agency

operational activity related to Cuba .

d . Late 1961 to late 1962 : That particular scheme was

reactivated in early 1962 and was again pushed vigorously ixY the

era of Project MONGOOSE and in the climate of intense admini-

stration pressure on CIA to do something about Castro and his

Cuba .

crisis of October 1962 and the collapse of Project MONGOOSE, the

e.

	

Late 1962 until well into 1963 : After the Cuban missile



aggressive scheme that was begun in August 1960 and revived in

April 1962 was finally terminated in early 1963 . Two other

plots were originated in 1963, but both were impracticable

and nothing ever came of them .
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We cannot overemphasize the extent to which responsible Agency
Kennedy

officers felt themselves'subject to the administration's severe

pressures to do something about Castro and his regime. The fruitless

and, in retrospect, often unrealistic plotting should be viewed in

that light.

Many of those we interviewed stressed two points that are so

obvious that recording them here may be superfluous. We believe,

though, that they are pertinent to the story. Elimination of the

	

.

dominant figuie in a government, even when loyalties are held to him

personally rather than to the government as a body, will not

necessarily cause the downfall of the government . This point was

stressed with respect to Castro and Cuba in an internal CIA draft

paper of October 1961, which was initiated in response to General

Dtaxwell Taylor's desire for a contingency plan .

	

The .paper took the

position that the demise of .Fidel Castro, from whatever cause, would

offer little opportunity for the liberation of Cuba from Communist

and Soviet Bloc control.

	

The second point, which is more specifically

relevant to our investigation, is that bringing about the downfall of

a government necessarily requires the removal of its leaders from

4 -



positions of power, and there is always the risk -that the partici-

pants will resort to assassination.

	

Stiu2s-zenouals-gr .

	

,.

house_arresL_of-a-Mossadeq-or -the - flight--of--a Batista

cause-one_to.oyerlook,

	

the- killings -of a`Diem or of a-Trujillo-by

forces--encouraged..but not controlled by-the-U.S . Government .

There is a third point, which was not directly made by any of -

those we interviewed, but which emerges clearly from the interviews

and frog review of files . The point is that of frequent resort to

synecdoche--the mention of a part when the whole is to be understood,

'or vice versa. Thus, we encounter repeated references to phrases such

as "disposing of Castro," which may be read in the narrow, literal

sense of assassinating him, when it is intended that it be read in.

the broader, figurative sense of dislodging the Castro regime .

Reversing the coin, we find people speaking vaguely of "doing some-

thing about Castro" when it is clear that what they have specifically

in mind is killing him .

	

In a situation wherein those speaking may

not have actually meant what they seemed to say or may not have said

what they actually meant, they should not be surprised if their oral

shorthand is interpreted differently than was intended.

The suggestion was made to us that operations aimed at the

assassination of Castro may have been generated in an atmosphere of

stress in intelligence publications on the possibility of Castro's
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demise and on the reordering of the political structure that would

follow . We reviewed intelligence publications from 1960 through

1966,

The 4IIE's on "The Situation and Prospects in Cuba"

have brief paragraphs on likely successor

governments if Castro were to depart the scene .

operators were unduly influenced by the content of intelligence

publications .

In each case the treatment is no more nor

less than one would expect to find in comprehensive round-ups such

a s these .

	

We conclude that there is no reason to believe that the

Drew Pearson's column of 7 March 1967 refers to a reported CIA

plan in 1963 to assassinate Cuba's Fidel Castro. Pearson also has

information, as yet unpublished, to the effect that there was a

meeting at the State Department at which assassination of Castro

was discussed and that ,a team actually landed in Cuba with pills to

be used in an assassination attempt.

	

There is basis in fact for each

of those three reports.

a.

	

A CIA officer passed an assassination weapon to an

Agency Cuban asset at a meeting in Paris on 22 November 1963.

The weapon was a ballpoint pen rigged as a hypodermic syringe .
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The CIA officer suggested that the Cuban asset load the syringe

with Black Leaf 40 . The evidence indicates that the meeting

was under way at the very moment President Kennedy -.as shot .

b . There was a meeting of the Special Group (Augmented)

in Secretary Rusk's conference room on 10 August 1962 at vhica

Secretary McNamara broached the subject of liquidation of

Cuban leaders .

	

The discussion resulted in a Project HONGOOSEE

action memorandum prepared by r.dtrard Lansdale . At another

Special Group meeting on 31 July 1964 there was discussion of

a recently-disseminated Clandestine Services information report

on a Cuban exile plot to assassinate Castro . CIA had refused

the exile's request for funds and had no involvement in the plot,

c .

	

CIA twice (first in early 1961 and again in early 1902)

supplied lethal pills to U.S . gambling syndicate members working

in behalf of CIA on a plot to assassinate Fidel Castro . The 1961

plot aborted and the pills were recovered. Those furnished-in,

April 1962 were passed by the gambling syndicate representative

to a Cuban exile leader in Florida, who in turn had them sent to

Cuba about May 1962 .

	

In June 1962 the exile leader reported that

a team of three men had been dispatched to Cuba to recruit for the

operation .

	

If the opportunity presented itself, the team would

make an attempt on Castro's life--perhaps using the pills .



This report describes these and other episodes in detail ; puts- them

into perspective; and reveals, that while the events described by

Drew Pearson did occur and are subject to being patched together

as though one complete story, the implication of a direct, causative

relationship among them is unfounded.
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Gambling Syndicate

Gambling Syndicate - Phase 1

The first seriously-pursued CIA plan to assassinate Castro had

its inception in August 1960 .

	

It involved the use of members of

the criminal underworld with contacts inside Cuba . The operation

had two phases :

	

the first ran from August 1960 until late April

or early May 1961, when it was called off following the Bay of Pigs;

the second ran from April 19'02 until February 1963 and was merely

a revival of the first phase which had been inactive since about

	

.

may 1961 .

Richard Bissell, Deputy Director for Plans, asked Sheffield

Edwards, Director of Security, if Edwards could establish contact

with the U.S . gambling syndicate that was active in Cuba .

	

The

objective clearly was the assassination of Castro although Edwards

claims that there was a studied avoidance of the term in his

conversation with Bissell.

	

Bissell recalls that the idea originated

with J. C. King, then Chief of STH Division, although King now

recalls having had only limited knowledge of such a plan and at a

much '~ter date--about mid-1962 .

-lh-
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same way.

	

A memorandum for the record prepared by Sheffield Edwards

on 14 May 1962 states ;

	

"No monies Were ever paid to Roselli and

Giancana .

	

24aheu was paid part of his expense money during the periods

that he was in Miami ."

	

(Giancana is "Gold.")

"-

	

.. ._ was introduced (in true hale) to Roselli as an employee

of Iiaheu, the explanation being that -

	

' . . .,,

	

would handle the

case for t4aheu,because Maheu was too busy to work on it full time

himself.

	

No one else in the Office of Security was made witting of

the operation at this time .

	

Edwards himself did not meet Roselli

until the summer of 1962 .

At this point, about the second half of September, Shef Edwards

told Bissell that he had a friend, a private investigator, who had

a contact who in turn had other contacts through ~hom syndicate

elements in Cuba could be reached.

	

These syndicate elements in.

Cuba would be willing to take on such an operation. As of the latter

part of September 1960, Edwards,

	

,: and Bissell were the only

ones in the Agency who knew of a plan against Castro involving U.S .
gangster elements . Edwards states that Richard Helms was not informed

of the plan, because Cuba was being handled by Bissell at that time.

With Bissell present, Edwards briefed the .Director (Allen Dulles)

and the DDCI (General Cabell) on the existence of a plan involving
members of the syndicate .

	

The discussion was circumspect; Edwards
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deliberately avoided the use of any "bad words." - The descriptive term

used was "an intelligence operation." Edwards is quite sure that the

DCI and the DDCI clearly understood the nature of the operation he

was discussing .

	

He recalls describing the channel as being "from A to

B to C ." As he then envisioned it, "A" was biaheu, "B" was Roselli,

and "C" was the principal in Cuba . Edwards recalls that Mr. Dulles

merely nodded, presumably in understanding and approval. Certainly,

there was no opposition . Edwards states that, while there was no

	

.

formal approval as such, he felt that he clearly had tacit approval

to use his own judgment.

	

Bissell committed $150,000 for the support

of the operation.

(Cent:

	

In the light of this description of the briefing,

it is appropriate to conjecture as to just what the Director did

approve .

	

It'is safe to conclude, given the men participating

and the general subject of the meeting, that there was little

' likelihood of misunderstanding--even though the details were

deliberately blurred and the specific intended result was never

stated in unmistakable language. It is also reasonable to

conclude that the pointed avoidance of "bad words" emphasized

to the participants the extreme sensitivity of the operation.) `

During the week of 25 September 1960,

	

- _ and Mabeu went to

Miami where Roselli introduced only Maheu to "Sam Cold" at a meeting

-18-
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tying it to a recollection that Castro frequently dram: tea, coffee,

or bouillon, for which a liquid poison would be particularly well

suited .

Despite the decision that a poison in liquid foxy would be most

desirable, what was actually prepared and delivered was a solid in

the form of small pills about the size of saccharine tablets.

remembers meeting with Edwards and

	

in Edwards' office to

discuss the requirement.

	

The specifications were that the poison be

stable, soluble, safe to handle, undetectable, not immediately acting,

and with a firmly predictable end result . Hotulin tames nearest to ,

meeting all of those requirements, and it may be put up in either

liquid or solid form . "'

	

states that the pill form was

chosen because of ease and safety of handling.

(Comment:

	

The gangsters may have had some influence on the

choice of a means of assassination.

	

says that in his

very early discussions with the gangsters (or, more precisely,

baheu's discussions with them) consideration was given to possible

ways of accomplishing the mission. Apparently the Agency had first

thought in terms of a typical, gangland-style killing in which

Castro would be gunned down .

	

Giancana was flatly opposed to the
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use of firearms .

	

He said that no one could 'be recruited to do

the job, because the chance of survival and escape would be

negligible .

	

Giancana stated a preference for a lethal pill

that could be put into Castro's food or drink. TrafYicante

("Joe, the courier") was in touch with a disaffected Cuban

official with access to Castro and presumably of a sort that

would enable him to surreptitiously poison Castro . The gangsters

named their man inside as

The gangsters said that_

	

had once been in a position to

receive kickbacks from the gambling interests, had since lost

that source of income, and needed the money.)

When Edwards received the pills he dropped one into a glass of

water to test it for solubility and found that it did not even

disintegrate, let alone dissolve .

	

took them back and made

up a new batch that met the requirement for solubility . Edwards

at that point wanted assurance that the pills were truly lethal .

	

He

called on -	-. to make an independent test of them . Elwards gave

money to buy guinea pigs as test animals.

	

.. has a record of a

conversation with

	

on 6 February 1961.

	

It may have related to

the tests, but we cannot be sure . What appears to have happened is that

tested the pills on the guinea pigs and found them ineffective

_25 -
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Gambling Syndicate-- Phase 2

.1illiam Harvey, Chief of

	

was briefed in February 1901

(by authority of Richard Bissell) on phase one of the gambling

syndicate operation.

	

That, briefing was in connection with a sensitive

operation that Bissell had assigned to Harvey. 'Harvey describes it

thus: Early in the Kennedy administration, Bissell called him in to

discuss what Harvey refers to as an Executive Action Capability; i .e .,

a general stand-by capability to carry out assassinations when required .

Harvey's notes quote Bissell as saying, "The White House has twice

urged me to create such a capability ." Bissell recalls discussing

the question of developing a general capability with Harvey.

	

He

mentioned the Edaards/gambling syndicate operation against Castro

in that context, but he now thinks that the operation was over by

then and that reference to it was in terms of a past operation as a

case in point.

	

It was on this basis that Harvey arranged to be

as March 1951 .

briefed by Edwards.

	

Harvey's fixing of the date as Febiuary was-only

after review of events both preceding the briefing and following it.
as

He says now that it might have been early as late January or as late

After some discussion of the problems involved in developing an

Executive Action Capability, Bissell placed Harvey in chase of the

effort .

	

Harvey says that Bissell had already discussed certain aspects
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of the problem witl

	

and with

	

- . .

	

since

was already cut in, Harvey used him in developipg the

Execul.ive Action Capability, although never with respect to Castro.

We did not question

	

.?on his knowledge of the program for

creating an Executive Action Capability, butt Harvey's mention of him

in this connection may explain a notation by

	

-

	

"

	

'that Harvey

instructed

	

,'to discuss techniques vithh.	associating

the discussion with the Castro operation.

	

-

Harvey states that after the decision was made to go ahead with

the creating of an Executive Action Capability, and vhUe he was

still discussing its development with Bissell, he briefed Mr. Helms

fully on the general concept .but without mention'of the then ongoing

plan to assassinate Castro.

The Executive Action program came to be known as ERRIM.

	

Its

principal asset was an agent, QX1IN, who had been recruited earlier

by .	foruse in a special operation in the Congo-1&3--

to be run by

41-373 0 - 79 - 10
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made a survey of the *scene, decided he wanted no part in

an assassination attempt, and asked to be released--which Bissell

granted.) The project name, ZBRIFLE, . first appears in the files in

May 1951, although the first recorded approval is dated 19 February

1962 .

	

11be new DD/P (Helms) on that date authorized Mrvey, by



memorandug to handle the project on a special basis.

	

Acco"Mti--; for

expenditures was to be by general category and on Harvey's ,certifi

cation.

	

The initial approval was, for +$14,700, consisting of $7,200

for QUIN's annual salary and $7,500 for operational expenses .

to develop a

It continued
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Project ZRRIFIE was covered as an _ .

	

operation (ostensibly

capability for entering safes and for kidnapping couriers.

on a course separate from the Eduards/gambling syndicate

operation against Castro until 15 November 1961 . Harvey has a note

that on that date he discussed with Bissell the application of the

ZRRIFIE program to Cuba .

	

Harvey says that Bissell instructed him to

take over Ed,.mrds' contact with the criminal syndicate and thereafter

to run the operation against Castro.

	

Harvey adds that, as a completely

unrelated development, shortly after this discussion with Bissell he

was told by Helms that he was to be placed in charge of the Agency's

Cuba task force .

Iate 1961 - Early 1962

Harvey recalls that he was -very busy with a number of things in

the period that followed the discussion with Bissell that led to his

taking over Edwards' Castro operation.

	

He was turning over his

responsibilities in

	

.. .

	

He was working with EM on the Martin/

Mitchell defection case. He was reading in on Cuba operations and

-39-
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briefed the DDCI, General Carter, who said he understood the situation

and in due time might brief the Director, Mr. McCore . It is not known

whether General Certer did or did not brief Mr. McCone. There is no

indication that General Carter was further briefed on the full details

of the assassination plot against Castro .

May 1952

The Attorney General obviously was told of CIA's operational

involvement with gangster elements, because he requested a briefing

on the details .

	

On 7 May 1962 Sheffield Edwards and Lawrence Houston

met with Attorney General Robert Kennedy and, as Edwards puts it,

"briefed him all the glrpy."

	

Houston says that after the briefing

Kennedy "thought about the problem quite seriously." The Attorney

said that,he could see the problem and that he could not proceed

those involved in the wiretapping care . He spoke quite

firmly, saying in effect, "I trust that if you ever try to do business

with organized crime again--with gangsters--you will let the Attorney

General know before you do it." Houston quotes Edwards as replying that

Edwards says that among the points

covered was that of Roselli's motivation. The Attorney General had

thought that Roselli was doing the job (the attempt at assassination

of Castro) for money.

	

Edwards corrected that impression ; he was not.

General

against

this was a reasonable request.

- 62a-
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Houston recalls that during the meeting with the Attorney

General the latter asked for a memorandum record of the meeting .

Edwards believes that the request was made later and by telephoae .

A memorandum was prepared and was signed by Edwards .

	

Both Edwards and

Houston recall having had a hand in writing it . A transmittal buck-

slip from Houston to Kennedy notes that the request was made on,

11 May, which suggests that Edwards is correct in his belief that the

request was made by telephone after the 7 May briefing of the Attorney

,General .

	

The memorandum is dated 14 tiny 1962 .

	

It vas typed in two

copies only, with the original being sent to Attorney General Kennedy

and the other copy being retained by the Director of Security .

	

It was

typed by Edwards' secretary,

	

It does not state the

purpose of the operation on which Kennedy was briefed, but it does

make it clear that the operation was against Castro and its true

purpose may be inferred from the memorandum .

Edwards states that the briefing of the Attorney General and

the forwarding of a memorandum of record was carried out without-

briefing the Director (John McCone), the MCI (General Carter), or the

DD/P (Richard Helms) .

	

He felt that, since they had not been privy to

the operation when it was under way, they should be protected from

involvement in it after the fact .

	

As noted previously, Houston had

briefed the DDCI on the fact that there was a matter involving the
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out of the meeting,

	

and AMuJsu'were informed that President

Kennedy had been assassinated .

	

,

	

. .was visibly moved over the

news .

	

He asked, "Way do such things happen to good people?"

	

17ie

contact report does not state the time nor the duration of the

-

	

-AM\Ri!i meeting, but it is likely that at the very moment

President Kennedy was shot a CIA officer was rdeeting with a Cuban

agent in-Aaris and giving him an assassination device for use egainst

Castro .

	

states that he received an OPD-I cable from FitzGerald

that night or early the next morning telling him that everything vas

off. We do not find such a cable in the AWASH file .

	

There is

a record in the file that -

	

was due to arrive back in

Washington at 1810 hours, 23~November.

The AWASH project was probably about as widely known within

the Clandestine Services as any other project of a similar nature .

However, we can identify only four people who lmow of the just-

described episode involving a hypodermic syringe and Black leaf 40 .

	

.

knew all of the story,

	

_

	

, knew most of it, and

much of it.

	

FitzGerald did not mention this aspect of the AML.A9ii

Operation when he first briefed us on it .

	

When ve vent back to

him later with specific questions, he said he remembered something

about Black Leaf 40, but nothing whatever about a device for

administering it .

	

-

	

raidsaid he had the impression tbat FitzGerald

- 94 -
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THE DREa PEARSON STORY

Published Details

	

The Facts As She Ynow Them

the CIA hatched a plot to knock off Castro .

	

True .

Robert Kennedy may have approved an

	

Not true .

	

He was briefed on Gambling Syndicate-Phase
assassination plot .

	

One after it was over. He was not briefed on Phase 'two .

Underworld figures were actually recruited

	

True .
to carry out the plot .

Three hired assassins were caught in Havana

	

Roselli informed Harvey on 21 June 1962, presumably
where a lone survivor is still supposed

	

on the basis of information from -__-, that a teem
to be languishing in prison .

	

of three men was inside Cuba .

	

:godo not know their
identities nor what may have happened to them .

	

We have
no proof that they were actually dispatched .

	

None
'

	

of the announced captures and executions during this
period fits this team .

Castro learned enough at least to believe the

	

This reportedly has come out in the Garrison investi-
CIA was seeking to kill him. He is reported

	

gations.

	

It also was stated by

	

in the
to have cooked up a counterplot against

	

Philippines under direct interroaatton.
_
We have no

President Yennedy.

	

independent confirmation of any sort .

	

(Note that
Garrison met with Roselli in Las Vegas in March 1967 .)

Urvublished Details

Pills were sent to.Cuba for use in the

	

True .

	

At least we were told by Roselli that the pills
were sent in during Phase One and again in Phase

	

:o .

'.'here was a meeting at the Department of State

	

True . The subject was raised at a ceeting at State on
at which the assassination of Castro was

	

to August 1962, but it is unrelated to any actual
discussed.

	

attempts at assassination. It did re§ult in a XXGOOS^
action memorandim by Lflnsdalf assigning to CIA action
for planning liquidation of leaders .

	

The offending
phrase was later excised from copies forwarded to CIA,
States Defense, and USIA, but the damage clay alreaC.5
have been done .

assassination.
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him on the Pearson story.

d .

	

Pearson, Anderson, and Greensp.uu (in Las Vegas) are

newspapermen with a newsworthy story.

	

Pearson has already

published much of it .

e.

	

Maheu does have good reason for not wanting the story

aired further .

	

Unfavorable publicity might cause him to lose

his lucrative client, Howard Hughes .

	

There might be some value

to be gained . from endorsing his suggestion that he approach

and perhaps Roselli and urge discretion .

What do other components of Government know about this operation?

ormer Attorney General Robert Kennedy was fully briefed by

Houston and Edwards on 7 May 1962 .

	

A memorandum confirming the

oral briefing was forwarded to Kennedy on 14 May 1962 .

	

The memorandum

does not use the word "assassinate," but there is little roam for

misinterpretation of what was meant. Presumably the original of that

memorandum is still in the files of the Justice Department . It'should

be noted that the briefing of Kennedy was restricted to Phase One

of the operation, u:hich had ended about a year earlier.

	

Phase Two

was already under way at the time of the briefing, but Kennedy Las

not told of it.

As far as we know, the FBI has not been told the sensitive
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operational details, but it would be naive to assume that they have

not by now put two and two together and come out with the right

answer .

	

They know of CIA's involvement with Roselli and Giancana

as a result of the Las Vegas wiretapping incident. From the Chicago

newspaper stories of August 1963, and from Giancana's own statement,

it appears that they know this related to Cuba . When Roselli's

story reached them (Roselli to

	

. to Pearson to Warren to Rowley

to the FBI), all of the pieces should have fallen into place. They

should by now have concluded that CIA plotted the assassination of

Castro and used U.S . gangster elements in the operation.

There is some support for this thesis in the conversation I had

with Sam Papich on 3 May 1967 when I told him of the expected meeting

between Roselli and Harvey .

	

Sam commented that Roselli and Giancana

have CIA "over a barrel" because of "that operation." He said that

he doubted that the FBI would be able to do anything about either

Rosellt or Giancana because of "their previous activities with your

people ."

Can wevlausibly-deny that -we plotted with gangster elements to
assassinate Castro?

1:0, we cannot . We are reasonably confident that there is nothing

in writing outside of the Government that would confirm Pearson's
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story of the gambling syndicate operation, but there are plenty of

non-gangster witnesses who could lend confirmation .

a .

	

Maheu can confirm that Shef Edwards told Roselli

that Edwards had told the Attorney General of Eoselli's

activities on behalf of the Government .

b .

	

can confirm the pill and

three-man team elements of the story.

c._

	

can confirm the pill element of Phase Ors.

d.

	

If an independent investigation were to be ordered,

the investigators could learn everything that we have learned.

Such an investigation probably would uncover details unknown to

us, because it would have access to the non-CIA participants.

Can CIA state or imply that it was merely an instrument of

	

licy?

loot in this case . While it is true that Phase Two was carried

out in an atmosphere of intense Kennedy administration pressure*to

do something about Castro, such is not true of the earlier phase.

Phase One was initiated in August 1960 under the Eisenhower

administration.

	

Phase Two is associated in harvey'c mind with the

Executive Action Capability, which reportedly was developed in

response to White House urgings .

	

Agnin, Phase One had been started

and abandoned months before the Executive Action Capability appeared
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on the scene .

When Robert Kennedy was briefed on Phase One in t,.̀dy 1962, he

strongly admonished Houston and Edwards to check with the Attorney

General in advance of any future intended use of U.S. criminal

elements .

	

This was not done with respect to Phase Two, which was

already well under way at the time Kennedy was briefed.

	

The

Pearson story, which is now causing us so much distress, includes

one. detail that is found only in Phase Two:

	

the three-man team.

What measures might be taken to lessen the damage?

We see little to be gained from personal approaches now to

biahcu,

	

or Roselli.

	

Iraheu has much to lose and might be able

to prevail upon

	

hand Roselli not to spread the . story further.

It is questionable whether any such urging would be effective with

Roselli, because Roselli stands only to gain from having the story

of his CIA connection known and accepted. We cannot now suppress

the story, because it is already out and may boil up afresh from.-the

Garrison case .

	

If we were to approach any of the participants and

urge discretion upon him, and if this became known, it would merely

lend credence to a tale that now sounds somewhat improbable .
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Mr. DODD. Mr. Helms, did John McCone, former Director of
Central Intelligence Agency and your immediate supervisor, know
about-I gather you don't care for the word assassination plots and
I am trying to find some words you and I can agree on . Let's call
them efforts to get rid of Fidel Castro . Does that satisfy you?
Mr. HELMS. Fine .
Mr. DODD. Did John McCone know about the agency's efforts to

get rid of Fidel Castro?
Mr. HELMS. He certainly was on top of all the operations that we

mounted against Cuba . He was in the vanguard of this . He attend-
ed most of the committee meetings, he pushed certainly as hard as
anyone in the administration to see if we couldn't topple the Castro
regime . I believe he has testified to the effect that he did not know
of what he called specific efforts to kill Castro . I don't know wheth-
er he knew about it or not. I will accept his word . I have no reason
to argue with him about it . There was a big flareup at the time of
the Church committee hearings over whether I had told McCone
about this or whether I had told Harvey not to say anything about
it. I don't have any clear recollection any more of the events
surrounding that particular detail, so I cannot help you on it. I
would be glad to if I could.
Mr. DODD. So you don't know when he would have been in-

formed, if he had been?
Mr. HELMS. Then I believe he had Mr. Elder, who was his execu-

tive assistant his-
Mr. DODD. I am having a hard time hearing.
Mr. HELMS. I am sorry. During the Church committee hearings

Mr. Elder, who had been his executive assistant, swore out an
affidavit that he had been instructed by McCone to tell me that
anything smacking of assassination was not permissible to Mr.
McCone. Mr. Elder gave his testimony under oath . I never had any
conversation with Mr. Elder like that, that I ever recall . As I have
said on previous occasions and on the record, I have great regard
for Mr. McCone. He was my boss . I would have no doubt whatso-
ever, if he had expressed himself in this fashion through one of his
subordinates to me, that I would have remembered it . I think I
would have remembered it . So the issue is unresolved .
Mr. DODD. For the purposes of clarity can we talk about these

efforts to get rid of Fidel Castro in terms of pre-Bay of Pigs and
post-Bay of Pigs? I think for our purposes that might be of some
help .
Mr. HELMS. Certainly .
Mr. DODD. Did I understand you to say that you are not sure he

knew about either the pre-Bay of Pigs or the post-Bay of Pigs
efforts or that he knew about the pre-Bay of Pigs and didn't know
about the post-Bay of Pigs or knew about both?
Mr. HELMS. I thought on one occasion I told him about the pre-

Bay of Pigs episode because my recollection is that something
appeared in a newspaper-I think in the Chicago Sun Times-
about it, and I went and spoke to him about it and told him what
was involved .
As to the post-Bay of Pigs, I don't know what he knew . You

know, Mr. Dodd, I am not looking for refuge in these matters. I am
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prepared to stand here and take my beating in any form that you
gentlemen want to administer it .
Mr. DODD. We are not out to beat anyone . We are just trying to

get at the facts .
Mr. HELMS. I am delighted to hear you say that . But let me just

explain as Director of the agency Mr. McCone had every opportuni-
ty to find out anything in the agency that he wanted to find out .
He had an inspection staff, he had excecutive assistants, he had all
kinds of people around him. So what he knew and what he didn't
know on a given date I can't possibly attest to, but I do want to
make the point that nobody was stopping him from finding out
anything he wanted to find out .
Mr . DODD. In the Church committee report which I have marked

here as JFK exhibit F-539, reading at the bottom :
Mr. McCone testified that he was not aware of the plots to assassinate Castro

which took place during the years in which he was DCI, Director of Central
Intelligence, and that he did not authorize those plots . He testified that he was not
briefed about the assassination plots by Dulles, Bissel, Helms, or anyone else when
he succeeded Dulles as Director in November 1961 .

Do you take issue with that?
Mr. HELMS. No, I am not going to take issue with it . I would

simply end up in a lengthy hassle between me and Mr. McCone. I
have better ways to spend my time .
Mr . DODD. So you would agree with Mr. McCone's testimony that

he was not briefed?
Mr. HELMS. I have no basis for agreeing or disagreeing, Mr.

Dodd .
Mr. DODD. Can you think of any reason why you might not have

briefed him?
Mr. HELMS. When he came aboard as Director I was not the

Deputy Director of Plans . It was Mr. Bissell who was the Deputy
Director of Plans, and Allen Dulles was the Director . Dulles left,
McCone took his place, and Bissell continued on as Deputy Director
of Plans for a time.
Mr. DODD. When you became Deputy Director of Planning in

1962, can you think of any reason why you would not have told Mr.
McCone?
Mr. HELMS. The episode, the pre-Bay of Pigs episode, I did talk to

him about one day, I know.
Mr. DODD. So you did inform him of the pre-Bay of Pigs effort?
Mr. HELMS. Yes . That was not when he came in 1961; it was

after that, so I guess if you parse the statement, the statement is
accurate.
Mr. DODD. Mr. Chairman, I would ask that JFK exhibit F-539 be

entered into the record at this time .
Mr . PREYER . Without objection, JFK exhibit F-539 is entered in

the record at this point .
[Whereupon, JFK exhibit F-539 was received in evidence .]
[The information follows :]
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JFK EXHIBIT F-539
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Finally, Mr..gLivlngstonl Merchant (Under Secretary of State for Political

Affairs) asked whetherany real planning had been done for taking direct positive
action against Fide), Raul and Che Guevara. He said that without these three
the Cuban Government would be leaderless and probably brainless. He conceded
that it would be necessary to act against all three simultaneously. GeneiR-Cabellr .
polntedmatttbattagODWorthisakind':rs"uncertain7uteresoltvand;highty!dansemnv
in conoptionTandresacation::betaosa:theanetsamentCmastl%be-Cabanar,Hsfef .
that,parts¢n1ar17=Dec6ose'of-the'neeessiiy'of

	

ultanaoussactioi1~1ICwonld hue% .
to be c4nclnded%tNataDfs' >t(eirAinraattggeetioo-labeyend"ovr'capabilities~(3pe-'
cial Group Minutes, .WS/e0)
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` . ..
Exactly what: . the term. "direct positive action'' meant to the speaker
or those listening is uncertain. Merchant was ill and unable to testify,,
others present at the meet could not-recall what.the words meant
at the time they-were utte

	

, although*some have testified that they
could refer to assassination.'

Bissell was also asked about the .minutes of the November 3 meet- -
inb. ?after reading the reference to "direct positive action," Bissell
said, "I find i

	

cult to understand :" (Bissell, 7/17/75, p . 18)- HB
then was asked,

	

_

	

_. .. . .

	

. .

	

: ;:,

	

.

`Q. Do you, In light of the November 3 minutes remain &= that Cabell was.
knowledgeable (of tbeassesatnationplots)?
a. It casts somedoubton that inmy mind. . -

	

-
119ten asked if it cast "some significant doubt in light of (Cabell's) -

eh :IIMeter," Bissell answered, "Yea" (Bissell, 7/17/7 pp-22-23)
(c) Did John McCone Snow of or Authorise dasassination Plot*

Daring His Tenure as DCIp
T'hs CI:1 considered several assassination plots against Castro dur-*

in-, AcCone's tenure as Director. Harvey initiated his contact with
I ,s4" Ili in April 1962, and that operation continued intoeat,
In early 1 1963 the CIA looked into the possibility of assassinating
( .Istm with an exploding seashell and contaminated diving suit. AM/
1, .~Sl l was offered IL

	

pen device in November 1983, and caches
of arnls were delivered to Cuba for his use in the following years.

;i) .11cCone'stesti

	

-ltilcCOii~testifiedt$s£$~ivas lot -Wara'~'b-1wthe plats tti assss-mnateCattiwhich took=plac-during the- ears=-if
whi.'h hewas:DCI andthatlie~did :r ;of'.l itlioljzet)iofplrts=JucCone,

He" testified-'that~}ie"~wa~-not~bri6fed'abofthe '
:stiinahtxi lots WyDunes; )Bissell;Helmi,-6r anyone else:wheu,.;~e>r

Ihi es as-pig'ecCot;in;Nov_embiiaHL:~McCone,6%8/7& pp'. .
' 7 Ih. ynn read

	

direct, positive action

	

as meaning killing (FIdel Castro. -
xnd Che Guerara) T+a~hl read It that war. yea. (Trnsdale, 7/8/TS. R 103)

	

-'

	

.
Would you agree that the words direct positive action' appear to questionth"re's been any planning In connection with assassinating (the Castros and-. t7

*.i
t think the phrase 'positive action' could Include assassinations. but

	

I'm not
'* " f con- In Mr. A(erchant's mind." (Gray. T/9/75, p. 9.)

testified that he Brat learned of the Rosselil operation In August 1963; long`^~' a had been terminated. See discussion fnfro, pp. 107-108.
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6-7,17), and that if he had ever been asked about the'_Vlots, he would
disapproved: ZLIC3,0116

	

7,:p

--I h knowledge oW4 any- authorized plan or planning that might leadtoa-,,. request for authorization. Of . course, during those days it was almost common .
for one person or another to say, "we ought to dispose of Castor" *- - - [b]ut at
no time did anyone come to me, or come to other authorities to my knowledge,
with a play Lor the actual. undertaking of an assassination- (McCone, 6/6/75,
P. 3) .
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MCCone also_ testified

	

x- " , .-

	

r~

	

,.

Senator Hark of Colorado . Did you,ever discuss the subject of assassinations-
withyourpredecessor, Mr-Dalleat-, ..
McCone, *-No, I.did not'

(ii Tes

	

dfHe

	

e

	

other MAQ" l-
Zency

Emp 88 L' t

	

de

	

lxfrom
Nov

	

-

	

r 1961 until February 1962. H

	

assumed the duties -of-
DDP from Bissell and so

	

throughout the balance of mccones-
terms as Director.-'

	

-

	

-

	

:-' -

	

" .	-

	

-

	

, ~ . 0~~
Bissell testified aboutMcCon6ls knowledge as fellows:

never discussed assassinations withYour- testimony is thatyo-,

l

	

A. Thatiscorrect :

	

"

	

f- .
tell McCone anything about that conversation with Mr; .

Harvey in which you at least told him to take over the relationship
with the

criminal Syndicate?
A. I don't remembersodoing. (Bissell, 6/11/715, p.19)

recall ever having d!WwU=W%dLAth_e
ion Di

	

-Wereasked whether N&Coae was . aware of the assassination plots
againstCastro, Wms testified :
.

	

No, it isn't sty Impression that I told him, atleast I don'thave any impression,
unforotannsatwely * * i UK UK= Is an honorable man. He has done his awe
tesdfAM

and sill am my A that I do not know specifically whether he was
,aware ornot. (Helms,ITLInj PR 90,101--102)

Helms further testified :

	

~

	

-"
Nm,DAM I believe Mr. McCone testLiled that he never heard of any-Senator mo

of these attempts when he was I)irector. Womajld you have any reason todisagree
with his testimony?

	

i
HZLX& Sir, I have always liked McCone and Idon'twantto get into an alterca-

tion, with him. He had access to Harvey and everybody else just the way I had
andhebad regularseemto the Attorney General

SenatorMONDAm If you. were a member ofthis Committee wouldWt you il;
same that NX McWone was unaware of .the assassination attempts while they
were underway? ._: 1 . . ; . . ._,4
Hstus, I don't know how to answer that Senator Moodale. He was involved

in this up to his scuppers just the way everybody eke was that was in it, and 1
just don't know. L118= Do reason to impuqgn his integrity. On the other hand;

Wait Alder. MeCose's Mcneadve Assistant. teedfied that Dulles

	

Lrelj:e~ua hota te
twelve Informal briefings between September and November 19TL

	

said than
Dulles and MeConer travelled together an a brie

	

trip to Zamps, to enable McCose-to!get "up to speW IDS CIA attivitlea. (Elder .

	

"T/T 13)
Helms teadded that he first Mformeabout the plot using underworld Opt"

In AsSud2968 . See d1scussion, wire at p. 10T.
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Mr. DODD. If I told you August 3 or August 1963 is when Mr.
McCone believes that he was informed by you of the pre-Bay of
Pigs efforts, would you argue with that date?
Mr. HELMS. Is that when that story came out in the Sun Times?

Because that is the only thing I can key it to .
Mr . DODD. That is what he states, and I just wondered if you

would argue with that .
Mr . HELMS. No, certainly not .
Mr . DODD. Mr. Chairman, I will ask that JFK F-538 be entered

in the record at this time as well .
Mr . PREYER. Without objection, JFK exhibit F-538 is admitted

into evidence at this point .
[Whereupon, JFK exhibit No. F-538 was received in evidence .]
[The information follows :]
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that:,thefpl~, ~ot4ea~ssa~inahou~althouf~$issell:and~Ed~
:ward-insist-that

	

reafmeaninz mnsthape;been~nnderstood:.Certain
otherevidencebefore theCommittee suggests tfiar-Diillesand Cabell
did lmow about the assassination plots ; other evidence suggests that

=- !he

	

did not. (See subsection (b)_ below.)
-` -'

	

-LA, ed'Ltl atIt-:d dwnoE~kriow _abodt::oi"
orlze:tfie" Iots ~Helms~:Bisaelk.and,7iarvey-all,'testified,that~the :'~.,
antil iiowWet r~Mc;gof he��-=assassination. plots-;Ea_

id,however, that lie- did not tell McCone of"th-e assassinwion efforts
'either when McCone assumed the position of DCI in November 1961

for at any time thereafter until 4

	

196%whali,Helms ' w-McCone
*""iriemoranduiliifrom'ivlucTr'Me one oneluded_that tr ;o)ieratibnT

lires

	

ol~to+the<Bay o~`Pigs had=:mvo1-13-s'- .f wi` deiworId figti
.re-1ioirr Tfie'Rhnspet:tolwG`eneral's Repolt`state-s that FIarvey

elm's~iappiovalYn'ot>to-brief:McCone`when tthe assassluatlon
re~'~esnni

	

1x;,1962 Harvey testified`tliis" accordetIicitli his
pon . Ol ;titlfel:oixasionswfien~it ouldhaye.beenapproriate;

Helms and I'arv ~diil~ntit=telLlyIcCouebabQUt assas"sinatioru
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ivty Helmsdid not recallanyagreement not to brief lllccone,
but he did not qquestione position taken by Harvex or the Inspector
General's Report . Helnis':9Msag-that McConZlieveiT-<told-him":fbtj

ate~Qtistrb' (These matters, as well as the various reasons
put forward-byHitiiwey and Helms for not briefing McCone, are set
forth in Section (c) below.)
(b) Did .Allen Defiles 871010 of or Atathorlze the Initial Plots Against -

_

	

--

	

Castro t
_ . Both Allen Dulles and General Cabell are deceased . The Commit-
tee's investigation of this question relied on the available documents
and the testimony of those who served under Dulles and Cabell who,
are still living.'
. . . (i) Dfillea' -.Approva1 of : 'G°.? Sa7ig's Dice~riber1959' 1l1'smara

7,-On-

	

duan.December 11, 1959, J. C. King, head of CIA's-Western;,
Henlsphere Division, wrote a memorandum to Dulles observing thaat

. . . a "far left" dictatorship now existed in Cuba which, "if' permitted;
to stand, will encourage similar actions againstU.S. holdings in oth
Latin American countries .

	

_
` . Oneof King's four "Recommended Actions" was :
Thorough consideration be given to the elimination of Fidel Castro. :none

of those close-of Fidel, such as his brother Raul or his companion Che Guevara.'
have the same mesmeric appeal to the masses. Many informed people believe
that the disappearance of Fidel would greatly accelerate the fall of the prese
Government

A handwritten note indicates that Dulles, with Bissell's conc :-i
' 'rence, approved the recommendations.

'This evidence relates to the aborted incident In July 1961 and what the Inspectm
General's Report referred to as the initial phase. of the assassination effort Involving th
underworld . Withr-respect::to" the "-'bebemsa" prior-to-that operation. the L Q. Reps
:concluded Ir could"and no- evidence that any of the"schemes- were approved at

an-190highee than. division . If. that." (L G. Report. p. 10)

	

11
The Inspector General- questioned neither l7blles nor Cabell In preparing his Rep

in 1987, although both wentben anus
X-.- The Committee received this document on November 13, 1973. after prlatta~ of
Report bad begun. As a consequence, there was no o portualtp to question either S1e

:.or

	

Issell concerning the meaning of -elimination" . w~at consideration was to fact give
to Castro's "Mlmlnarioo", sad whether an7planning resulting from this document ln-fli
led to the aclanl plots In this regard it should be noted that Bissell had a "dim reeolY. .
.tion" of aconversation prior to early autumn or late summer 1980 with (the-auW
-ot tha.above. memorandum} eontarniug a "capability- to eliminate- Castro 1f _such

-. .sboulbDe "decided"apon:"-,(Bfuell. 8~9/7fi; A- 19)-See pr'74. -

JFK Exxlsrr F-538



Mr . DODD. Mr. McCone testified he did not know about author-
ized plots. Helms, Bissell, and Harvey all testified that they did not
know whether McCone knew of the assassination plots. Each said,
however, he did not tell McCone of the assassination efforts either
when McCone assumed the position of DCI in December 1961 or at
any time thereafter until August 1963 . So that would have been
the first time Mr. McCone was aware of any of these efforts?
Mr. HELMS. I think that is plausible . I can accept that .
Mr . DODD. These would have been the efforts that were pre-Bay

of Pigs?
Mr. HELMS. That is my recollection of that particular episode,

yes.
Mr . DODD. Did you ever talk with the Warren Commission or

anyone on the Warren Commission staff about these efforts to get
rid of Castro?
Mr. HELMS. No, Sir. I might point out in fairness to all concerned

that that was not my function in those days . If anybody was going
to be briefing the Warren Commission about ongoing operations of
any kind in the CIA, it would have been the Director or with the
Director's authority.
Mr. DODD. In other words, you talked about these plots to no one

who had any connection whatsoever with the Warren Commission?
Mr. HELMS. Not that I know of, no .
Mr . DODD. I would like to, if I could, refer to page 17-I hope we

have the same copies-of the now declassified August 9 executive
session testimony that you gave before this committee.
Mr. HELMS. Yes, I have page 17 .
Mr. DODD. You can read along with me. Mr. Helms is responding

to a question by Mr. Goldsmith .
Mr. HELMS. Excuse me, did you say you wanted me to read it?
Mr. DODD. No. I will read it and you may read along with me.
On the bottom of page 16 :
Mr . GOLDSMITH. Did the agency's investigation reflect any working hypotheses?

By that, did the agency give any particular emphasis to the particular areas,
geographic areas?
Mr. HELMS. I think that the entire U.S . Government, not only the CIA, was very

concerned as to whether there would be evidence of some foreign conspiracy to
assassinate President Kennedy. They were concerned whether the Soviets were
involved in this . They were concerned whether the Cubans were involved in this .
They were concerned that somebody may have been involved in it .
Then dropping to the next paragraph, second sentence :
There is hardly any question there was more discussed during those days as to

who was behind Lee Harvey Oswald, if indeed he was the man who was responsible,
what had affected his life, why had he done the things he had done, and so forth .
Then dropping down to the last paragraph here on this page

beginning with the sentence :
I think if the Chair would indulge me a minute, I would like to make a comment

about the various investigations into the assassination of President Kennedy based
on the long years I have spent in the intelligence business, and that is, until the day
that the KGB in Moscow or the Cuban intelligence in Havana is prepared to turn
over their files to the United States as to what their relationships to these various
people were, it is going to be extraordinarily difficult to tidy up this case, finally
and conclusively .

It seems to me that the question of possible Cuban complicity
was, according to your testimony, on the minds of a lot of people .

41-373 0 - 79 - 11
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This was not something that came up later, but right at the very
time . Isn't that correct? In fact, this morning you said in response
to a question from Chairman Stokes that you certainly were aware
that the alleged assassin Lee Harvey Oswald had sought a visa at
the Cuban Embassy in Mexico . Is that correct?
Mr. HELMS. Yes .
Mr. DODD. And you were aware that the alleged assassin Lee

Harvey Oswald had lived for more than 2 years in the Soviet
Union; is that correct?
Mr. HELMS. Right .
Mr. DODD. And you were aware that Lee Harvey Oswald had

passed out Fair Play for Cuba materials in New Orleans ; is that
correct?
Mr. HELMS. I believe it is .
Mr. DODD. In light of all of that knowledge, in light of the

obvious interest and emphasis that the entire U.S . Government
had on the possible activities of the Cuban Government, and in
light of the fact that you knew that Lee Harvey Oswald had
engaged in these activities, why didn't you tell the Warren Com-
mission about the efforts to get rid of Fidel Castro or to overthrow
the Cuban Government?
Mr. HELMS. Mr. Dodd, you are singling me out as to why I didn't

march up and tell the Warren Commission when these operations
against Cuba were known to the Attorney General of the United
States, the Secetary of Defense, the Secretary of State, the Assist-
ant to the President for National Security Affairs, the President of
the United States himself although he at that point was dead . All
kinds of people knew about these operations high up in the Govern-
ment. Why am I singled out as the fellow who should have gone up
and identified a Government operation to get rid of Castro? It was
a Government wide operation, supported by the Defense Depart-
ment, supported by the National Security Council, supported by
almost everybody in a high position in the Government.
Mr. DODD. According to your earlier testimony, you have made

note of the fact and I think the record indicates that the Attorney
General had asked that they be stopped . I presume he was told
that they would be . So far as he was concerned, they had ended.
Mr. HELMS. What about some connection with the Mafia? But

the efforts to unseat Castro under Operation Mongoose had gone
on full blast under the Attorney General's direction and we had
the Cuban missile crisis in October of 1962 . If the Cuban missile
crisis with the connivance of Fidel Castro and the Soviet leaders
had been a success, those missiles would have been introduced to
Cuba and the United States would have been hostage to those
missiles of the Soviets . It would have been the coup of the century .

In December of 1962 the brigade comes back to the United States
having been bought off with drug supplies by the Attorney Gen-
eral, et cetera . President Kennedy went to the Orange Bowl in
Miami and greeted them in December 1962 and assured them, and
this may not be an exact quote, as follows : "I will return this
banner to this brigade in a free Havana."
Those operations went on nonstop during 1963 . If that doesn't

indicate there was bad blood between President Kennedy and Fidel
Castro, I don't know what does .
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Mr. DODD. But my point is this, according to your testimony, Mr.
McCone was not aware of the post-Bay of Pigs efforts and attempts .
Robert Kennedy, the then Attorney General, asked that all activi-
ties such as that be stopped. Mr. McCone is not aware. I can't ask
you why others who had knowledge of this, did not communicate it
to the Warren Commission .
But as I read your executive committee testimony, you felt you

had, not the link with the Warren Commission but had a very
active role in communicating with the Warren Commission . That
doesn't help me in trying to understand why you would not have
made that information available and known to the Warren Com-
mission.
Mr . HELMS. Well, I am sorry, I didn't.
Mr . DODD. In retrospect, do you think it was relevant?
Mr. HELMS. In retrospect, Mr. Dodd, I would have done a lot of

things very differently . I would like to point out something since
we are so deeply into this . When one government is trying to upset
another government and the operation is successful, people get
killed . I don't know whether they are assassinated or whether they
are killed in a coup . We had one recently in Afghanistan. The head
of the Afghanistan Government was killed . Was he assassinated or
killed in a coup? I don't know.
These semantics are all great. I want to say there is not a chief

of state or chief of government in the world today who is not aware
of the fact that his life is in jeopardy . He takes every possible
protection to guard himself. The relevance of one plot or another
plot and its effect on the course of events I would have a very hard
time assessing and I think you would, too.
Suppose I had gone down and told them and said, yes, you know

we tried to do this . How would it have altered the outcome of the
Warren Commission proceeding?
Mr. DODD. Wasn't that really for the Warren Commission to

determine?
Mr. HELMS. I think that is absolutely correct, but they did not

have that chance apparently .
Mr . DODD. That is right.
Mr. HELMS. I don't want to take the sole blame for the fact that

they didn't have that chance .
Mr. DODD. I am not asking you to .
Mr. HELMS. Well, the implication of the hearing is to that effect.
Mr. DODD. You have to take these things in the entire context.

This is not the only hearing we are having . Prior to the issuance of
the Warren Commission's report, did the Agency at any time have
any documents or other information which might have indicated
that Mr. Castro may have known about some of these efforts to get
rid of him?
Mr. HELMS. I don't know that . I have heard these allegations

flying around . I don't know whether they are accurate or not. I
have heard allegations of newspaper stories that Mr. Castro knew
or didn't know. Eminent Senators of the United States have taxed
me with the fact they knew that Castro knew Mr. Cubela was a
double agent. Mr. Cubela gets up in Havana not long ago and says
Mr. Castro did not know he was a double agent; and Mr. Castro
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testified to this committee that he didn't know he had any connec-
tions with the CIA.
Who is right in all of this?
Mr. DODD. That is what we are trying to find out.
Mr. HELMS. Well, I can't contribute anything .
Mr. DODD. Was there any effort to investigate whether or not

Castro or the Cuban Government was aware of these efforts?
Mr. HELMS. Well, I think that we used what few resources we

had in Cuba . But after all, you must remember that the whole
object of this exercise at the time was to get intelligence on Cuba of
any kind and it was turning out to be extraordinarily difficult and
the U.S . Government made a major effort to get intelligence on
Cuba during this period of months.
Mr. DODD. I am not in any way trying to be harassing, Mr.

Helms, when I ask these questions . But you stated earlier that
there were other people that were aware of these efforts to get rid
of Castro and that they might have had a responsibility as well to
communicate that to the Warren Commission .
Mr. HELMS. Well, they might have communicated to the Warren

Commission the operations that were being run against Cuba
which were certainly advertised to the Cubans because people
began getting arrested. I mean, task forces would land . The people
would be arrested . I have no doubt they were interrogated. There-
fore, Castro knew these efforts were being made against him.
Now, if you want to single out the assassination plot involving

the Mafia as one thing and you want to circumscribe it and sepa-
rate it from all these other things, exactly who knew about it and
who might have told the Warren Commission, I am not dead cer-
tain .
Mr . DODD . I want to try to determine, if I could, whether or not

it was a conscious decision on your part not to inform the Warren
Commission or was it just something that you didn't think should
be done at the time?
Mr. HELMS. It never occurred to me. We never talked to anybody

outside the Agency about covert operations of any kind-that per-
haps was a mistake-except to the Senate and House committees
to whom we reported.
Mr. DODD. But as I understand your statement, you believe today

that that was a mistake?
Mr. HELMS. I think it was a mistake, no doubt about it. I think

we should have shoved the whole thing over . I would have backed
up a truck and taken all the documents down and put them on the
Warren Commission's desk .
Mr. DODD . I notice in your executive testimony and earlier today

in previous testimony it was your position that the Agency gave
the Warren Commission information only in response to the Com-
mission's requests .
Mr. HELMS. Basically that was the case . I imagine that if any-

thing came into the Agency which seemed to be of fundamental
interest to them, we would have volunteered it, but basically we
felt our role was to respond to Warren Commission requests and
not to try and get out in front of them or to try and second-guess
them or anything else . I mean the Commission .



Mr. DODD. But fundamentally it was on a request basis. You
were not necessarily volunteering information?
Mr. HELMS. That is right.
Mr. DODD. I would like to refer you to JFK exhibit F-520. I

would ask the clerk to give Mr. Helms a copy of that exhibit, so
that he has it in front of him.

[The information follows:]
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MEMOR_ANMITM FOR: Deputy Director for Plans

Information on
"Lee Farvey OSWA?D

1. This memoranduan is for information. and for actfon.
The proposed lines of action are indicated in paragraph4-

the: Cubali Intelligence Service defector,
" has produced informat"; on of merest-to the President=s _ -
Commission on the_Assassinatioa "of Preside=} . Keuaedy'
Staff learned off

	

on 30 April. A question.uaire_vras
submitted by the Staff on 1 :Ma.y 4Attachment A) . " Mr. . .

"who is handling thel

	

debriefing, provided a reply_

	

ozt -
5 May (Attachment B). It was cleax from ors .
summary that

	

had informationbearing on the
OSy'TAI.D relationship with the Cuban. Embassy and -Cuban.
intelligence .perso".ysl in Mexico City, albie- his knowledge-
wasvras not that of a direct participant in matters affecting
OS1wALD . A follow-up questionnaire was subzzlifed to

on 6 May (Attac'Lrnent C) .

	

hir' .

	

"

	

"

	

reply
was dated 8 May (Attachr_:entD) . Attentionis directed
particul{rly to the content of paragraph two of AtachmautD .

3.

	

tiYe. have the problern of reconciling the operatiori.i
e:cploita::on OA

	

anfl satisfying the respo sibilities _
we have undertaken with Mr . Raukin.J : .

	

is such an , .
operational gold mine that

	

wants, at a ma%imu-n,
two =.o:-Iths to work fully .

	

It is palpable, however, that we
must furnish to the Corn.:r. ss ; on the substance oEl

fcr co;.':'r;, o~z

	

1~~ 0
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information on OSWALD before that . On the prev1ous record of
our association with the Commission, particularly with Mr. Rankin,
it seems possible for the Agency to work out an arrangernent with
Mr . Rankin personally that woulcl take care of their heeds and ours
after a franc: discussion of the equities.

4. It is recommended that the DDP in perso..or via a
designee, preferably the former, discuss thej
situation on. a very restricted basis with Mr. Rankin at his . _
earliest convenience either at the Agency or at the Commission
headquarters .

	

Until this takes place, it is not desirable to. put
anything ii vrriting .

	

.
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SUBJECT General . Deb=ia ±no of)
Specific

	

: The Os-,ald C2-%a

07 Y=y 195-1

. REFERENCE

	

:

	

Blind ia~oraa'L:m dated C5 iiday 196

1. 'Referent_ is mad- to a telephone coaversa.:ioL yesterday
with Chief, I

	

Staff mncerm=g this matter .

2 .

	

Bzcaas~I am nct a a 3of the into

	

+ar " .̂a z~:za3y .

	

.
avail-1ls to the Commission inzestigating the .Os-,rAId Casa or . ' `
furni shed by "Agency, my debrieliag of the Source b;s been,
based on the questions prepared by tae

	

Staff awl on what the
Source answers have sugg'estaad. I shall be glad. to pursue any
other topics suggest-d by I

	

staff,

3. The Following information in addition to that in the
reference might be of interest :

a.. LuLa CALDERON, since she returned to Cuba,

	

. .
has b,--n paid a re aiar s3lax y by the DGI even thongh she has

	

-
not paeLormed any sar7ices.

	

Her home is in the Vedado secticn * .
ph.e.-e the rents are high.

	

.

b. Source has known CAL.DERON for sa7eral years.
Before going to Me dco, sh,- worked in the ~rli~-iis?.ry of -Exterior
Cosyarce in the dspart=ea- hick was 1mown as 'the 4Empresa

Her title was Secretary Genera_'" cl the ComSnLlnLSt

You-th iz L:.e departzzren}. -L.+ed in the previous sentence.

c .

	

Luisa CALDERAN ;;as ta-ansferred directly from her
cositi, ca in the MLlistry of Exterior Commerce to a. post in Md.dicc
a n,-fter ol surprize to the Source.

d . RoaelLo RGDRiv~!Ez Lopez (DCI pseudo ~iGRC~JS),
shortly i;elore he left C~b :t :or Mexico on or abcut 13 April 196 ":,
sa:: C .t%.L-U---ERON.

	

I

	

. .

	

. _ .

	

.
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Proposa3 . Oua3iiC~ . ca, Oawai:i :tea

Rc

	

3,=:7G_'.:

	

Debria:i:g o

	

dated 5 '.3q-14

1. 'Tiz araz~ saya tza'. pzio= to Cct-"4ar 1903, O=waln v!3itao tra
C'a~,~

	

bansy is M=la :.L-7 an- tao os L-sa
is guhli:: i~svl~a iYa s~ jn. Iz~2.ea dari~ t~ ax.:~ q-?5-n,,~
Lo lfl_3-.S',_

	

. . .

	

.

3l D~.c i3a,w vis::a tLa pLt~_.itLiaa tTaa ~:.^:-

	

sa!isr.

	

st
pa-aod o- is Lba saa.=s :-E-rriag to p: ricaa vini~. iz i
la t.cr, t=y to aat ;a:s spz~= de!= U3 ras

	

p :beae
-ad t;a o:L3--a a :~

	

ia:aznz:. :ioa.	_

	

.

i.) :%.si does eau..=..a r-=^ by coa,'rtt?

D) ~:~=.~+ waa 2:a pu:.-a3a o: ihYse cca~.a?

-'v

	

uy l?oy

CL.a S?S195l..~1. ..L~ ?laia3y d3Yc--oa lII d.eU.ll #-I.- Cl ... .̂~'
z`dx:;szs1

	

"a+vsL-~ lza=ad .b:a ia:a:=aa= and I=tlUas of
tba F4-3=as lnrciv--,&

2.

	

T.aa saw.=a staffs tk°s ba`ors, dz;=i3, ansi ai=ar tsssa v:3Ls ' .
Os:zla was In =

	

ai:h ;L-ft L'uL spQCiiicall7 ln:=- ~ -

	

.
CAIMT 2:?O:;r 1-:"--'~1 Ti=''",n

rPa^_x andRo sliz RODRI-C."ct-Z Lopa~.
33i2 :Taald amoaa:a

	

a=ba oraora c=c=~- ivez~
s^~;	=fir Qaan13 :e~.d tz the T3=Ib:d5~a:sy 's .e., bet -tea

	

.
10-3-03 =A 11-22-53.

	

.

3) Gaa h~ bra dam- L.=y: scaTzcta by `?s a>;ci;ir ia-
s3.LvI3=ak

	

pLyze a:3 >;

	

c: ccu5.e~ aad c'3za of

C) DLd Oa~,r.'.!_t. .sfr or hw° r-_assn is zuzaac:

	

Ltalll-
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E) :f O3,iald Gild aat

	

iataLigen.ca

	

aai'
tsuae i

	

:!lC'.'.t313, viyt?:a'..:~r~, :~ aay, acre ey?~f^d iac
coa=c=!~ 'ilxn?

	

-

Di3 s-.Lt-ce ever aeo �-
j doc,2=artsry =--tz=.a3 oA a=y

of theSO CQ-t-Ct3, Or 3-=y'

	

3'r Or
a3ureasm:#l to Oaival3?

Gj 131 . tbLa TDGI aver ezplag physiml ---wellses.
tec

	

icsl asvlcos or crime

	

a:T41;L-~nt to coxe- t~laa;ft contacts.

Fs) --Be, source saga : .0 cL.es moikOw<H%ztzt$sr_ t~aCa3aa
sexviCCs u3eA 09walA ka '-33r age=-' capa U~7? Otiar:91sa.
This oaviaualy zrakaa it =ors i;aortm:~ t= crac=. Z-1 srha% L'x
soma -a=! is Suastites J=L.

3.

	

DId t'zm f;C1 aver In! '"to as L=vnstlgatE=a o£ 0a-w333?_

Wha-I exay ±ha rea3en for pas.-3gbng ales at BG3 ha

	

-La=s
2n,3falc oi'Lea attar =--WS Oz thS assa3a"tion -Xa---L re Ev°d? -,

5 . SJUrce teas aska3 whataer aaf prarowative =ato=" w---,s
deliberately faarI=L&aby the CuBa +s iCr=s:iea 9) to co.-Z=c
the L.vestigai:nn of Cow" The raoly at!=ibuL-a to hl=rraa, .
":1~ omly fabri;aLlon ~; .ovrn is t'ia s~aclal asatte:by FLeal .
CASTRO preylausly znantlonatL 11 PisaLso cLtirL17
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SUBJECT General

	

.

	

Debriafl. of/ .
Specific

	

:

	

TheOsrald Case

1,3, nj

08Z,Lay !H4

IMFZtZ.hlCE

	

A. BlindMemorandum d,t2d C8 May 1964-
B. Blind 2dsmorrnduia dat-ad 07 ?~Iay 1964
C.

	

Convarsatio."s t etme-enl .	Staiia.:d

L When the Oswald Caste fist was discessed With the -Sourc: thr
speci:ic gusstions prrr̂3r='3 by(

	

Staff were posed_ The answers
given by the Source were reported in RaferenzaA_ That memorand um -
tvhich 1 dictzt-di to aj .	StaffStan' ograp'c--r a_ppea s accurate exceY for
sentence 39 which shou`A have said that the only possibl: 'Iabricztion"
kno%nby Source was the' sxcific denial by Fidel CA~iRO, on a
telavis-ion program, of any Cubankwwledgs off Oswald- .

2. On 07 and08 May 1964I further discussed th, Osnald Case
with the Source in order to clarify e:mc Iy what he mew and what
he had t~ard. In the lighl ai the explanation yran by hire, I believe
that a clearer understaaying of what he ky .̂ws can be reached if I .

	

.
record :.is lmowladg= withcu: using the question and answer for-L
Accordingly, in the following pa.--graphs I sbaU r_sport all the
infoma.:ion given.by tha Source ±aranlurasia; his a.=. 11anatio= and
comments .

	

- l

" I have no person:' Qiowled$_ of Lee Exrre. OSWALD or his
activltlas and I do not how that OSWAUT) vrns an agent of the
Dlreccioa C-er"~ral de inteliancia (DC-1) or any other directorate

-

	

or -d.auartment of the Cuban Government.

l first head of OS;TIALD after the assassiratdoa of President
Kennedy when news meth= carried the name of OSfvALD .
Personnal in the DGC first commented about the case, so far 2s
I can recall, one day after lunch when a group of officers . of
rhom I was one, ware c att;ng. The officers present tare about.
ten including Robe---o SaN='STEElid, hori.arto H RNANDEZ
C:: Curbelo, Andres AT_Z "C:,iA, Fedro r-Al :: i5 Di z and
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--ManueI "l .̂CA T'e_em .

	

ManuelVEEGA ?ar--z previous17 had
been assigned to ~-:axico in tire Cuban Conaulate where as
;tins the principal in:--ellizence office o` the DGI. VEGA,
mentioned that OSWAlD had gone to the Cuban Conaulsta
two or three times in connection with a viva a_nplicauon
during the time that VEGA w as in ifexico . 1 -gathered,

although I do not lmo:v that VEGA made any s_cecific
statement to this effect, that VEGA personally had seen
OSWALD. I wall cold have reached tie conclusion
because normally VEGA and his assist=t is iVe dco for -
the DGI, Rogalio RODRIGUEZ Lopez, mould see persons
applying for a visa to go to Cuba. This is becausa DG:
officers are charg?d with e-.,peditiag t:---- gaming of visas - .
of agents of the DC-.I. Such agents on appearing at the _ -
Consulate use a special Fihrase to indicate their relationship -
with the DGI.

	

(I do not know the particular phrase used
in every case. I do lmow that agents from El Salvador in
requesting visas always made mention of the name 'Wauric:o"
The DGI officers a: a Consulate interview visa applicants to
find out if they are agents . If the visa applicant does not use
one of the indicated phrases, the DG officers, instead of
granting the visa immediately, tall the 2-pplicant to z--tu-a in -
a few days.

	

The officer then notifies Hbana and re;rzs+.s . - ,
authority for the visa. I cannot recall if VEWS even made the
statement that he had requested permission to -issua a visa to
OSWALD, but I feel sure that 1,3 would have done so because
VEGA had said Chat OSNAiD had returned several. i==s and
this would be the usual procedure.

I believe that Roolio RODRIGUEZ Lopaz also would have
seen OSWALD because he worlmd vita 7-EGA and also would
have screened visa applicants .

I thought that huisa CAI.DERON mig'at have had contact Vitin
OS~VALD beca " aa I learned about 17 March 1964, shortly be-iore
I made a trip to Me:dco . that she had been involved xith --a
A.^nerican in Ye_ico .

	

The imormation to which I refer ;vas told
by a 17GI case officer named 1'o=be2.to i EMN1.iDEZ de

Curbelo.

	

- _



RF.RNANDEZ bad .."res .-.zg_ted
Luisa CALDERON. This was i ecau-Ba . daring ih- b-- _
she vras in Mapco, C:s DCU bad iaercrgi=d a i:tte= to
her. by an Amar-icaa who sig:*d his rams as G.IR `phonetic)
or so:.athiag slmilaa:. As ycu k--mr, the =c-

	

-In;on
o1 Anglo-&= n-Qs is difficult in-Sban3sh so I am ncic

	

_ ,
sure of how thq na,nrs mentioned by rE RNANUZZ should be
spelled. It canld bays been "Eaward" or something diuerenL .
As I understood the mai-ter, the latter from tie American
was a love letter but ia'icated that. there was a ca-103,i:.e
professional relaticnship betwmn the writer and 1 ."aisa .

	

.
CALDERO:i.I

	

HEP.l`iANDE&tost "-

	

- .
afftar tb8 intercebtion of the letter sh° bad been follo-d . . - '
and seen in the company o1 an American._ I do not 1mocv if .
this could h37e he-en OSWALD.

The only other person about whom you ass=d me in conn-'cdoa ,
-4-th this ; whom I recall, is SyMa DTJR.9-; and i !mow very

Z9e saw a p=etty girl st=-c:ng

	

t tee end of .
tha-recag:icn room, and so meone asked -?h3 she mss, and ova
b . the group said it n.-as Ly31-ria Di7R.ii4



I recall that. rafter the news of the .3j-.7'ssiaation of
President Kennedy reached the DGI, orda= were issued
for all office of the DGI, at Headquaxters --i,d in the field,
to sort and pac'_agz- -.

	

documents accord:ag to whether
they were t'muy sacrato" very secret), "secrete" (secret),
or "importante" (important) . The mat-aria', oace packaged,
was to be held panding further instructio:13 . All. travel by
DGI officers and all DC-;, pouch-Q3 were suspend;d temporarily-
In addition, I recaU that DGI Headquartars persorafrl vers

	

.
Instruct--d either to remain in the DC+ Hzaaruartera dices _
or to loaep the DGI a

	

xe of their vFl~reabcu s so that they . . . .
could be reacted immediately. I do not tmom the reason for
these measures out I behave it logical that they veers issued
because of tli possibility that the United Stale mighr taS- 2- '.

	

: .:

soma type of action against Cuba and thsDO afftcss, As - .
nearly as I can recall. ws wsra able to unpaekage DGI Blue
and use them normally aboxtthe 3rddf Decomber 1983."

a
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3. In brief, the Source does not claim to have any significant ' .
information concerning the assassiration of President I<-aredy or
about the activities of OSWALD. If the parapnr-assed comments . of
the Source ary considered to n4further clarification, I sugpst that
Mr.I

	

Who 13 most familiar with the details of the OSWALD
Case, talk to tla Source.

	

This can be arrang°r! at any time./'. .



Mr. DODD. This exhibit, Mr. Helms, is dated May 11, 1964 . It is a
memorandum that was prepared for your review . The subject of
the memorandum is information regarding Lee Harvey Oswald
provided to the CIA by a Cuban defector .
Mr . HELMS. Which part of it, Mr. Dodd, would you like me to

look at?
Mr. DODD. Do you recall the document? Just looking at it, does it

refresh your memory?
Mr. HELMS. I had better look at it a little more carefully. I have

no doubt it is in my packet of papers . Yes, Sir, I have been through
it now.
Mr. DODD. And you recognize this as a memorandum that was

prepared for your review and it does involve information regarding
Lee Harvey Oswald provided to the CIA by a Cuban defector?
Mr. HELMS. Yes.
Mr. DODD. All right. I will read paragraphs 3 and 4 here if you

want to follow along with me, beginning on paragraph 3:
We have the problem of reconciling the operational exploitation of blank-
The name having been sanitized here-

and satisfying the responsibilities we have undertaken with Mr. Rankin, blank is
such an operational gold mine that Mr . Blank wants at a maximum 2 months to
work fully. It is palpable, however, that we must furnish to the Commission the
substance of blank.

It looks like .
Then paragraph 4:
It is recommended that the DDP in turn or via a designee, preferably the former,

discuss the blank situation on a very restricted basis with Mr. Rankin at his earliest
convenience, either at the Agency or at the Commission headquarters. Until this
takes place, it is not desirable to put anything in writing.

Doesn't this language here indicate that in this particular in-
stance anyway, the Agency was contemplating volunteering this
defector's information to the Warren Commission without a specific
request from the Commission itself?
Mr. HELMS. Yes, I think that is right, Sir. That is what it looks

like to me.
Mr. DODD. Let me ask you this : Why did you feel in this case

that the Commission should be privy to this information? Why did
you volunteer this information?
Mr. HELMS. Well, I can only assume from reading this, since I

don't have any independent recollection of exactly what this defec-
tor was saying, that it was so obvious to all of us that it would be
of interest to the work of the Commission that we wanted to get it
in their hands.

In saying earlier today that we reacted both to the time and in
response to questions, I didn't mean to imply that we never volun-
teered anything, particularly if it seemed that the Commission
ought to have it, at least in our judgment it seemed that the
Commission ought to have it .
Mr. DODD. I noticed earlier today in response to Mr. Stokes'

question you voluntarily went, I presume, to the Chief Justice at
the time and communicated to him about the reliability of Nosen-
ko's testimony with regard to Oswald?
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Mr. HELMS. Yes, sir, it was certainly voluntary because we were
very concerned at the time .
Mr. DODD. These were pieces of information that the Warren

Commission would not on its own have had access to as a result of
their own work?
Mr. HELMS. I think that is correct.
Mr . DODD. And certainly it was as well, a conscious decision on

the part of the Agency and yourself that both of these pieces of
information were relevant to the investigation by the Commission?
Mr. HELMS. That is correct, Mr. Dodd .
Mr. DODD . Now I come back again, Mr. Helms-I suppose it is a

constant difficulty I have . I can see and appreciate why you would
feel that the defector's information was relevant . I can certainly
see why the question of the reliability of Mr. Nosenko with regard
to his information with regard to Oswald was relevant .

I have this terrible problem of trying to understand why, albeit
today you recognize it was a mistake, but why-when you back in
1964 recognize the relevancy of those two pieces of information-
there was a lack of understanding as to the relevancy of attempts
on our part to destabilize or get rid of Fidel Castro . That is the
difficulty I have .
Mr. HELMS. I can understand your difficulty, Mr. Dodd. I am just

sorry. It is an untidy world.
Mr. DODD. Other than the anti-Castro assassination plots, was

there any other information pertaining to a possible mode or
means or opportunity to kill the President that you are aware of
and that Warren Commission was not told about?
Mr. HELMS. I am sorry, I don't get the--
Mr. DODD. Other than the assassination plots. We know about

the defector, you volunteered that . We had the voluntary turning
over of the opinion with regard to Nosenko. We know today we
didn't turn over relevant information with regard to these efforts
to get rid of Castro .
Are there other things that you can recall that might have had

relevancy-things of importance, to the Warren Commission's in-
vestigation of the assassination of an American President .
Mr . HELMS. Well, I don't know of any others . I can't think of

what they might have been, but then we might have been guilty of
some other errors of omission, I don't know. None come readily to
mind . This didn't come readily to mind at the time .
Mr . DODD. You said earlier that you informed President Johnson

of the anti-Castro plots or the efforts to get rid of Castro .
Mr . HELMS. Yes, I did.
Mr . DODD. Do you recall when he would have become aware of

that?
Mr. HELMS. I guess he became aware of it when I told him,

although I believe there were some allegations in a column by
Drew Pearson. Yes, I think that is correct, that there was a column
by Drew Pearson and then maybe some lawyer in town, a friend of
his, made some mention of this to President Johnson. It was re-
sponsive to this inquiry from him that I gave him the information.
Mr. DODD. And he was told specifically about the CIA's efforts to

get rid of Castro?
Mr. HELMS. Yes, he was.
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Mr. DODD. Was he told specifically about the CIA-organized
crime connection?
Mr. HELMS. That is the thing we were talking about. It wasabout the operations to get rid of Castro . They were ongoing even

in his administration .
Mr . DODD. Let me ask you when that would have been? I think

in your executive testimony you said May 10, 1967 .
Mr . HELMS . If that is what I said in the executive testimony, I

believe that to be the correct date on which I did this . That is my
belief. I did my best to reconstruct when it was, in recent times. If
it is a mistake, it is a mistake, but it is an honest one. It is my
recollection of when I did this .
Mr. DODD. Is it further your testimony that President Johnson

was aware of the so-called AMLASH plot?
Mr. HELMS. I gave him what I recollect is a good fill-in on what

we were trying to do . The AMLASH operation was a political
action operation to get a political grouping together to unseat
Castro . I recognized it in one of the documents, because I noticed it
the other day in this group of documents, some officer in the
Cuban operations testified to the fact that that was referred to
consistently in the group as an assassination operation. That is not
my recollection of the case . It was not an assassination operation
or designed for that purpose.

I think that I do know what I am talking about here, but there
are other witnesses to that . Mr. FitzGerald is dead, but there are
other gentlemen who worked with him at the time .
Mr . DODD. As you said in your earlier testimony, it is semantics

that we are having trouble with .
Mr. HELMS. If you are the target, there is a great deal of differ-

ence whether somebody is thinking of doing something to you 10
miles from here and actually doing something . I don't mean to
indulge too much in semantics, but it is a question of whether
anything happened or not.
Mr. DODD. That is not the question . We are talking about what

was planned to happen.
Mr. HELMS. The AMLASH operation was designed to try and getthis man to organize a political action operation and a military

operation to get rid of Castro . It was he who kept saying that the
fastest way to do this is to kill the man. But this didn't mean that
the Agency was interested in that aspect of the thing and the
primary reason for being in touch with him was quite the opposite .We were trying to do various things to rein him in .
Mr. DODD. It was not suggested that there be a democratic elec-

tion to unseat Castro?
Mr. HELMS. I should say not. But if you go through the records of

those years, you will find it was the whole U.S . Government was
behind this one.
Mr . DODD. Well, could you distinguish this one, then, from the

other ones? You didn't want to characterize the other efforts asassassination plots or efforts to single out and get rid of Castro?
This one you describe as more of a political operation. I am having
a difficult time distinguishing the earlier ones if they are to bedistinguished .

41-373 0 - 79 - 12
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Mr. HELMS. Well, I think it goes back, Mr . Dodd, to what I was
saying a few minutes ago where one government mounts oper-
ations to unseat another government, at what point does what
word become what word . You are trying to unseat them and you
are trying to unseat them by the means at your disposal . Some
may be shooting with guns . Others will take off and go to the hills .
Others might be that you could arrest them and put them in jail .
You know this as well as I do. It is the history of the world. There
are coups constantly going on .

All I am trying to say is the U.S . Government had a policy for
many months of trying to mount a coup against Fidel Castro .
Mr. DODD. I would like to draw your attention to JFK-527. I

would ask the clerk to show the witness, Mr. Helms, a copy of this
exhibit.
Mr. Helms, as they bring it over to you, this is page 94 of the

CIA's 1967 Inspector General's report . Do you have a copy of it
there?
Mr. HELMS. Yes, I do . I think this is correct. Is this about the

AMLASH meeting?
Mr. DODD. There you go ; that is the proper one. Again, just to

make sure I understood you, your testimony was that you didn't
consider AMLASH to be an assassination plot? It was more of a
political operation?
Mr. HELMS. That is right.
Mr . DODD. OK. Now let me read the section where you identified

the document . I am reading what is underlined here, and I think
for the purpose of the record it is important to note that the
underlining was done by the Inspector General. It was not done by
the committee .

It is likely that at the very moment President Kennedy was shot, a CIA officer
was meeting with aCuban agent in Paris and giving him an assassination device for
use against Castro .

Now, again, I am reading from the same report that we read
from earlier. They are calling it an assassination device . Are we
getting semantical here again?
Mr. HELMS. No. I think the device, that was a hypodermic with

some kind of poison in it--
Mr. DODD. I am having a hard time hearing you, Mr. Helms.
Mr. HELMS. I believe it was a hypodermic syringe they had given

him with something called Black Leaf-40 in it . This was in re-
sponse to AMLASH request that he be provided with some sort of a
device whereby he could kill Castro. He returned this device on the
spot to the case officer. The case officer brought it back to Wash-
ington and that was the end of the plot .
Mr. DODD. OK, but for purposes of discussion, the officer gave

this Cuban, this agent in Paris, a device with that material you
described in it . I presume the material, if injected into a human
being, would kill him; is that right?
Mr. HELMS. I would think so, yes.
Mr . DODD. So the officer gives the Cuban agent the device to kill

somebody .
Mr. HELMS . I am sorry he didn't give him a pistol, because it

would have made the whole thing a lot simpler and less exotic .
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Mr. DODD. Well, whether it is a pistol or a needle, if AMLASH is
a political plot to destabilize the government, what in the blazes
are we giving an agent a device to kill Castro for if it is not an
assassination plot?
Mr. HELMS. Well, if you want to have it that way, why don't you

just have it that way.
Mr. DODD. It is not what I want .
Mr. HELMS. I think it is what you want .
Mr. DODD. I am reading to you from reports prepared at your

request by the Inspector General . I'm not fabricating, I am quoting.
Mr. HELMS. I understand that .
Mr . DODD. Well, it is not a question of what I want . It is a

question of what this committee would like to know, and the com-
mittee is not satisfied, I don't believe, at this point as to exactly
what the characterization of AMLASH was.
Mr. HELMS. Well, I have told you what I believe the characteriza-

tion of AMLASH to be .
Mr. DODD. What does that have to do with this?
Mr. HELMS. Because we gave him a gun or hypodermic syringe or

whatever the case may be at his request because he had aims on
Castro . If that is your definition of an assassination plot, then have
it that way. It is quite satisfactory with me.
Mr. DODD. But it is your characterization that it would not

be
HELMS. No; it is not. He didn't accept the weapon. If we gave

him a gun and he gave it back, there is no way he was going to
make an assassination or murder with that particular device, was
there?
Mr. DODD. It is not a question of what he wanted to do . It is what

we were trying to do by giving him this device that is important .
That is what I am driving at .
Mr . HELMS. Is it important? I thought you had Mr. Cubela testi-

fying that they never even knew he was in touch with the CIA. So
how is it relevant to the hearings of this committee, let alone the
Warren Commission?
Mr. DODD. I would suggest to you that it might be relevant, if, in

fact, Mr. Castro was aware of the fact that we were engaging in an
activity designed to cause his early demise .
Mr . HELMS. Well, if he didn't know it, he could have guessed it .
Mr . DODD. To the best of your knowledge, Mr. Helms, was the

AMLASH operation, well, I guess called in in-house jargon a secure
operation, an operation where to your knowledge there were not
any leaks.
Mr. HELMS. The allegations I believe have been made by some

officer connected with it that he felt there had been leaks.
Mr . DODD. I am sorry. I didn't hear you.
Mr . HELMS . The allegation I believe has been made by some

officer connected with the operation that there were leaks, that it
was not a secure operation . The merits of that allegation I do not
know. I know that the Senate committee seemed to feel that this
was the case and I believe they came to the conclusion that it was
a double agent operation .
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I never believed that it was a double agent operation . I am now
supported by Mr. Castro and Mr. Cubela . I don't know whether
that support gives me any solace or not .
Mr. DODD. Just a second ago you said even if he didn't know, he

could have guessed anyway.
Mr. HELMS. Sure.
Mr. DODD. I will ask that JFK exhibit F-527 be entered into the

record at this point .
Mr. FITHIAN [presiding] . Without objection it is admitted .
[JFK exhibit F-527 was entered previously.]
Mr. DODD. Mr. Helms, I would like to show you JFK exhibit

F-512 . This is an affidavit that was prepared by an individual who
no longer works with the Agency. The name at the top is a ficti-
tious name, not his real name.
Mr. HELMS. That is known in the jargon as a cryptonym.
Mr. DODD. Then, Joseph H. Langosch is a cryptonym . This indi-

vidual is a person who has extensive experience in counterintelli-
gence matters related to CIA operations against Cuba.

In fact, quoting from his background here, he worked for the
Agency from 1955 to 1968. During 1963, he functioned in two
capacities as a CIA officer, the first capacity being as Special
Assistant to the Chief of the Special Affairs staff, and the second
capacity being as the Chief of Counterintellgience for the Special
Affairs staff.
During 1963, the Special Affairs staff was the CIA staff responsi-

ble for CIA operations directed against the Government of Cuba
and the Cuban intelligence services and that as Chief of Counterin-
telligence for the Special Affairs staff he was responsible for safe-
guarding the Special Affairs staff against penetration by foreign
intelligence services, particularly the Cuban Intelligence Service .
So he was directly involved here on page 4 .
Mr. HELMS. He is the man I was talking about a few moments

ago when I said somebody identified with the operation made the
allegation that this was an assassination plot. The gentleman may
have heard somebody say this, but I had not heard anybody say it .
I had occasion to ask if this was the common talk in the SAS staff
from someone else who was there in a high position and I am told
it was not .

So, I don't know the merits of the case. I have no reason to put
the man down on his affidavit, but on the other hand this was not
my understanding of it.
Mr. DODD. Well, for the purpose of the record, for the other

committee members who may not be aware of his statement in the
affidavit, he says that the AMLASH operation might have been an
insecure operation prior to the assassination of President Kennedy
because it was highly possible that as of 1962 the Cuban Intelli-
gence Services had knowledge of the CIA's association with persons
involved in the AMLASH operation, including AMLASH 1, also
known as blank, and that the information which led him to doubt
the security of the AMLASH operation prior to the assassination of
President Kennedy was available to senior level CIA officials, in-
cluding Desmond FitzGerald. And the last paragraph states that
the AMLASH operation prior to the assassination of President
Kennedy was characterized by the Special Affairs staff, Desmond
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FitzGerald, and other very senior CIA officials, as an assassination
operation initiated and sponsored by the Central Intelligence
Agency .
Mr . HELMS. It is interesting to me that a man who is so close to

Mr. FitzGerald spells his name wrong.
Mr . DODD. How do you spell the name?
Mr. HELMS. It has a capital G.
Mr. DODD. That may not be his fault. That may be the stenogra-

pher's fault.
Mr . HELMS. But he has all kinds of initials in the margin here in

which he made certain corrections. He would have had the oppor-
tunity to take note of that, too, I would think.
Mr . DODD. We will take note of that . Obviously, you have had

some experience in intelligence work. Would you like to comment
on this aside from that?
Mr. HELMS. You know, it is an interesting fact that this commit-

tee knows more about the truth of the assertions than I do because
you have talked to Cuban officials . The meeting in Cuba at which
Cubela testified has occurred within the last 2 or 3 months, and I
imagine in the two trips that this committee has made to
Havana-at least the newspapers tell me it has been two trips-
you have had a chance to satisfy yourself perhaps as to whether
the operation was insecure or not.
The Cuban position seems to indicate that it was secure, that

they did not know about it . That is why I say it is interesting. I
have nothing to contribute myself. I don't know whether it was
insecure or not. I can only teh you, though, that intelligence offi-
cers are just as human as most people and the fellow who doesn't
feel that maybe he was properly appreciated at one time in his
career is always glad to get back at his superiors by saying he was
the one who was right and they were the ones who were wrong.
Mr . DODD. Fine. Mr. Chairman, at this point I would terminate

my line of questioning and turn back the balance of my time .
Thank you, Mr. Helms.
Mr. HELMS. Thank you, Mr. Dodd . Thank you very much.
Mr. FITHIAN . We were not sure, Mr. Dodd, that you had a bal-

ance of time, but we do want to thank you for your exhaustive
questioning.

I think the plan here, Mr. Helms, is very soon to go back to the
counsel, but I am going to exercise the prerogative of the Chair
because I have a plane to catch and I want to ask a couple of
questions before I leave.
Mr . Helms, the fact that Oswald was in possession of information

of some sort on U.S . radar equipment and radar operating proce-
dures at the time he defected or attempted to defect to Russia in
1959 is of some interest to us . Some people claim that he might
have had knowledge of the U-2 spy plane performance characteris-
tics as well, although that is less certain.
But we are certain at least about the radar information. He told

a State Department official, as you testified this morning I believe,
in Moscow in 1959 that he intended to give this information to the
Soviets.
My question is : Was the CIA aware of Oswald's defection and the

extent of his radar training in 1959?
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Mr. HELMS. I don't know, Mr. Fithian. My impression was that
we first heard of his defection to the Soviet Union through State
Department channels . Having been a marine and therefore a re-
sponsibility of the Navy Department, I think the Agency would not
have gotten very close to Mr. Oswald . They would not have regard-
ed him as part of our responsibility .
Mr. FITHIAN. So then the Agency, though aware, I would pre-

sume there is some procedure for Americans, for your handling or
someone handling American attempts to defect?
Mr. HELMS. Yes, sir. He went to the Embassy in Moscow, and the

ordinary Consuls would have handled this affair .
Mr . FITHIAN. And you or the Agency would not have been, under

a routine arrangement, have been alerted by the State Depart-
ment?
Mr. HELMS . Well, I think we would have heard from the State

Department and I believe that we did hear from the State Depart-
ment. We would have had no jurisdiction in the case .
Mr. FITHIAN . Would you, would the Agency then not have-as a

matter of practice-not have inquired of DOD or someone as to
how much damage to our U-2 operation, let's say, theorized, that
Oswald might be able to do by the defecting?
Mr. HELMS. I don't know. We might have, but I would have

thought that the feeling would be that that was the Navy Depart-
ment's responsibility .
Mr . FITHIAN. Is it your best assessment that in all probability the

Agency did not make any effort to assess the potential damage of
Oswald's--
Mr. HELMS. I think that is right. In other words, he was another

Marine, but what specialty he had or what he had been involved
with, I don't think we would have gone into that - unless it were
volunteered to us in some form.
Mr. FITHIAN. Then the return of a defector to the United States,

as Oswald did in 1962, is that-would that trigger an action by the
Agency to interview him?
Mr. HELMS. Normally it would have, except that he would have

been regarded by the Agency as a member or a Reserve member
from the Defense Department, and therefore it would have been up
to the Navy to take him over and talk to him.
Mr. FITHIAN. Now, I thank you for your assessment . I would like

your best guess on this . I doubt that you have any specific informa-
tion, though you may.

Given your work in the whole field of intelligence, is it reason-
able for this committee to assume that with Oswald's background
and his attempt to defect, that he would be "an uninteresting
target" to the KGB?
Mr. HELMS. I simply do not understand that assertion . I would

have thought, to begin with, that any American who went to the
Russian Government and said, "I want to defect to the Soviet
Union" would have immediately been taken over by the KGB to
find out what his game was because, after all, the KGB's charter is
to protect the Soviet state against infiltration .
How would they know that he was serious about this? How

would they know that the CIA had not sent him to make a fake
defection and to try to get into Soviet society through this device?
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So for that reason, if not for many others, I find it quite incredi-
ble, the assertion by Nosenko that Oswald was never interrogated
or was never in touch with the KGB while he was in the Soviet
Union. This really stretches one's credulity . It goes back to the
testimony this morning that this is the hardest thing about the
whole Nosenko case to swallow, and I have not been able to swal-
low it in all these years.
Mr. FITHIAN. Then my own belief that it is highy improbable

that the KGB would have so acted, you would not find that too far
off base?
Mr. HELMS. No. In other words, I would have thought they would

have grabbed him immediately.
Mr. FITHIAN . With all of that, and that is where I sort of come

down to, this did not rule out him becoming a bona fide agent as
far as the Agency was concerned? That is, it did not rule out
coming down favorably on his own as far as the Agency was
concerned?
Mr. HELMS. You see, I don't know whether you were here this

morning when we were talking about this .
Mr. FITHIAN . Yes, I was.
Mr. HELMS. I realize that the publications are full of sentences

saying that the Agency considered or made the judgment that
Nosenko was bona fide . When we speak about the Agency, we are
speaking about an organization, and normally when an organiza-
tion is going to take a position, the various people in it decide that
this is the position that ought to be taken and there is some record
made of this.

I don't ever recall having taken a position in writing or a firm,
final position about Nosenko's bona fides . I did make a decision
that he was to be resettled . I feel that there is no basis for me to
waver in my feelings here .
When I was talking this morning, I omitted to make a point in

connection with that memorandum which I signed off on and
which is a matter of your record here now in the committee hear-
ings so there is no need to get the document.
But in that April 2 memorandum of 1963, which I signed off on,

there were various steps outlined in the attachment to the memo-
randum about the resettling of Nosenko and I would like to read
step 5 for the benefit of the committee because I think it is rele
vant here .

I said :
When we have favorably resolved this agreement within the Agency as to his

bona fides, we will allow him his ultimate freedom, including assistance in finding
suitable employment . If disagreement persists, however, as to his bona fides beyond
the end of this calendar year, we will consult with other appropriate Government
agencies as to whether he may be allowed full freedom as a nonresident alien or
whether the security of the United States require his deportation .

I have a note here that I misread the date on the copy I have of
the memorandum . Maybe my eyesight is not very good here ; 1969
was the date of the memorandum . I am sorry. It is such a bad copy .
It is April 2, 1969 .

In any event, if the Agency records do not have in them a
memorandum which bears my signature which says that this ^ Ter-
cy's position is that Nosenko is bona fide, I think that would b
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subject.
Mr . FITHIAN . My problem-and this is an opinion rather than a

question, Mr. Ambassador-my problem is that as I look over this,
I find it extremely difficult, as I have indicated, to accept that they
would have-to accept Nosenko's story with regard to the KGB
activity or nonactivity.

I find it almost equally impossible to understand why, in the face
of this, which was considered by many the crucial question about
Nosenko, why we as a Government continued to pay him the kind
of money that we went over this morning in testimony .

I find, as a matter of fact, I find both of these about equally
implausible, if I can come back to this .
Mr . HELMS. Well, I think, sir, that you must realize, Mr. Fithian,

that one has difficulty handling these defectors . What do you do
with them? I mean, do you put them on welfare? This is really one
of the problems . Defectors are encouraged to come to this country
because they do have information that is denied to the United
States in these closed societies and otherwise . They have been very
useful in the information they have turned over.

I am told that Mr. Nosenko, in certain categories, has made a
very useful contribution to American intelligence . But if you have
the man on your hands, and even if he is not turning out to be
particularly useful, do you want him wandering around as a public
charge? I don't think we do .
Now you can get down to the details of whether he is being paid

the correct amount or not. I think that is Admiral Turner's respon-
sibility now. I have not had to deal with this matter for 5 years. I
prefer that you ask him if he thinks he is worth it now.
Mr. FITHIAN. Thank you very much . I have no further questions .
Mr . PREYER. Mr. Goldsmith is recognized for a few additional

questions on direct .
Mr . BLAKEY . Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I could ask a question?
Mr. PREYER . The Chair recognizes Mr. Blakey .
Mr. BLAKEY . Ambassador Helms, I have not, up until this point,

asked questions in our hearing before . I had an occasion several
years ago in a public forum to ask a question of Mr. Colby along
the lines of what I would like to ask you now. I wonder if you
would respond to it .
You had a conversation with Congressman Dodd in which you

discussed the pre-Bay of Pigs plots involving the Mafia and the
post-Bay of Pigs involving the Mafia. You raised some question in
your mind as to which of the plots were serious in the sense that
they contemplated more than the overthrow of Castro, but more
particularly his personal assassination . I found the factual discus-
sion extremely interesting.
Let me change the focus and direction, if I might. Let me ask you

a moral question, not a legal question, not a practical question, but
a moral question : Would you tell me and the members of this
committee and maybe the American people what possibly could
have been the moral justification for the CIA entering into an
alliance with the Mafia to execute the President of a foreign coun-
try?



Mr. HELMS. There was none. I have apologized for this . I can't do
any more than apologize on public television that it was an error
in judgment on my part . There was great pressure on us at that
time to try to find connections in Cuba . For my part in this and to
the extent I had anything to do with it, I am heart sorry. I cannot
do any more than apologize.
Mr. BLAKEY . I understand you say there was no moral justifica-

tion for it .
Mr. HELMS. Not that I am aware of.
Mr. BLAKEY . Thank you.
Mr. PREYER . Mr. Goldsmith?
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Thank you, Mr. Chairman .
I would ask that Mr. Helms be shown JFK F-518. I might state

for the record that JFK F-518 is a summary, a partial summary, of
a conversation involving a woman named Luisa Calderon who was
identified as having possible connections with DGI, Cuban Intelli-
gence.
Mr. Chairman, I move for the admission into the record of this

exhibit.
Mr. PREYER . Without objection, the exhibit is ordered admitted

into the record at this time .
[The information follows:]

SUBJECT : Comments of Luisa CALDERON Carralero

1 . A reliable source reported that on 22 November
1963, several hours after the assassination o£ President-
John F. Kennedy, Luisa CALDERON Carralero, a Cuban employee
of the Cuban Embassy in Mexico City, and believed to be
a member of the Cuban Directorate General of Intelligence
(DGI), discussed news of the assassination with an-acquain-
tance . Initially, when asked if she had heard the latest
news, CALDERON replied, in what appeared to be a joking
manner, "Yes, of course, I knew almost before Kennedy."

2 . After further discussion of the news accounts
about the assassination, the acquaintance'asked CALDERON
what else she had learned . CALDERON replied that they
(assumed to refer to personnel of the Cuban Embassy)
learned about it a little while ago.

JFK EXHIBIT F-518

Mr. GOLDSMITH . Mr. Helms, this document was provided to the
committee from the CIA and it describes a conversation which
raises the possibility that a woman affiliated with DGI, Cuban
Intelligence, knew about the assassination before it occurred . Inother words, it suggests the possibility of foreknowledge .

I want to be very clear that the committee is not indicating that
this definitely does indicate foreknowledge . It simply raises the
possibilities of foreknowledge .
Do you recall ever having this conversation brought to your

attention?
Mr. HELMS. I really can't remember . I just don't have any idea. Iimagine it would have been brought to my attention and I imagine
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we would have tried to follow up to find out what it meant, but I
don't have a personal recollection of it .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Do you know whether this particular informa-

tion was ever communicated to the Warren Commission?
Mr. HELMS. I have no idea .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Do you think that it should have been?
Mr. HELMS. I would have thought that it would have been one of

the things that would have been reported to them, but I don't have
any specific knowledge that it was. This did not show up in the
Warren Commission report?
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Again, Mr. Helms, I am not in a position to

answer questions .
Mr. HELMS. I am sorry . I won't ask you any more questions, Mr.

Goldsmith .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . I appreciate that.
Did the Agency ever conduct an investigation to determine

whether Lee Harvey Oswald had been connected with the CIA?
Mr. HELMS. Yes, and I believe that Mr. McCone presented to the

Warren Commission a sworn affidavit saying that he had no
formal connection with the CIA of any kind . I gather that through
the years a couple of people have been identified who had once
thought that maybe the Agency should have some kind of a contact
with Lee Harvey Oswald, but to the best of my knowledge no
contact was ever made.

In any event, he was not an agent of the CIA and I was horrified
this morning to have Mr. Blakey, as a part of this committee's
work coming out with the allegation at this late date that he had
some identification with the Agency . Can't this ever be put to rest?
What does it take to put it to rest?
Excuse me, I am asking you a question . I will rephrase it. I

would hope that at some juncture someone would find some means
of putting this allegation to rest .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Mr. Helms, what did the Agency's investigation

involve when it was looking into this matter?
Mr. HELMS. We have records for one thing in the Agency, and

then on top of that, I have the recollection that various people
were asked whether they knew anything about Oswald or had any
connection with him, people like the officers in the contact divi-
sion, did you ever interview Lee Harvey Oswald; people in the CE
staff, et cetera .

I don't remember the exact details . Fifteen years later it would
be implausible for me to remember exactly what, but I can assure
you that we would not have asked or suggested or allowed Mr.
McCone to swear out an affidavit, present it to the Warren Com-
mission, unless we believed the affidavit to be truthful .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Was there a written report summarizing the

Agency's investigation?
Mr. HELMS. I don't know.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Do you think one should have been filed?
Mr. HELMS. I don't know.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Why not?
Mr. HELMS. I don't have any idea why it should have . If it

manifested itself in the affidavit sworn by Mr. McCone, isn't that
evidence enough?
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Mr. GOLDSMITH . Are the Agency's files sufficiently accurate to
resolve that issue?
Mr. HELMS. I don't know . You know, after this inquiry today, I

am reminded of the fact that back in the days of the Continental
Congress that intelligence, espionage, and counterespionage were
conducted by committees of the Continental Congress . I think
maybe the best thing to do would be to return secret intelligence to
the aegis of the U.S . Congress and let you fellows run it .
Mr . GOLDSMITH . Mr. Helms, did the Agency ever have an oper-

ational interest in Lee Harvey Oswald?
Mr. HELMS. Not that I am aware of.
Mr . GOLDSMITH . I would ask that the witness be shown JFK

F-526. I would ask that you read that .
For the record, this is a memorandum dated November 25, 1963 .
Mr. HELMS. I have glanced at this memorandum . I have not read

it in great detail . Who wrote it?
Mr. GOLDSMITH . You are asking me who wrote it?
Mr. HELMS. Oh, I am sorry. I am supposed to take an anonymous

memorandum and make judgments on it . I'll do the best I can.
Mr . GOLDSMITH . I might add that this is a sanitized document

and I would hope you would not want me to indicate who wrote it .
Referring you to the first paragraph that makes reference to the

laying on of interviews .
Mr. HELMS. The first paragraph makes reference to the laying on

of interviews with Lee Harvey Oswald.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Does the language of this memorandum suggest

that the possibility of a contact with Oswald was contemplated?
Mr. HELMS. The memorandum does not say anything about a

contact.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Does the memorandum make reference to the

laying on of interviews?
Mr. HELMS. It says I had discussed-some time in summer 1960-

with almost a whole line blank, the laying on of interviews through
blank or other suitable channels . At the moment, I don't recall if
this was discussed while Oswald and his family were on route to
this country or was after his arrival.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . I am sorry. I didn't ask you to read the docu-

ment. I simply asked you to
HELMS. I am sorry. I didn't know I was disobeying .

Mr. GOLDSMITH . I simply asked you whether the document makes
reference to the laying on of interviews?
Mr. HELMS. Yes, it says someone thought about laying on an

interview .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . In light of that, does it suggest that at the very

least a contact with Oswald was contemplated by the Agency?
Mr. HELMS. Not by the Agency, by some individual in the

Agency. For a lawyer, I think you ought to be more precise.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Mr. Helms, I am not in a position here today to

respond to your criticism .
Mr. HELMS. I am sorry. That was not criticism.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Mr. Helms, have you testified before at a con-

gressional hearing?
Mr. HELMS. At any time?
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Yes.
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Mr. HELMS. Do you mean in my life?
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Yes, Sir.
Mr. HELMS. On more than one occasion, yes .
Mr. GOLDSMITH. And during those occasions, Sir, was the stand-

ard operating procedure for the attorney to ask the questions and
for the witness to answer them?
Mr. HELMS. I must confess during my life, Mr. Goldsmith, that I

was usually asked questions by the Senators or the Congressmen
involved .
Mr . GOLDSMITH . Very well, Mr. Helms. Under those circum-

stances again, was the procedure for the member of the committee
or its staff to ask the questions and to have the witness answer the
questions?
Mr. HELMS. Yes.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Did anyone tell you before you came to testify

here today that standard operating procedure would not be followed?
Mr. HELMS. I don't recall discussing it with anyone .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Fine. Let's follow the standard operating proce-

dure, Mr. Helms.
Mr. HELMS. Certainly, Mr Goldsmith .
Mr. . GOLDSMITH . Do you know what followup there was to this

memorandum dated November 25, 1963?
Mr. HELMS. I have no idea.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . I would like to draw your attention to the last

line on this memorandum. It makes reference to the Harvey story.
Mr. HELMS. Yes .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Do you know what Harvey story that is refer-

ring to?
Mr. HELMS. No, I do not .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Did the Agency debrief Lee Harvey Oswald upon

his return from the Soviet Union?
Mr. HELMS. I was not aware that it did . I don't believe it would .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Would standard operating procedure have called

for Oswald to have been debriefed?
Mr. HELMS. I would not have thought so, Mr. Goldsmith . I think

that the standard operating procedure after he returned to the
United States would have been for the Navy to debrief him.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Why is that, sir?
Mr. HELMS. Because he had been a member of the Marine Corps,

and I believe he stayed in the Marine Reserve, if I am not mistak-
en . But in any event, the understandings were that military offi-
cers were handled by the intelligence organs of the Defense Estab-
lishment.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . So I take it, then, that the Agency had no

interest in finding out whatever information Oswald may have
picked up during his work at a radio factory in Minsk?
Mr. HELMS. I think they would have hoped-they would have got

that information from the Navy.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Did the Agency ever obtain that information

from the Navy?
Mr. HELMS. I don't know.
Mr. GOLDSMITH. Again, Mr. Helms, would you agree that a

memorandum that makes reference to the possibility of the laying
on of interviews on Oswald is contemplating a contact with
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Oswald? I am not suggesting a contact necessarily occurred, sir, but
that it is contemplating a contact .
Mr . HELMS. Apparently someone, and I am sorry but the memo-

randum is so sanitized that I don't know who it was nor do I knowin what part of the Agency he was, apparently had an idea at some
point it might be a good idea to interview Oswald. To the best ofmy knowledge, his thought never came to anything .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Did the Agency ever interview the author of this

memorandum to determine whether there was any followup?
Mr. HELMS. I don't know. I don't know who wrote the memoran-

dum.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Do you think if there were a written report

summarizing what the Agency had done in its investigation of the
Oswald allegation, perhaps issues like this might more readily be
resolved?
Mr. HELMS. I don't know. I think these issues are very difficult to

resolve, particularly 15 years later when I don't even know what I
am dealing with .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Do you think the availability of a written report

summarizing the steps that the Agency went through would facili-
tate resolving this issue today?
Mr. HELMS. Yes, I think probably it would have been, in light of

hindsight, might have been very useful if we had had a memoran-
dum for the record of everybody in the Agency who was talked to
about Oswald. We should have kept that going for several years.
Mr . GOLDSMITH . If I may have a moment, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Helms, what is a 201 file?
Mr. HELMS. I believe the 201 file, if memory serves, is simply the

number given to a type of file at the Agency in which personality
information is placed . In other words, if you open a 201 file on the
chairman of this committee, for example, it would simply be infor-
mation that had come into the Agency which involved that gentle-
man.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Why would the Agency have opened a 201 file onOswald?
Mr. HELMS. Why would it have?
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Yes, Sir .
Mr . HELMS. I believe at some point a decision must have been

made that Oswald was perhaps a matter of continuing interest andtherefore the information which we held on him should be put inthe file .
I would like to suggest to the committee that when a Govern-ment agency receives mail it has to do something with it, and oneof the things that you do with it is to try to categorize the type ofinformation it is and where it would best be filed so that if youneed it at some future date you can get it back .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . I would ask that Mr. Helms be shown JFKexhibit F-534. For the record, that is a Department of State tele-gram dated October 31, 1959 .
Would you please read to yourself that telegram .Mr . HELMS. Yes, Mr. Goldsmith, I have read it now.Mr. GOLDSMITH . This telegram makes reference to Oswald indi-cating his intention or desire to defect, and it says that Oswald hasoffered the Soviets any information he has acquired as an enlisted
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radar operator . My question to you is whether information con-
tained in this particular telegram would normally lead to the
opening of a 201 file?
Mr. HELMS. I just don't know how to anwer the question . I would

have thought so but, on the other hand, maybe a decision would be
made that this was something that involved the Marine Corps and
that this was their concern . After all, the Department of Defense
has a very large Defense Intelligence Agency and then it has
intelligence units in the Army, Navy, and Air Force and they do
have jurisdiction over their people and their security .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Mr. Helms, I would ask you to refer to your

previous testimony to this committee on page 75, specifically to line
15 response to the question posed by me:
Mr . GoLDSMrrH. Would the information contained in this telegram normally lead

to the opening of a 201 file?

We are referring to the same telegram . Would you please read
the response that you gave that day?
Mr. HELMS.
Mr . HELMS. I would have thought so, an American who was defecting to the

Soviet Union would have been of counterintelligence interest and that would have
been quite sufficient to have caused the Agency to open a file.

Mr. GOLDSMITH . Mr. Chairman, I move for the admission of this
exhibit.
Mr. PREYER . Without objection, the exhibit is ordered into the

record at this point .
[Whereupon, JFK exhibit F-534 was received in evidence :]
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Mr. GOLDSMITH . Mr . Helms, when, if ever, is it permissible to
remove a document from a 201 file?
Mr. HELMS. I don't really know what the regulation of the

Agency is any more about the removal of documents. I would have
thought it was not a common practice to remove documents from a
201 file, but whether there were specific cases under which this
might have been done for some particular reason, I suppose there
were .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . When a document is removed from a 201 file, is

any record of this event required to be kept?
Mr. HELMS. Normally I would think that an entry would be

made that such-and-such a document had left the files, so anybody
who was reviewing that file would then realize it was not complete.
But I am so far away from these matters anymore, Mr. Goldsmith,
that I am really not a good witness on these technicalities, and I
am sorry about that . But I am not and I would not like the
vagueness of my memory to mislead anybody.
Mr. GOLDSMITH. I would ask Mr. Helms be shown JFK F-523.
I might indicate this is a form that is used to initiate the opening

of a 201 file .
Mr. Helms, in whose name was this 201 file opened?
Mr. HELMS. The name is Oswald, Lee, and the middle name

Henry. Excuse me, I stated December 9, 1960 . Is that correct?
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Yes, Sir .
Mr . HELMS. I just wanted to be sure I can read it .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Did the Agency ever initiate inquiry as to why

the file on Oswald was opened under the middle name of Henry
instead of Harvey?
Mr. HELMS. I don't know the answer to that, Mr. Goldsmith . I

believe that it caused a great deal of controversy at the time it was
discovered after President Kennedy's death. But what the resolu-
tion of the matter was and whether any logical explanation was
found, I do not know.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Did you ever see a written report dealing with

this issue?
Mr. HELMS. If there was one I don't recall seeing it, but I have no

doubt that somebody must have made an effort to explain it.
Mr . GOLDSMITH . You made reference earlier to the date of this

particular document . It is December 9, 1960 . The State Department
telegram which we showed you earlier was dated October 31, 1959 .
That is the document that made reference to Oswald intending to
defect and to give military information to the Soviets.
Why after the receipt of this State Department telegram in

October of 1959 would it have taken more than a year to open a
201 file on Oswald?
Mr. HELMS. I have no explanation for that, Mr. Goldsmith, I am

sorry, I just don't know.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Would a routine name trace for Lee Harvey

Oswald have resulted in a reference to the file opened under the
name Lee Henry Oswald?
Mr. HELMS. I believe that the procedure in the Agency was when

traces were being run of this kind that all the Oswalds would have
been run and certainly all the Leo Oswalds would have been run.



It was probably at that time it was discovered there was a mistake
here .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . I take it, your answer then, is yes?
Mr. HELMS. Yes .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . I notice under the section in the middle of the

page where it says other identification, the initials AG are insert-
ed. Do you know what the initials AG stand for?
Mr. HELMS. I am sorry, I am not with you .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Please look down the right-hand side of the page.

There is a column marked other identification and within that the
initials AG appear . Do you know what that term stands for?
Mr. HELMS. I don't know what that is . I am not familiar with it . I

am sorry, I just don't know.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . I understand . I note by looking at the bottom of

the page that Oswald's file was restricted . Do you know why Os-
wald's file would have been restricted?
Mr. HELMS. No, I don't.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Is that unusual in any way?
Mr. HELMS. Maybe because he was an American, but I don't

literally know the reason.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Is it unusual to restrict such files?
Mr. HELMS. I wouldn't have thought so . But the Agency was

loaded with different kinds of classifications and classification pro-
cedures and special arrangements, and so forth, to take care of
unusual circumstances, so I don't think that was unusual .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Are 201 files ever maintained on a covert basis

or is there ever such a thing as a fake 201 file?
Mr. HELMS. I don't know. You brought to my attention the fact

that you had discovered one in the Agency . I was not aware of the
phenomenon myself prior to your having brought it to my atten-
tion . Since you did find one, then I concede that I guess there was
such a thing, but I was not aware of the one that you brought to
my attention and I am not aware of any others .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Let's examine that particular one at this point. I

would ask that Mr. Helms be given JFK F-522 .
What was the ZR rifle project?
Mr. HELMS. My understanding from the hearings of the Church

committee, I believe the ZR rifle originally started out as an indica-
tor for a project which was supposed to cover a man who in turn
had been taken on to have available an operational capability to
kill people . This man was hired before I was aware of these things .
I have this in hindsight but I believe that is what the ZR rifle was
supposed to be and then I believe later it metamorphosed into
something else . But anyway, after I became Deputy Director for
Plans, I put on the shelf for good any and all use of his capacity for
killing people . We didn't need that, so that was the end of that .

If the ZR rifle continued after that, it was in another context and
I don't remember precisely what the context was . I can read what
you have given me here, that it was to spot, develop, and use agent
assets for Division D operations. My recollection of Division D was
that it was the operational staff in the Agency which attempted to
procure code and cipher materials overseas for use by the National
Security Agency .

41-373 0 - 79 - 13
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Mr. GOLDSMITH . In fact, that form which you were just reading,
the reference to Division D, has no bearing at all upon any execu-
tive action-type problem, any type of assassination program?
Mr. HELMS. I would not have thought so . If that was in Division

D, maybe it was there for convenience . Maybe they didn't know
where else to put it, and I can't blame them.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Is it also possible the person writing these notes

was writing that aspect .of it to mislead people to cover the fact
that this was assassination activity?
Mr. HELMS. I don't know whether that was the idea or not, Mr.

Goldsmith .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Let's take a closer look at this particular docu-

ment. This document consists of handwritten notes . The notes are
in the handwriting of two different individuals .
Mr . HELMS. Yes, I notice here on one of the pages, "It should

have a phony 201 to backstop this."
Mr. GOLDSMITH . You are reading from which page, sir?
Mr. HELMS. I am sorry, they are not numbered, Mr. Goldsmith. I

am not trying to be difficult . It is 1, 2, 3-this is page 4 .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . You are referring to the bottom of the page

where it says, "should have phony 201 in RI"?
Mr. HELMS. That is it .
Mr . GOLDSMITH . The document indicates, "should have phony 201

in RI to backstop this . All documents therein forged and backdated .
Should look like"-I believe that says a "CE file."
Mr. HELMS. I think that must be what it means.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Let's refer your attention now to page 6, two

pages further .
Mr. HELMS. Right.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . At the bottom right-hand portion of the page

approximately five or six lines up, the person wrote in, "Never
mention the word assassination ." Is that true?
Mr. HELMS. Yes, that is what it says.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Would you turn to the next page . Does that page

say "No projects or papers except for cover"? Does it also say
"cover file create from RIS"-the rest of it not really legible? Does
it contain that language?
Mr. HELMS. Yes . I don't know, I can't read it either. It is so cut

up and excised, and so forth, it really doesn't make much sense.
Mr. GOLDSMITH . In any event, Mr. Helms, do these handwritten

notes contain any indication that this particular project contem-
plated the use of fake files?
Mr. HELMS. That is what it says here . I don't know any more

about it than that, if this is the item I mentioned a moment ago
that you had brought to my attention and I concede that is what
this says. But I find it awfully difficult to deal with these matters
so totally out of context and excised and sanitized, and so forth . My
recollection is as I have told you, that the ZR rifle project was an
individual who was supposed to kill people . He never killed any-
body and he was never used for that purpose after I had anything
to do with it, and any further business the ZR rifle was involved in
was something else's entirely .



Mr. GOLDSMITH . Mr. Helms, I would ask you to refer to page 86
of your prior testimony which is given at a time when you had
access to the complete document .
Mr. HELMS. Is the top of that page supposed to have been cen-

sored by the Agency or is that somebody else's lining .
Mr . GOLDSMITH . No, sir, that was not intended to be sanitized by

the Agency . I believe your lawyer will confirm that .
[Witness conferring with counsel .]
Mr . HELMS. Excuse me, Mr. Goldsmith, I was confused by what I

was looking at here.
[Witness reading from prior testimony.]
Mr. GOLDSMITH . The question to you :
Mr . GOLDSMITH. In any event, would you agree that here is a case where at the

very least agency personnel were contemplating the use of a fake 201 file and
possibly a fake operational file?

Will you please read your answer?
Mr. HELMS [reading] :
Mr . HELMS. Yes, it looks like that . But then his boss would have known about

this . He would have had to get permission to do that . Somebody would have known
about it .

Is that as far as you want me to read?
Mr. GOLDSMITH . Yes . I have one more exhibit to show you, Mr.

Helms. I would ask Mr. Helms be given JFK F-524.
While that is being done, Mr. Chairman, I would ask that JFK

F-522, F-524, and F-526 be entered into the record .
Mr. PREYER. Without objection, the exhibits are entered into the

record at this time .
Mr. GOLDSMITH . In addition, I would ask that JFK F-525, F-512,

and F-523 also be entered into the record .
Mr. PREYER. Without objection, the exhibits are entered into the

record at this point .
[Whereupon, JFK exhibits F-512, F-522, F-523, F-524, and F-526

were received in evidence :]
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JFK EXHIBIT F-512

-JFK EXHisrv

A F F I D A V I T

F- 5 tz

JOSEPH H. LANGOSCH, a former employee of the Central

Intelligence Agency, being duly sworn, makes oath as follows :

That this statement is made freely, voluntarily, and

without threats, promises, assurances, or remuneration from

any source .

That from January 5, 1955 until approximately August

1968 1 was employed by the Central Intelligence Agency .

That during 1963 I functioned in two capacities as a

CIA officer, the first capacity being as Special Assistant to

the Chief of the Special Affairs Staff and the second capacity

being as the Chief of Counterintelligence for the Special

Affairs Staff .

That during 1963 the Special Affairs Staff was the CIA

staff responsible for CIA operations directed against the

Government of Cuba and the Cuban Intelligence Services.

That as the Chief of Counterintelligence for the Special

Affairs Staff, I was responsible for safeguarding the Special

Affairs Staff against penetration by foreign intelligence

services, particularly the Cuban Intelligence Services.

That I was further responsible as the Chief of Counter-

intelligence for the Special Affairs Staff for initiating and

supervising counterintelligence operations designed to penetrate

the Cuban Intelligence Services .
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That during the latter half of April 1964, in my

capacity as the Chief of Counterintelligence for the Special

Affairs Staff, I became acquainted with an intelligence

officer of the Cuban Direccion General de Inteligencia (DGI) .

That the Cuban intelligence officer with whom I

became acquainted had defected from the DGI while in Canada

and subsequently entered the United States and maintained an

operational relationship with the CIA under the cryptonym

C.CYA7WA"W"
That

	

after his defection, provided the CIA

with certain DGI documents and that none of these documents

concerned or referred to either the assassination of

President Kennedy or Lee Harvey Oswald .

cxvr-rrn
That during May 1964

	

reported information to

me concerning the reaction of the DGI in Havana, Cuba to the

assassination of President Kennedy and that this information

is recorded in a memorandum dated May 8, 1964 which I

preps= :-3 for the Chief of CIA's Counterintelligence Staff

and tba_ this memorandum accurately reflects the information
t'.tYOtawyW .

reported to me by/

	

_.

That the above-referenced memorandum of May 8, 1964
CXY##r*+YM S

recording

	

's information states that Luisa Calderon

Carralero, also known as Luisa Rodriguez Calderon, was being

paid a salary by the DGI, that she might have had contact

with Lee Harvey Oswald, that during the time she was in Mexico

the DGI had intercepted a letter to her by an American who

signed his name OWER (phonetic) or something similar, that
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after the DGI's interception of the letter she had been followed

by the DGI and seen in the company of an American and that a

DGI officer in Havana, Cuba named Roberto Hernandez de Curbelo

believed that Luisa Calderon Carralero had been recruited,) I.

by the Central Intelligence Agency .
I&Pa4r .

That I do not recall ever reviewing a CIA

	

' of

or being informed about a conversation which transpired on

November 22, 1963, approximately three hours after the

assassination of President Kennedy, in which Luisa Calderon

Carralero may have expressed foreknowledge of the assassination

of President Kennedy .

That during 1965 I prepared a memorandum for the Chief

of the CIA's Western Hemisphere Division for Cuba, entitled

'Allegations," which concerned security problems

with the AMLASH operation .

That I prepared the following statement at page 3,

paragraph 3A(3) of the memorandum entitled

Allegations" : "Assassination, obviously, is a dangerous game,

not merely to the plotters in a physical sense, but to " a

sponsoring government which may suffer severe political

repercussions at home and abroad if its involvement is made

known ." That the government referred to herein is the Govern-

ment of the United States and that the plotters referred to

herein were persons connected with the AMLASH operation.

That the AMLASH operation was initiated and supported

by the CIA .
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That when

	

p epa, ed the memor

	

d

	

t

Allegations,,"4the AMLASH operation4
N
ha~4~b

operation prior to the assassination of President Kennedy

November 22, 1963 .

0

That the AMLASH operation̂ ,hed been an insecure operatio

of President Kennedy because it was

1962 the Cuban Intelligence Service

association with persons involved

prior to the asassination

highly4#.pa---isle that as of

had knowledge of the CIA's

in the AMLASH operation, including AMLASH-1, also known as

That then'

	

of the AMLhSH ope a on prio

to the assassination of President Kennedy was kammin to senio

level CIA officials, including Desmond Fitzgerald .

That the AMIASH operation prior to the assassination

of President Kennedy was characterized by the Special Affairs

Staff, Desmond Fitzgerald and other senior CIA officials as

an assassination operation initiated and sponsored by the CIA.

I understand that this affidavit may be introduced and

received into evidence by the Select Committee on Assassinations

of the United States House of Representatives, and may lead

them to make various findings of fact, and the statutes

applicable to Congressional investigations, including but not

limited to those concerning false statements, obstruction,

misleading, would subject me to criminal penalties for not

telling the whole and complete truth in this affidavit .

or



Sworq and subscribed to before me

on this /jAtday of September, 1978 .
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Further affiant saith not .

~~-~/1Nl t/I~AtS^nv
NOTARY PUBLIC

ROBERT F. MITCHELL. ,Rt.
NOTARY PUBLIC

i

	

~.

	

My COOIMIf4IN FXYIRF3 KOM 31. lgn
1 1

My Commission Expires :
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MEMORANDUM FOR :

	

Mr . William K . Harvey

SUBJECT :

	

Extension of Authorization of ZRRIFLE
Agent Activities

REFERENCE :

	

Memorandum dated 19 February 1962,
same subject

1 .

	

For the purpose of ZRRIFLE activities, you are hereby
authorized to retain the services of principal agent QJWIN and
such other principal agents and sub-agents as may be required .
This authorization will continue to be in force through
31 December 1963 subject to renewal at that time .

2 . As established by contract with him, QJWIN's salary
will be $7,200 per annum. Accounting for the expenses of
QJWIN and other agents involved in this activity will be in
the form of receipts for funds received by them, and these
receipts will be retained in the ZRRIFLE covert operational
file . Because of the sensitive nature of this activity,
accounting for funds will be by general category and by certi-
fication . In addition to the salary established for QJWIN,
you are authorized the expenditure of $13,800 through
31 December 1963 .

	

If further funds are necessary, they will
be provided . .-

3 . This memorandum approves an amendment of reference
memorandum increasing funds authorized for the previous pe
from $14,700 to $16,200 .

4 .

	

This memorandum is to be considered in lieu of project
and constitutes authorization for all travel, per diem, opera-
tional, and other expenses .

6 .

	

It is requested that this activity be handled strictly
on an EYES ONLY basis .

RICHARD BELMS
Deputy Director (Plans)
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

	

;William K . Harvey

19 February 1962

SUBJECT :

	

Authorization of ZRRIFLE Agent Activities

l . For the purpose of ZRRIFLE activities, you are here-
by authorized to retain the services of Principal Agent QJWIN
and such other principal agents and sub-agents as may be
'required. This authorization will continue to be in force
through 31 December 1962, subject to renewal at that time .

2 . As established by contract with him, QJWIN "s salary
will be $7,200 per annum . Accounting for the expenses of
QJWIN and other agents involved in this activity will be in
the form of receipts for funds received by them, and these
receipts will be retained in the ZRRIFLE covert operational .
file . Because of the sensitive nature of this activity,
accounting for funds will be by general category and by your
certification .

	

In addition to the salary established for

	

.
QJWIN, you are authorized the expenditure of $7,500 through
31 December 1962 .

	

If further funds are'necessary, they will
be provided .

3 . This memorandum is to be considered in lieu of pro-
ject and constitutes authorization for all travel, per diem,
operational and other expenses .

4.

	

It is requested that this activity be handled
strictly on an EYES ONLY basis .

41-373 0 - 79 - 14

Richard Helms
Deputy Director (Plans)
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Office of Legislative Counsel

Mr . G . Robert Blakey
Chief Counsel $ Director
House Select Committee on Assassinations
Washington, D.C . 20515

Dear Mr . Blakey :

Forwarded herewith is an unsigned memorandum
dated 20 February 1964 concerning a machine listing
of documents for the Oswald 201 file . This document
was not released earlier under FOIA, but has been
declassified in the light of new considerations . It
formerly bore the classification of Secret and the
handling restriction of Eyes Only .

Mr . Goldsmith requested this statement for use of
the document in the public hearings, as the classifica-
tion and handling restriction had been removed when
the document was approved for release under FOIA .

encl .
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-JFIK b&u-i 'F
THE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

WASHINGTON . D. C. 70303

S .D . Breckinridge
Principal Coordinator, HSCA

JFK EXHIBIT F-524

19 September 1978

Very truly yours,

t c.
.--::i



MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief,

2 dispatches
7 memoranda from the FBI
1 CSCI
2 State Department documents
25 caoles .
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t0 February 1964

SUBJECT:

	

Documents Available in OSWAIM's 201 File

l. Amachine listing of documents officially recorded as being
in OSWALD's 201 file was requested and is attached. The actual
machine work of this type was begun in 1963, but a few items of previous
dates were also recorded.

2. Acomparison of the documents physically available in the
201 file and those recorded as being in the 201 file has shown that 37
documents which should be in the 201 file are not available in it.. This .

- total is made up of:

3. Machine inquiries for the location of these documents have
not been made.

Document Number

for FOiA iteWsw oR

	

`W WS
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JFK EXHMIT F-526

Chief,

- JV-Y.\ F-5ZIo
Chief. C.- . Scation,

Let liarvay CSWALID

For the =mord us fazaar-dl
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SUBJECT; Mr . Lee Harvey Oswald

TO

210

25 tlovea8er 1953

1.

	

It males little difference now, bu4

	

had at one time an
interest in Oswald.

	

As soon as I had heard OswaID's nave, I recalled
that - as/

	

I had discussed __ sometime in S"s=er 1950
with(,

	

I

	

theq layang
on of interview(s) through ;

	

or other suitable chanrels . At the
cement I don't recall if this was discussed while Oswald and his famil)- .
were en route to our country of if it was .after their arrival.

	

- -

2.. I remember that Oswald's unusual behavior in the USSR had struck
me from the moment I had read the first STXM (dispatch on him, and I
told. my . subordinates something amounting to "Don't push too bard to get-=- .
the information wa needy-because this individual looks odd." kde were
particularly interested in these;o0swald might- provide on thg Hinsk -

	

' -
factory in which he had been employed, on certain sections of the city

-Foae9y+"personalityrdossiersught
the usual(__ "that might help develop .

3.

	

I was phasing into my i4e.x7- :cover assignment _

	

at
the time : - Thus, I would have left our country shortly after Oswald's arrival.
I do not know what action developed thereafter.

Addendum .

T

C. As an afterthought, I recall also that at the time I was becoming -
increasingly interested in watching develop a pattern that w_- had discovered
in the course of our bio and research uork/

	

:

	

the number of Soviet

	

-
wo: .̂en marrying foreigners, being permitted to- leave the USSR, then eventually
divorcing their spouses and settling down abroad without returning "home" .
The :.

	

case was among the first of these, and we event=lly turned
up something like two dozen similar camas*'

	

_

	

--
-

	

' ' .

	

became interested- .in the developing
trend 'we had tome across . It was partly out of curiosity to learn if
Oswald's wife would actually accompanyhim to our country, partly out o£
interest in Oswald's own exper

	

3 in the U SSR, that we sawed
intelligence interest in th

	

arvep story.

	

-



Mr. GOLDSMITH. The first page of JFK exhibit F-524 is a letter
from Mr. Breckinridge to Professor Blakey of this committee. I
would refer your attention-why don't you read both pages.
Mr . HELMS. I have had a chance to read not only Mr. Brecken-

ridge's covering memorandum to Mr. Blakey but also the attached
memorandum which is unsigned and just says "To Chief," I don't
know what.
Mr. GOLDSMITH. Does this memorandum make reference to 37

documents being missing from Oswald's 201 file?
Mr. HELMS. Yes, it does . It says that :
In 1964, February 20, a comparison of the documents available in 201 file and

those recorded as being those in the 201 file has shown 37 documents which should
be in the 201 file are not available in it .
And there is a breakdown of what seems to be missing.
Mr. GOLDSMITH. Was this document ever brought to your atten-

tion?
Mr. HELMS. I can never remember it having been brought to my

attention .
Mr. GOLDSMITH. Were you ever informed that at some time there

were at least 37 documents missing from Oswald's 201 file?
Mr. HELMS. No; I doubt that would have been brought to my

attention . I would assume somebody in charge of the registry would
have gone looking for the documents.
Mr . GOLDSMITH. Is the information contained in this document

particularly sensitive?
Mr. HELMS. You mean sensitive operationally or in a security

sense?
Mr. GOLDSMITH. Sensitive in the sense that the Agency normally

attributes to that term .
Mr. HELMS. I wouldn't have thought so .
Mr. GOLDSMITH. In light of that, why would this document have

carried the classification of "secret" and the restriction "for eyes
only" prior to its declassification?
Mr. HELMS. Sir, I am sorry but I don't see "eyes only" on it nor

do I see "secret" on it .
Mr. GOLDSMITH. I understand that . I said prior to its declassifica-

tion .
Please reread the letter to Professor Blakey from Mr. Brecken-

ridge.
Mr. HELMS. I don't know . Maybe it was overclassified . A lot of

documents in the agency were .
Mr. GOLDSMITH. Thank you, Mr. Helms. I have no further

questions .
Mr. GOLDSMITH. Mr. Chairman, there are a number of other

exhibits which relate generally to the subjects of Mr. Helms' testi-
mony, but with respect to which there was not sufficient time to
ask specific questions. They have been marked for identification as
JFK F-513 through F-517, F-519, F-521, F-525, F-528, F-530, and
F-533. May they be admitted into evidence at this time?
Mr. PREYER . Without objection, they may be admitted into evi-

dence.
[The exhibits referred to above follow.]
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March 26, .1964

SUBJECT : Mexico - CIA Dissemination of Information on
Lea Harvey Oswald on March 24, 1964

requested.
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JFK EXHIBIT F-514

The CIA directed a memorandum to J . Lee Rankin .

(Commission Document No . 631) in which it set forth the

dissemination of the information on Lee Harvey Oswald . I

realize that this memorandum is only a partial answer to

our inquiry to the CIA dated March 16, 1964 and I hope that
the

the . complete answers will give us/additional .information we

We would like to ]crow just when

'

	

got the information with respect to Lee Harvey Oswald .

and what was the information and hoax was it obtained . How

did the information get from Mexico to the CIA in Washington,

and in what fo= did it come?

At what point was the information that'the Lee

	

--

Harvey Oswald was probably the Lee Harvey Oswald who had

defected and was married to a Russian developed so that when-. .- -

the telegram went from the CIA in Washington to the various

agencies it contained such information . In other words, I

would like to know whether this was information available in
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Mexico or did . this additional information get in the message

only after i :: reached Washington and the information was

being dissem!.nated to the various age-icies .

As you know, we are still trying to get an explana-

tion of the photograph which the FBI showed Marguerite

Oswald soon after the assassination . I hope that paragraph 4

of the memorandum of March 24, 1964 sent Mr. Rankin by the

CIA is not the answer which the CIA =ntends to give us as to

this inquiry .

We should also determine why the Navy never furnished

the CIA with copies of the mast recent photographs of Oswald-
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~1v~ awa~Y 91JtN ~a Se~r~~" S

We have pry- obL~3-for your determmazion .

This is responsive to paragraph 3 of Rankings letter (see
reference tab) . 3A does not desire to respond direc'.ly'o
paragraph 2 of that letter which made a levy for our material
which had gotten into the hands of the Secret Service since
23 November. We found that, except for three telegrams, all
that the Secret Service bad was material we had sent to
McGeorge Bundy at the White House . Apparently, he had
simply passed it to the Secret Service as a matter of internal
iafazmation.

Unless you feel otherwise, (*) .would prefer to wait out
the Commission on the matter covered by paragraph 2. If
they come back on the point lie feels that you. or someone
from here, should be prepared to go over to show the
Commission the materials rather than pass them to thorn in
copy. Incidentally, none of these items are of new substantive
interest . We have either passed the material in substance to
the Commission in response to earlier levies, or thetterns
refer to aborted leads, for example, the famous six photo=
graphs which were not of Oswald, and the passenger manifest
on an airline which also did not pertain to Oswald .

If you desire to take note of the levy in paragraph 2, we
would recommend that you indicate in the attached proposed
memorandum solely that we will take care of it separately.

pocument Number t5 7 t50

	

(*) - Staff employee

for FiOLA Review oil
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JFK EXHIMT F-516
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E

	

F - 519 -

5 May 1964

= SM7RC3 DOES NOT ED3 DLRWi 3MGiIMM-}a O_a Lu H12Pe=' C31ALtl at Hh ALTI7ITI-S
BUT WAS APZa TO F=.-LIZr.35 OF I;v ~.=T

	

10.1

	

- ~USAII rJ=7T- .~C. :. îC8
0_-wnr33 A== TO THS D1a ZC:1 GElvq'T- D -=~CI3 -

ITa =c'WICU _V?-....:.LSr BxZ?+1 WAS Z'Bim.3 HZ
T`

	

SC tUxu X"J IS

	

TO C,4iOM SUE,41--= Er .

	

1

1. Prate to October 3563, CSC= visited the Cub- Emba2ar is -Mexico
City on tao o: thte cccasior_s . Bef=e, d>-Ing sad a!S.er than. visits, Cu=
:ran is contact. ~3th t'ae MZn'-" ""= G"sr°"T D T'j""zz. . .;csz7CI3 (:~Sj, speciacal;T
di::z Lisa C~r~~r'y~ 341 YcCi Perm amd P--so34a ?O

	

Loges.

	

-

TrI:-1 whom Cuban i- e11L ancs raeadorpa is ?3BCf4 iv the , cu_:out
Cu1;aa. M

	

1,4-a is Maadco. Be rmceot37 has had a tour of dsty in Habana, prior
to which he held the same most as now as Cacan IS cbiaf is A-z{ao. ..

RODBIGMZ is a Cuban Ii stet.: of:Mcer is Eextco. 3s hma three Cub=
inteXUgasce psec3er,7=, Ed ardo, Casiz±ro and Jose Antonio .

	

-

The precise reh .tivaship of Irz+sa CeTnrera °..o the DOI is not'c2aar.
She spent about aL- mcsctbs in 'ar+cc from which she returned to Cuba_ ear3y in
1964.

	

-

CCF3MT :

	

1 has the Sollnming referjmes ca:cerz+., Ini^,a
C aMMOdt Car_aleros

	

She was asslgrod to to comaerzial office of the Cuban
Fahans7 is MB-Co City, and she had arrived is M.mdco ca 76 Jam:a_ry 1963

	

.ared
on 73. Deeeaber 1963 ride a :-servatiaa to return to Cuha on Cubarta Airli.es

	

-
1 Shs Iaft fa. cc city for

Havons on 15 Decaeber 3963 using passport -/63/7 '

	

1
Another reference

	

Isaid that her dateedf
arrival ix saaico was 39 Jammzy 3363 and thatshe had remlaced Roaaria Vj=a'Z,
a Hesiean sec--mtar7 in the caaca_.sial ofitce. Other rofemtee, appa-at77 con-
ccrni^g the sebjerct are

	

-
,which do act "9pear to add az7third. of interest to that &L:aa above.

2. The s~ern,,r,,
ar
e.~e does not L-ar whether =not the'Cuhan Semites used CSe11LD

is any age eapit7 or other manner.

	

_

	

-

3.

	

A . When aexs of the aseaaal=ation o: Prtsi."tash

	

rsached the
MI, it caused mcch c=men. concar-	thefact CT.: T,LD had been is the, Cuban,

91-373 0 - 79 - 15
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J

Ecbasay Lm Mmdca. L-% addition, orders were issued far all headquarters ar3
field effloz-s of the DCI to sort. and paw= all decu=e=ta acccr -H..~ng to whethrr
'. .a' ey :+ere ":jq seerato" (ver7 seat), "secrala° (secret), a:.d °i

	

ar`~.aate°
( important) . Mw mten3l once packaged was to be held pee d'..-g fusjther instruc
tiora. - Ia additions all travel by

	

officers and all JC.I po=he- bean acs-
pendad '~ararjl,7.

H. When the news that CSIAM was the aasaaai= zaached the MI, there
vas no i=&diatr emamt but, when Fidel CASM°0 summa cm tels7l-son to dew
Cuban involvemnt, there was c�nsid-^la co=at concerrirg CSJA=ws visit to
the Cuban Z=dsay is Padco. At this -L-,s VBa4 who has been mntiaced previomly,
was in Cuba and comeated to a group of DOI staff ctf c-=+ tbab CSWAIZ had cam
to the Cuban Embassy in 2isice to rsgrxst a visa but had been reilzsed. VIA did
not diva any detail-3 and the sabjeat ---,z no" ŝt. usimd-

	

.

1+. It is not known sdaUrer irfos='3an on CSd=vs vvsIt to the Cuban
Ccnml.+.e in E

	

is sessteeber 7563 was aLyed to acr Cuban service .

$. It is rot I=we IX the Cub= inta i~ gmcce sarriaee had contact vth.
the glowC;3-au' Pair Play for Cuba Commutes.

6. The oaZy Hall= oho is racmUad is -Me Hook", the Cub- who was ecm.
victed in New Yaxk City for the ==ad of a youM girl duxgng a clash. between
two Cuban groups. The MI staff officer vho had been in tSe GZZLted Patios in
Now Zoos, SANTISSUZiy traveled to Cabs vith "TTbe Home and with arother Cubm
named CPX--VEU and upon arrival in Cuba tried to obtain esaloyagmt for both
i=Uvidua72 . The naza Pedro Charles ad Peter bave no -L:nmm signitfca=a.

7.

	

The reaction of Soviet offmink in con`act twith the Cuban iabe7li-
gence se-vicee is not I=owa.

8. Sothire is known about Soviet proposals fol1awing the news of Pruident
3erasty's assassination.

9. TP "a an1T faBrication known is the special matter by Fidel CASTEO pro-
viouslf cxnti=ed.

79. xothfag is knrnn abpnt Jade Rvmr" ervrti as Jam's Rfl$.

12. CSWASZas photo was seen in the newspapers but mt`d- is k=m . about
him other than vast appeared in the press .
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Proposed Questicas on Oswald Case

if Was Lee S---vey =IALD kaolin to the. Cuban inte~ce se.-vices
before 23 Ncveaoer 1$63? If so etch service?

	

-

2. Were the Cuban services,usimg CS',TALD is any agent capacity, or is
'

	

any other n_-=er, before 23 November 19632

	

-

3. What was tte reactics of the Cuban i++{~~i,a serric :s to news
'

	

. of President Kanedy's assassinatIc=? To the news that WiTArr7
was the assassin? .

4. Was information on CS'rTALD's visit to the Cuban Consulate is Mexico
City in Septe=ber 1?53, relayed to any Cuban service? IS- ao, vhat
actin¢ vas tar'-n?

	

. .

5.

	

Was there aq7 contact bet»-een the Cuazn'ia 2 {ice services
the - Yaw Orlaaas' Fair Ploy Far Cuba C=--,4t'--*? -

6 .

	

Sac-subject ever heard of Maria del RCSARIO Malian, or Podro -Charles
lmavn. also as "Peter" ?

	

. .

8. Did them Soviets propose a*` type of
actionar

investigation to the

9_ Was any provocative material deliberately fabricated by the Cubes
services or others ad sent to the United States to contuse the
investigatiaa of the CSWALD case?

10 . . Was Tack M+_-.a-"S== a'sa Jams MY kno n to +I-le Cuban intellia. .ace
services? It so, in what Way?

Il. Does subject I.-mar a

	

-

	

.

	

bubo entered Mexico on November
23, 1963 at Xeuvo Lar-do, Texas and four days later proceded to
Savaaa by special plae. He vas 23 Years old and . carried a

-

	

U.S . passport. Ee also had a tfxicm tourist pe=it_ Develop -
-

	

all i=SorrtL= 7va can: ca this individual.

	

'

7..
Sow did the Soviet o."'Y eials is contact vi :!% the Cuban intall±âence, . .

-

	

services reed to news of the assassination?

Cuban imt-tii geace services following the news of President Kennedy's .
assassina`an?

	

' ' . -



SU3J

1- On 15 MaY 196ti,

	

proridad `he ?rasidem .'s C-ssi ,
with a surf o: our deor3efing of Cuban defector!

	

who had
no personal kZO:rled3e of OszaLd end no inforatioa '-+' 1 =3.a to
the Cubes intelligence serrices in any :.av=er . As a tolloa-um,
Mr. 3o ard ? 5!11-lass of tha CQ:ssica asked If h_ could see the
questions used is the 'r.t;rrcgatica .

2 . Ca 13 Tune, I took the questions and source's responses
to the Ccaissioa and showed then to : . Willeas .

	

e studied ' , h--
and retT:r=.d 1-he questions to =_ vL t<h the cbservaticn

	

:^mot they were
very thorough and fully satisfied his requirements . I_ said taat h_
'sex no need to pursue this angle any further .

	

M:= questixs and
answers exhibited to `dr . FM-'=s are attached . At no time during
cur contacts uith the Commission did " +e disclose :'a. source's identity

I

	

-

	

'

3 . Mr. Widens indicated that the C-..Sssica was viading
up its

	

.-resstigatica . He "+as highly cct?li=eatarj o CIA, referring
to the a8-cy personnel he encountered here and in ;'.a .tico as "real
professionals ."

	

Mr . Hillens ask_d that 2 ccn"rey 'ais :Pest regards to
you .

Attach~~nt :

	

a/s
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JFK EXHIBIT F-521

Occurrent Number

for FOIA Rc%iew oy "
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SOURCE EVALUATION:
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The Source is believed to be very reliable . We have
established through independent evidence and cross-
checking that the major part of the intelligence
infor=at=on furnished by him is unquestionably
true . For example, we knew independent of this
Source that Manuel VEGA Perez and Rogelio
RODRIGUE Z Lopez were Cuban intelligence offices
in Mexico .



?EI=CI .

	

D_briefing of Cuba: Source dated 5 Mzy 1964-

L.

	

Tre source says that prior to October 1963, Os".rald 'risited the
C,aan massy in i"Iexico City on two or three occasions . It is
public ~:now1°_dge he was in Mexico during t:-- period 9-2?-63 to
1.0-3-63 .

226

Proposed ',~:=stions on 0, ,,sld Case

6 nay 19&

A)

	

r.,-a°

	

did source Leara o° then= visits - before or af'-r
...e assassiaatioa? ?lease describe in detail the ci_rcusstances
under which source L=aud this moo:-.a.i= and identities of
the perscns is;olved .

3) Did these visits tale place duri-g the aforem-enticned
,period or is the source referrLr-g to pre~rpus visits . If the
latter, try to get sore specific d_ ..a='_s regarding these tries
and thee origin of the source's L=1"o=aticn.

2 .

	

'3he source states that before, during, and after these visits
Owmld was is contact ~._th the %GI, s 3:2c'-ic..l.y Li isa
Ct.T ?~r1, ,"3nuel V^ixl = rez and Rog°_LLo ?©RICA+-Z Lopez . iais
~ro,ild appear to meaa t'.^=t ona or more contacts w.._- ~zde after
Os-ald ret=-med to the United States i .e ., bat.-em 10-3-063 and
L1-22 ;3 .

A)

	

:"rest does source _ean by contact?

3) Can he brew!:down these ccatacta by t,e specific
individual nz...ed, :Lace and ty, o cont:ct, and date of
occurr_nca

C) Did Os.a1d '.mow or, have reascm to suspect the
iatelligence cecaections of these - rscas?

D) ..hat :as the pu.:ose of these ccatacts?

Z) If Oi~rald did not :=c-.r the intalligence affiliations
o-- to?se ind_J3,.=Ls, what . etexts, __ any, were e-mloyed is
_ontacti.-mg '-in ?

_~ Z :; ._ __ .. . .._ 3-e any dJC__=_tary '..'L4terial on -any of
these 'cc:ta=ts, �r any comes:cadanca initiated by or addressed
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G) Did t~e DO: ever ew-)loy physical surveillances,
terchni-_al devices or camera eeuizmant to cov_r these contacts

3) T*,.:e sour_, says be does not !mow ~rhether the Cuban
ser^rices used Osimld in any agent capacity or other.:"ise . Thi s
obviously rakes it more important to eheca out what the source
meant in question one .

3 .

	

Did the DGI ever initiate an in:estigation.of Oswald?

1+ .

	

Float was the reason for vacl-wing files at DGI headqua.-twrs
and field offices after news of the assassination wes received?

Source was asked whether any provocative xatarial .as deliberately
fabricated by th- Cubans (Question 9) to con.`Lse the investigation
or Cswald . The reply attributed to tai= was, "the only fab:ication
mows is the special natter by Fidel CASTRO previously mentioned ."
?lease clar~+-y .

.lddagd1L= 13 JLe writh reference to 7.'-,'-5 ;

The only possible fabrication 'known by source was the specific
denial of ,idol CASTSO on a 77 prog-d= o: any Cuban cao-,;1°da_
of Oswald .
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Subject - General: Debriefing of Cuban Source
Specific : OSWALD Case

5 May 1964

The source does not have direct knowledge of Lee Harvey OSWALD
or his activities but was able to provide items of interest based on
Cuban intelligence officers assigned to the Direction General De
Inteligencia. The information appearing below was furnished by
the source and is keyed to questions submitted .

1.

	

Prior to October 1963, OSWALD visited the Cuban Embassy
in Mexico City on two or three occasions .

	

Before, during and after
these visits, OS+VALD was in contact with the Direction General De
Inteligencia (DGI), specifically with Luisa CALDERON, Manuel
VEGA Perez and Rogelio RODRIGUEZ Lopez.

VEGA whose Cuban intelligence pseudonym is MARCOS
is the current Cuban IS chief is Mexico .

	

He recently has had a
. tour of duty in Habana, prior to which he held the same post as
now as Cuban IS chief in Mexico .

RODRIGUEZ is a Cuban IS staff officer in Mexico . He has
three Cuban intelligence pseudonyms, Eduardo, Casimiro and Jose
Antonio .

The precise relationship of Luisa CALDERON to the DGI is
not clear . She spent about six months in Mexico from which she
returned to Cuba early in 1964.

2 .

	

The source does not know whether or not the Cuban Services
used OSWALD in any agent capacity or other manner.

3 .

	

A.

	

When news of the assassination of President Kennedy
reached the DGI, it caused much comment concerning the fact
OSWALD had been in the Cuban Embassy in Mexico .

	

Ia addition,
orders were issued for all headquarters and field officers of the
DGI to sort and package all documents according to whether they
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were "Muy secreco" (very secret), "secreto" (secret), and
"importante" (important) . The material once packaged was to be
held pending further instructions .

	

In addition, all travel by DGI
officers and all DGI pouches were suspended temporarily .

B .

	

When the news that OSWALD was the assassin reached
the DGI, there was no immediate comment but, when Fidel CASTRO
spoke on television to deny Cuban involvement, there was considerable
comment concerning OSVALD's visit to the Cuban Embassy is .Mexico .
At this time VEGA, who has been mentioned previously, was in Cuba
and commented to a group of DGI staff officers that OSWALD had come
to the Cuban Embassy in Mexico to request a visa but had been refused .
VEGA did not give any details and the subject was not pursued_

4.

	

It is not known whether information on OSWALD's visit to
the Cuban Consulate in Mexico in September 1953 was relayed to any
Cuban service .

	

_

5 . It is not known if the Cuban intelligence services had contact
with the New Orleans' Fair Play for Cuba Committee.

6 . The only Molina who is recalled ig "The FIook", the Cuban who
was convicted in New York City for the murder of a young girl during
a clash between two Cuban groups .. The DGI staff officer who bad been
in the United Nations in New York, SANTIESTABAEI traveled to Cuba
with "The Hook" and with another Cuban named ORI'rlUELA and upon
arrival in Cuba tried to obtain employment for both individuals . The
names Pedro Charles and Peter have no known significance.

7 .

	

The reaction of Soviet officials in contact with the Cuban intelli-
gence services is not know=.

8 . Dlothing is known about Soviet proposals following the news of
President Kennedy's assassination .

9 . The only fabrication known is the special matter by Fidel
CASTIt0 previously mentioned .

10 . Nothing is known about Jack RUBENSTEIN aka Jack RUBY.

12 . OSWALD's photo was seen in the newspapers but nothing is
known_ about him other than what appeared in the press .
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I MAY 1964

Proposed Questions on Oswald Case

1 . Was Lee Harvey OSWALD known to the Cuban intelligence services
before 23 November 1963? If so which service?

Z .

	

Were the Cuban services using OS,VALD in any agent capacity, or in
any other manner, before 23 November 1963?

3 .

	

What was the reaction of the Cuban intelligence services to news
of President Kennedy's assassination? To the news that OSWALD
was the assassin?

4 . Was information an OSWALD's visit to the Cuban Consulate in Mexico
City in September 1963, relayed to any Cuban service?

	

If so, what
action was taken?

5 . Was there any contact between the Cuban intelligence services and
the New Orleans' Fair Play for Cuba Committee?

6 . Has subject ever heard of Mario del ROSARIO Molina, or Pedro
Charles known also as "Peter"?

7 .

	

How did the Soviet officials in contact with the Cuban intelligence
services react to news of the assassination?

8 .

	

Did the Soviets propose any type of action or investigation to the
Cuban intelligence services following the news of President Kennedy's
assassination?

9 . Was any provocative material deliberately fabricated by the Cuban
services or others and sent to the United States to confuse the
investigation of the OSWALD case?

12 . Attached is a photograph of OSWALD,J

10 . Was Jack RUBEtiSTEL`1 aka lack RUBY kown to the Cuban intelligence
services?

	

If so, in what way?

U .

	

Does subject know,

	

who entered Mexico on November
23, 1963 at Neuvo Laredo, Texas &,_d four days later proceded to
Havana by special plane .

	

Fe was 23 years old and carried a U .S .
passport .

	

He also had a Mexican tourist permit .

	

Develop all
information you can on this individual .
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rsrch 27, l,5a'

	

._ . .

	

-I

-JFI~ Exut$7 F-52.5 -

MaY, FdzY, 1-=ca 27, 19T*, I mat

	

h_c~:oua^t ."-c vita
t.r . Rocca to rcncu t:

	

CL1 file on Lee - cf o
cwtaima thoac

	

-4al-- finzi:Lc3 to ur n^riouzly bf CyA. Ia
Oe7 [~i ti0 .̂, it. eoatain3 the fol1QWin; natCZ-d.al ..

	

.

a.

	

Cable rcma'a fra the CIA etatioa is M~~co of ?:crcbcr
22 cad 23,. 1;63 rlatin; to p'rotc�~~nh. of ap--man vno ird vic_ted
the Cuba.a rad Sweet r

	

;-.cics is Zxdco Cit,- duri:v Ociat:cr ;Zd
Nov--.bar.1953; and rc.,L)orbs on thcsc cebles fu^-,hccl on ic%--= cr
23 b9 CIA to-the Scot Serrice. 3,.c-.c =r:a_�es ar accuxalely
r.a--i?xr^ed in the attach--+to to tba CIA n=rac:;m of Din-rch 24,
lqb!: (Co=isscn rocu=*, t .'s,74) .

b .

	

Cable of October 10 f== CIA I:=:ico Cit-y tw.lion to CIA
hed;,^ricra rcportiq; on O-.rz.d contact at soviet L:bz-cy, cnd
October 10, 19,53 rea:.:Y,e f.-c-- CIA h^adettazcra to f.^-~co Citl

	

on.
of backrrouad inion+tion on Omr1d. iceza =-,z ;t,es are =cu-atc2zr
repoz'.:ed is the CIA L or- nd of Jams-r.31, 15a.

I did not re-Jiev any nrt=ialn later tb_a roveebcr 23, 1963-

Ir. Fzcca also cbow--d ae the "printout" of the refer-aces to
Oa,aald 'cAcumcata in the CIA electronic d:la storarc s,~stc . Tbe_,e
u--r, no ilea liatcd which we bave not been Civcn either in full text
or ra.6q.-Ahxmaed.

fhca I evidcaeee3 an interest in the CIA aluctroaic data
proccaaina systca, Fr . Rocca said that he %ou2d a-ranZe a detailed
eagplanatioa at a flours visit.

JFK EXHIBIT F-525
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JFK EXHIBIT F-528

33 Apri1.19bh

JFK E~x+avT F- 5Z8 -

1.

	

oa1led rs i3 at 09C'Q avd showed ra in d--ft a rs.rar-Imt
racard.re his co=7--rsatioa with Al2am Du11es as Sat=daT 11 April re CI!
assists.te to :he. :Barren Cc .1s x+on . T~ essence, the casrsrTs~ztioa dealt
with acnstiors :.-hick the Ka_~..a Con"?.,.sion -l21- direct to C' _- Cop, .

.

	

2.

	

. has su

	

estad t-L aatrrg fur-!.-.r ae . do='re preparitaa '
of we 2-12-1731s of the QFQm affair Peadl~-; receigb of tb- cluestio= from
the Co.issiaa: Answeri_ ;=so gvesti.ans rd;ht make it u .̂ecessary to
Frepa- as auz,la.u.

	

. .

	

.

3. ( .

	

aslad that we separe, on a crnioritT basis, a rea?7 to
the FBI co- indcation carr'aiLng two reports as th°_ CSs -D case ior;
:"osenko .

	

~is Iisadlia3. ~ . ._ .

	

.' and l

	

are to see it in'_

P.S.

	

also retrr md to 3.e the sevaral items of as-.:a1d Pra~aticr=
borrowed on 11 Agr1.
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13 April 1964.

:dEMORANDUM FOR;

	

Deputy Director far Plans

	

-

SU3jECT-: .s:~

	

u~cussi=s with Mr. Allen ',9 . Duller;
on tns Unwald base DN 1t kPit-

l.

	

At the instructions o£ . the DDP, I visited ?6-,_
Dullas on 11 April to disc=i with kin cartaia qusstions ~ . .=-
which Mr. Duller . feels the Plarraa Cc=is3ion: may pose ,to
CIA. . Mr. Dulles ezplaized that while the
wished to clarify cor-ttzin aspects-o= them 03wald c3sa 'is: :, ..
white .a . rgspansa £rcs CIA saemsd na=ssazz7 it . was
how :he questica--s should be posed nor how CIIA.,scnuld. -x_-t*pcsdC
Mr- Dallas haavd that. cur discussions wove
advise ths. .Coaaiasira a= , thin Ratt3r.

	

Ha lust. r~4 sad. th
allegatioa'tbat Oswald was_ a CIA agaat. - He'nantionesk.twc
sources for .th s accnaation-

	

One-ara3 Mrs_
Oswald, Lze Harvey- Oswald's mother, and the other
.dark Lane, Mrs_~Oswald's attaraey. - lie suegssted that .:tha : . : -
Coaois3ian*;-- - in asking us this quastiaa, night well forw3rd~ . .:
a.suaaary or pertinent ezcorfts of the testimony cancnraing .
this matter.

	

Ha noted, hcwev-rr, that Mrs. Oswald's tasti-
nony mar so incoherent that it would bar difficult to find
pertinent ezcerpts, thus it would ba batter for the C=-
mission to . suaaarizv the testimony.

2. Mr. Duller then suggastad that them response to :his.=~
qua3tiaa could be in the form of sworn testimony befer .-V, : the---
Commission by a senior .CIA official or a letter or affidavit:. :
He recslled that - the Director of the FBI had replied by%1 .z:,_-7; . .
letter to a similar question . - In any event,' Mr. Duller '-- -- ',
felt the reply . shauld be straightforward and to the poiat~_' :-
He thought language which and= it clear that Lea Farvey-.: . . -
Oswald was never an employee or ag-ent o£ CIA would suffice*.
We should also state that neither CIA nor.anyoa acting -.- :
or. CFA's behalf was ever in contact or co=nunication with ---'
Oswald-

	

Mr. Duller did not think it would, be a good idea
to eita CIA procedures for agent as3essaent and handling

	

- "-
ta show that it would have been =likely for .-Oswald to have
been chosen as- a CIA agent to enter Russia.

	

Thera are always
esceptiars to every .rule and this sight be misunderstood by
aemberz of the-Coamissic . with little background in actirity--
ci this sort.

	

I agreed with him that a carefully phrased
denial of the chargaa of involvement Vith Oswald seemed
scout appropriate .
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3 . The nest quastion concerted the possibility of
Oswald's having base a Soviet agent. Sir_ Dulles suggested _ .
that the Compassion's auastioa an this natter be phrased
so=*what a £olloys : °In the knowledge or'judgaan= of CIA
wam Lea 3'arrey Oswald an agent of the Soviet intelligence
services or the, intelligence services'of other c==uaist
states at any tiia prior to 2Z 9oyesabar 1963, or was Oz'sald
solicited by the3Q intelligence services to becom* such an
agent" After considering this question, it bec-a apparent -
that the prob1azs of makimg a "judg=ant" as to whether Osxald
mighave'becaae.an :gnat oz a cab=ist power was subject
t;:__. same diff1=1tios :+e 'ould have encountered if we.had- tried_ to aasyer the allzatiow of CIA affiliated by

	

_
citing CIA's- owe procedures .

	

If CIA, . in . rs_spandi::Z to .tzo
"jud~eut" portion "o: the, questica, were to say
lima of its- knowledge of Soviet 31ot procadu=as . ir. bras
unlikely t;iat Oswald would -have" barc$a their agent;
would have to admit that ezcaptions are always possible.:'

	

_
?;r. Dulls and I felt that it would be better to avoid this
and confine otzr response to a precise stateaant of.fact; :
This stataoent, in Mr. Dulles' view, could note that CIA
possessed no xnowladge either gained independently or frc;c
its study of the materials su?pliad by the Comission

	

, -

	

. -
'tanding

	

a show that Lee Barley Oswald-4+as an agent of .
the Soviet intelligence services, err the services-of any
other Cacnunist caontrf, or-for that matter of any other .-__' .' _
conatry.

	

.

	

.' .

	

.

	

.

	

.

	

:-

	

. :

	

: _

4 .- . "Both . questions were discussed individually but ~'

	

-

	

-
later Mr. Dulles suggested that because they were inter- _
,connected it would be better iF the Commission posed tags .
in. one letter to CIA.

	

I agreed that this eight be simpler.

	

.

S.

	

After covering - these questions of direct inta:=sm . `_
to CIA, Mr. Dulles mentioned other issues which concer-sd
the Commission . Ha ra;aryad that members of the Cosaissioa_-
eould ,not uadnrstaad whjr CIA had not be,-un an invastigatioii -_
of Oswald as soon as it received *word that he had defected.

	

-
I noted that'this question had bean discussed. with Kr.

	

'
Rankin and his staff and there seemed to be considerable
unca;stsn

	

~g of the practical ciccastances which made it
possible for CIA to ta:dartake such investigation inside

the USSR. I expressed the hope that it mould not be necessary
for .CtA to place matters of this sort in the. public record .
Kr. Dulles agreed.
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Kr

.

Dulles then asked is

it were

no-

.-.2a!

for

the

Soviet Government to pe-sit a Soviet wo?

.an. to

nar

-,y
a foreignr and then allow

her to leave

with her husband
shortly

after the marriage_ This question perturbed

the
Caa=ission and that' would

like to

have as answer. I said
that

whereas the response, could have so-ma bearing on whether

Oswald was an .agent,

thm problaa zeenad to lie,

more .is

the,

consular

field and I

suggested that

the best way to obtain

an opinion. on what constituted "normal practices" := aarriagm. .eases

in the USS39 would be, to question the Depart-nant of

State.

Mrs Dallas agreed Nith

.this.

	

_
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T. btr_ Duller e:pres3_d h--:s appreciation for

tbn

ss3i:3taacm accorded.

him

and said that

he would discuss the

framing c= th;m quas%icns £or CIA with Mr. Rsmki3 on Moa3ay>
13

April-	

At

tbis point I did

offer a. persooal

opisicn in

. : .-
regard to the way in which CIA should ----.7spond.

	

Notin3 that :-
tast4=ony art questions

such as

thaza would

bar difficult to

insert 33 the, public record, I suggested that it would

be	

.

	

.
best

if tha CIA rospaasa were, in written fo=

:

	

aowevar,
.

much will dzpaad

.on

the form in which the aquestiaas arc'

eventually put.

t

o

us and I imagine that a

.

final

.decisioa

_

can

be, aada at Lhat Lima

.

	

'

8.

	

'At

no tiaz during thasa discussions did fir

.

Dulles

~isake

any'nquirie3 about Nosenko and I volunteered-no infer-

'

cation on this score

.

	

_'

	

. . .

	

.
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JFK EXHIBIT F-530

r_

	

28 July 1964
-JFK 'Ex,Atavr

	

F_ 530

6Mi0RANDUM OF CONVERSATION

SUBJECT :

	

Use of NOSENKO Information in Warrenl
Commission Report

PARTICIPANTS :

	

Mr. Allen N. Dulles, Mr . J . Lee Rankin,
.

	

and Mr. David Slawson of the Warren _'
Commission ; Mr . Richard Helms, C/SR

and

	

C/SR/CI

	

_ _ 'of .
CIA

DATE:

PLACE:

	

Offices of the Warren 'Commission

27' July 1964

1 . This discussion, following earlier ones can the'
same subject, was called by Mr . Rankin to discuss pro-
posed drafts for: inclusion or non=inclusion of NOSENKO's
information in the report .of the Commission. Mr . Slawsoa'
had prepared a short memorandum with three attachments, .
offering alternative drafts . A copy of Mr. Slawson's
memo, which was an informal one and not for permanent Com-
mission records,*is attached .

	

_

	

' ;.

2
.

Of thuso drafts, one (;.2) nameis NOSENKO, admits
he had direct knowledge of Oswnld's case in the USSR aad
comments thaL big reliability is uncertain . Another (r3, .
parts 1 and 2) includes information from NOSENKO about
Oswald which would be included in the report ; NOSENKO is
not named as the source . A third draft (R4) is for inclu-
sion in the Commission report if no NOSENKO information
is used, explaining why certain information was not
included in order to protect .the Commission from later
charges . of having failed to use NOSENKO's information,
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3. The CIA representatives thought that it would
be undesirable to include any NOSENKO information in the
report, and after some discussion, there was general agree
ment on this view . The circumstances which contributed
to this conclusion are summarized here :

a.

	

NOSENKO is a KGB plant and may be publicly
exposed as such some time after the appearance of
the Commission's report . CIA cannot at this time,
however, evaluate the accuracy of what NOSENKO has
reported on the Oswald case, nor the significance
of his havinir reported it .

b .

	

Even without public discrediting of the . '
source, specific aspects of NOSENKO's information'
are likely to lead to questions and doubts on the
part of perceptive readers .

	

' . . .

c..

	

Once NOSENKO is exposed as a KGB plant, - .
there will arise the danger that his information'
will be mirror-read by the press and public, lead
ing to conclusions that the USSR did direct the
assassination.

d . The Agency's greatest contribution to the
resolution of the questions at hand would be to
break NOSENKO and get the full story of how and why
he was. told to tell the story he did about Oswald .
While we have no certainty that we can ever do .
this, if we are to succeed we need time and mut
in the meantime avoid creating pressures which .

	

.
might force us to release NOSENKO to the public
domain .

	

(There . articulate and plausible, he would
unquestionably be able to establish himsolf boyond
hopu of dislodging, since his story cannot easily .
be pierced even by trained specialists, much less
by private citizens however intelligent .)

	

The

	

'
release of the fact that NOSENKO knew specifically
about the Oswald case would, of course, create

	

. =_
such pressure, and no hedging on source description
could protect his identity.

41-373 0 - 79 - 16

4.

	

The Commission representatives, particularly Ur. .
Rankin, felt that some mention of NOSENKO might be inevit-
able, at least when after the publication of its report,
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3 .

the press would ask the Commission about him and whether
he had had anything to contribute . Mr . Helms bested
that CIA could provide a number of Soviet intelligence
de iFdtoFt-t6-tYst=y'-E3' ie 50-mmission, an MY ommission
could then-reportthat"defectors,"ingenera?_and with-
out nam ng~OSE2~t3K0-,- 1zad' given information. It wasagreed
fFlatflietrgendy$iT=eadyprovid-e-ffsucE-detector inor
ma~iori inidspreviousrepo=fs;an

	

a wor ing to t us
e3fec cou

	

e`ẁorTce3info' heZ:'onmision's Draft n4,
which *was otherwise~uu esuitabl e fromthe pointof vie%r
oftheA¢encv andthe Commission.

	

At Hr . Helms' sug-
gestion, it was agreed thatCIAwould undertake to draft
a few sentences to this effect.

(Note :

	

The proposed redraft*of the Com-
mission's draft i.4, consisting
only of the addition of one sea- - .
tence after the opening sentence,"- - -
is also attached to this memoran--- -
dum.)

(Note: This story checks with part of
NOSENKO's, and like NOSENKO's -
story, is supported by an entry
in Oswald's "Historical Diary"
to the effect that after his

._ suicide attempt Oswald was
handled by an entirely differ-
ent set of people .)

'

	

5. Mr. Dulles. and Mr . Rankin said that the Commis-
sion's report would be published in mid-September, rather

'.than 8 August as estimated earlier.

	

.

- . 6. Sir. Dulles reported that

	

a

	

'cor-
respondent, had told him that a senior official of the
Soviet Embassy in Washington, perhaps the Liinister Coun
selor, had told

	

hiiti

	

two or three weeks ago that Eime
Furtseva, then a member of the Presidium of the CC/CPSU,
had interceded on Oswald's behalf after the latter had
been rejected by another Soviet agency, and as "?Sinister
of Propaganda" had supported him because the Soviets did
not want the adverse publicity -- and hampering of future
defections -- which would nccompnuy any rcfustil to accept
him In the USSR .

	

/
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4

T. Chief, SR/CIreported that, in response to the
Commission's request, we have tested, in the Soviet
Embassies in Stockholm and Helsinki, the time required
to get a Soviet tourist visa,, and find that 2-3 days is
impossible and five days the apparent minimum in both
places . In one, however, it was implied that shortage
of hotel space might be a contributing factor, so these .
findings might not be valid for the month of October,
when Oswald apparently got his visa in two or three days .
We will submit a written report on this_

Chief, SR/CI
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E=H OF Tml-r Rzaf= FOR 0
h41MIZE A<m STO=OLi. 1964° I

rI$ii Fpz??Rm 7,03 Yrt. wAmvi Cui,-LSSTm

A- from the Cc=md sioc to CIA- aated25 227'1761- I=Smi--ed after .-_-
iaYcmatioa r-_lati:g to t2~r x±lati7wj7- sham period of ti=m i.a acieiz
CSvlAIII .a=qixLr--d a taisiat r sa in. ^ceLsi.2'fl. . The first attached item,

	

-

	

.
amemo to the- Cvemisa!as dated 1 Jug 3,964, pr=ides suds 4.forsatiaa
as. we- meld. o'o taim on OsWl='a reeanst-ted ti=.tahla for t-el from -
Laalam to Helsir3ri- The seccmd attacrsd item, dated 31 Julj- 19611,"- : "

: :avidez comas

	

a` Isi*th oft-4= re goi.^ed: to obtain a ta=ut rlsa.-.-, : .-~-
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2AMUCZ.1- iDU3i YOU: 3A--. .r_ 1-&& :7 .*. _
Ge-wr.t eas=el

-

	

-

	

Asas-L:asi=a Of P-saidssL 3a~asdT ;=:

t

	

once& of Tlma Bagairvd fns Obtal=i=g sarriet :_-_ .
Toa-tst Visas is Hstsissi sad Stab+.-l...,.

I- In raryaaaa to_a tslarAarra i=gair7 --d- L= ZU17- 1964
¢aearni=g the tirsa rnq+ured far Issaaaca ci a Soviet visa for a . .
.?5

	

Pt^s Smwia3*cOasrl'I3 szrsisyd etzted ihat..̀ m c-13
isasm a r--`-;' vies (valid far 24 hears) is five

	

'st dsa-t far
aI=gmr sta7 ha wae14 need abwz a weal to prxaasa Visa arrllc°tim,--_ _-
'and save Iat=ista.-:MgO- fat IodZ.nga . Hs i3r+iad'tlrat 'Csa seats - -

reasaa for d=ims fa visa isanaacss was a shortage of hntal sgaea is "-
eas

Z . -A

	

+= I-'T 1964
that Fsa is aaia to Oetaii Scrims tnrz{-st visas fnr Sts castaa"
Arm days if bA Fuxhti the rsat:ar.

3. A ..L_?,~ chsck -xi~ tea Soviet c

	

a,"r- s.-. is Stnc=uzLz Lx -
SOZr i963 r-sealed that ear-2I visa ?r-ssinS Lhasa faces saves
days but List this can be ahaxt-ed to five days "= ezersr aa=sl ases.a
The So~rht efiis'_s sveciviag the t&laphaae call. sata4 chat it was .
laipslflbla toBat a ri3a withi

	

t70 Or three days.

t3a~iat Offieial



4. sl:arirt""i_-- is SIae:~oL= is1::3tzais ea:I3r l9
Lhat Ysa ntrocasain3 :ar :=r=i;inr : s %i3;3iag L.o visit +_.̀.a US=
=araazy Lzk.n 3i3 ai-~ .~. G da7a h yt==rc=:,~="r:nuSwedish

Airs-i; r: -s c s~#~:,i iatarest
(nat daimc) ca=bs prscasaa directly ar the Zavist eaoassy 1:z
2LacuaL= wiiha~ =efmrai to 3: cacz~.

29 Tkar 1964
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Mr. PREYER. It has been a long afternoon and I imagine Mr.
Helms would be ready for a recess period . I think we are very close
to finishing. We have one other member who wishes to ask ques-
tions. I know you are anxious to finish . Would you prefer to take a
10-minute recess at this time or would you like to attempt to finish
up?
Mr. HELMS. If you don't mind, Mr. Chairman, I would like to go

right along. I would like to finish if we possibly can as soon as we
can .
Mr. PREYER . The Chair recognizes Mr Sawyer .
Mr. HELMS. Good afternoon, Mr. Sawyer .
Mr. SAWYER. Good afternoon, Ambassador.
First I would like to clear up what I think was a combination of

misstatements about what Mr. Hart testified to vis-a-vis Nosenko .
He did not say that we should not believe the veracity of what
Nosenko said . He said he believed that but that he felt, because of
the size and compartmentalization of the KGB, he would not at all
necessarily know whether they had contact with him or not, and
for that reason I am quite puzzled with this combination of not
having accepted the bona fides of Nosenko and yet putting him on
the payroll as a consultant .
How can you possibly get any value out of information supplied

with someone when there is a belief or at least a strong possibility
that he is a double agent, there for the specific purpose of deceiv-
ing?
Mr. HELMS. Well, sir, this is the constant and continuing hazard

in all intelligence work of this kind . There isn't a statement that is
made by any defector that comes to the United States that goes
unchecked . We take all the statements and then they are checked
out and there is an effort made to find out if they are true and
they are examined and research work is done on them, and so
forth, because this is a very difficult and untidy problem, I am sad
to say . And it is particularly untidy given the importance of the
Nosenko case .

I have been told he gave useful information to an agency of the
U.S . Government about certain Soviet operations overseas and cer-
tain information about the KGB. I can't personally attest to this,
and I am sorry ; but I believe that certain of high information was
believed to be of value.
Mr. SAWYER. It seems to me, looking at the facts of this thing

here he was incarcerated under horrible conditions for a period of
some 5 years or approximating 5 years, and then apparently the
project was given up as not being able to resolve the question, at
least to everyone's satisfaction . There are memorandums indicating
it would be now a great catastrophe to release this man presum-
ably after what had been done to him here in the country; it would
be devastating if he talked much about it. There was even a memo-
randum of the director of the Soviet bloc group or division, discuss-
ing the possibilities of disposing of him and elaborating on that to
mean either liquidation or drugging him to a point where he
became incomprehensible so he couldn't tell anybody anything, or
just putting him in an insane asylum and just throwing away the
key apparently .
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It would just seem to me after what you people did to Nosenko
here in this country, without any color of law at all, that you really
only had two choices: One was dispose of him as suggested--
Mr. HELMS. That was never considered, Mr . Sawyer.
Mr. SAWYER. Well, I am talking about what your division chief of

the Soviet bloc wrote down that was being considered at least by
him.
Mr. HELMS. He was the Deputy Division Chief and maybe he did

write these things down, but I say these things were never brought
to my attention, the suggestion was never made to me, this was
never an option that was considered .
Mr . SAWYER. You have testified about your considering assassi-

nating people along with the Mafia. It is nothing new to you people
apparently to assassinate somebody?
Mr. HELMS. That is your statement, Mr. Sawyer.
Mr. SAWYER. Well, I thought that was what you have been

testifying to here about willingly becoming a party to an assassina-
tion either by syringe, by gun, or by poison pills of Castro . So once
we get in the acceptance of that line, it doesn't seem to me so out
of line that would be one of the things you would consider, and
apparently your deputy division chief did consider it .

It seems to me the only other option would be to pay him off and
handsomely enough so he would keep quiet about this when you let
him go . You obviously couldn't deport him very well at this point
in time, and it just appears to me as I look at that it is perfectly
plain that you exercised the option of paying him off.
Do you dispute that?
Mr. HELMS. Yes; I dispute it .
Mr. SAWYER. You said you paid over a period of time some half a

million dollars, is about what it amounts to as I quickly add it up,
both in lump-sum payments and in monthly stipends to a guy that
the Agency never decided wasn't, in fact, there to mislead it and
give it false information . You paid that as a consultant and you say
the motivation was not at all to pay him off. Is that your position?
Mr. HELMS. No, Sir. I am counting 10 . That is what my mother

taught me to do under these circumstances .
Mr. SAWYER. You are doing what?
Mr. HELMS. I am counting to 10 .
Mr. SAWYER. Well, I will be patient if it takes that long .
Mr . HELMS. The effort in Mr. Nosenko's case and the only option

that we had available to us in my opinion was to resettle him and
give him a new identity and handle him in such a way he would
have a chance to make a life for himself on the American scene.

It has been 5 years since I had anything to do with his case . I
don't know what has been done to him since.
Mr . SAWYER. You said you could not just put him out on welfare.

What do we do with most immigrants that come in either from
Indochina that are refugees or regularly admitted immigrants? We
may provide them some educational help in the language, and that
sort of thing, but we don't pay them off. Here you are talking
about sums of money that wouldn't be mentionable in the same
breath as welfare, and I just say as I look at this thing, taking all
these facts you have testified to into account, it would just seem to
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me on the face of it that it was a payoff. I am surprised to hear you
deny it .
Mr . HELMS. I believe that under the Constitution you are entitled

to your viewpoint and I am entitled to mine .
Mr . SAWYER . Well, you did, in fact, plead guilty to having with-

held information from the Senate committee, didn't you?
Mr. HELMS. No, Sir, I did not.
Mr . SAWYER . I thought you had.
Mr. HELMS. I did not. I pleaded nolo contendere .
Mr . SAWYER. So that you just don't contest it, then, which is the

legal equivalent of a plea of guilty, is that correct; except that it
can't be used as an admission against you in a civil case ; right?
Mr. HELMS. I am not a lawyer, Mr. Sawyer.
Mr. SAWYER . But I am sure you were advised by a lawyer before

you entered a nolo contendere ; were you not?
Mr. HELMS. I was advised by lawyers.
Mr. SAWYER . Something else bothers me. When you put Nosenko

into solitary you obviously intended to hold him a very long time;
did you not?
Mr. HELMS. I don't think that was the intention at the time . The

intention was to hold him no longer than it took to find out
whether he was bona fide or not or to satisfy ourselves on this .
Mr. SAWYER. But you invested in building a whole separate vault

and building around it, and so forth, for the purpose of accommo-
dating Nosenko; did you not?
Mr. HELMS. I asked this morning if anybody from the committee

had looked at the building. It was no vault, as I recollect it . I don't
think it was a very expensive building at all.
Mr. SAWYER . Where was it located?
Mr. HELMS. It was located in Virginia .
Mr. SAWYER . Was it on a military base?
Mr. HELMS. I believe those items are classifed, and I was told by

the agency to go into executive session if you wanted to discuss
this .
Mr . SAWYER . Do they still use this?
Mr. HELMS. I don't know.
Mr. SAWYER. Was it ever used for anyone else other than

Nosenko?
Mr. HELMS. I don't know. I don't think so .
Mr . SAWYER . Apparently it was a reinforced steel box that was

described by Mr. Hart as being like a bank vault, and he thendescribed that a house had been built around it to accommodate
the interrogating staff and guards, and what not, and then sur-
rounded by a linked barbed-wire fence.
You wouldn't do that just to put somebody in it for a couple ofmonths, would you?
Mr. HELMS. It would have depended on the circumstances . And

after all, this was a very important case to us, so I would think the
question of the amount of money that the installation cost reallyrarely came up .
Mr. SAWYER . What was the purpose of moving him from what

was apparently a secure place of confinement into this so-called
safe house? What was the purpose of building another facility and
moving him out of there into that?
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Mr. HELMS. I assume because those safe houses are much more
complicated to administer, it take more guards, and things of that
kind . I think there were practical considerations involved .
Mr. SAWYER. Wouldn't it be a fair deduction if you went to the

trouble of building a separate facility of this type that it obviously
was going to be quite a long-term incarceration if that is specifical-
ly for what it was built?
Mr. HELMS. Well, I just said, sir, this was not the intention . The

intention was to try to find out whether this man was bona fide
and that was the objective, and when we had done that we would
have let him loose and if this was a mistake in building this house,
then I guess it was a mistake .
Mr. SAWYER. You said, too, that you didn't subject Nosenko to

physical abuse. As I have both talked to Nosenko and listened to
the CIA official spokesmen define it, it was a partial starvation,
being subjected to cold weather without being provided a blanket,
not being allowed fresh air during the heat of the summer for over
a year . Don't you consider that, just those items alone, as being
physical torture actually?
Mr. HELMS. I cannot verify those items . I don't know whether

they are true or not. You have told me today they are true .
Mr. SAWYER. You were the man in charge when he had been

without any legal process or trial, just incarcerated in solitary
confinement . You were in charge of the Agency that was doing
that, weren't you?
Mr. HELMS. I wasn't in charge at that time .
Mr . SAWYER. During part of that time you were.
Mr. HELMS. I became in charge later . Is there any evidence when

I was Director these things happened to him? I didn't know any-
thing about it at the time . I hear conflicting stories about how he
was treated . You'll have to use your stories, I'll use mine.
Mr. SAWYER. Mr. McCone could have found out anything in the

Agency that he wanted to find out. You said that right here, you
remember?
Mr. HELMS. I said that .
Mr . SAWYER. So I presume as one of the people in charge of this

having occurred to the man, you could have found out anything
about what was happening to him that you wanted to, couldn't
you?
Mr. HELMS. I never was told any tales--
Mr. SAWYER. Well, you knew he was in your custody?
Mr. HELMS. That is correct .
Mr. SAWYER. And you never made any inquiry about what was

happening to him over this 4- or 5-year period?
Mr. HELMS. Of course I did .
Mr. SAWYER. Did you find out then what they were doing to him,

what you were doing to him?
Mr. HELMS. I was never told of these details of his being kept in

a room so hot he couldn't stand it, or any of those things . Those
were never brought to my attention and I never got those in
answer to any inquiry . If this is the truth I am genuinely sorry
about it, but I was not aware of it at the time.
Mr. SAWYER . You said about Oswald when he came back from

Russia that you wouldn't have had really any particular jurisdic-
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tion or interest because he was a marine . As I understand it, he
had been discharged from the Marine Corps, and for how long a
period of time does military service retain intelligence jurisdiction
over a person?
Mr. HELMS. I don't know. I really don't.
Mr. SAWYER. When you were interviewed apparently by a Mr.

Lardner, George Lardner of the Washington Post after your excu-
tive testimony here, you said in effect to him-the article is in the
Washington Post of Thursday, August 10, referring to your appear-
ance here on August 9: "Your questions are almost as dumb as the
committee's."
Does that fairly reflect your personal opinion and attitude?
Mr. HELMS. I don't recall talking to Mr. Lardner after the hear-

ing the other time . I was chatting in the hall with a newspaperman
around lunchtime . I don't recall such an acerbic remark as that,
and of course I withdraw it if I did make it . I never even saw the
article, so it must have been the first edition of the Washington
Post . The article I saw the next day didn't have anything like that
in it . It teaches you never to talk to the press. I mean that's the
only lesson, if they quoted me accurately . If they didn't quote me
accurately, then I shouldn't have made off-the-cuff remarks.
But I don't feel that way. I think this inquisition has been

admirably handled.
Mr. SAWYER. If you didn't read the article, let me give you the

benefit of the applicable part of it . It says :
Helms told reporters during a break that no one would ever know who or what

Lee Harvey Oswald, named by the Warren Commission as Kennedy's assassin,
represented . Asked whether the CIA knew of any ties Oswald had with either the
KGB or the CIA, Helms paused and with a laugh said, 'I don't remember.' Pressed
on the point, he told a reporter, 'Your questions are almost as dumb as the
committees .

You don't recall any such statement?
Mr. HELMS. I recall an exchange about Oswald because I don't

think we are ever going to find out what Lee Harvey Oswald's role
was until we get the Russians' KGB files. That is what I was
referring to .
Mr. SAWYER. You did allude to the representation in Mr.

McCone's letter or affidavit that there was no formal connection
between Lee Harvey Oswald and the CIA. Did the use of the wordformal intend to exclude any other type of relationship or contact?
Mr. HELMS. No, Mr. Sawyer . I am sorry. I was trying to use a

short cut, I think. But in the documents I was given in preparation
before this hearing the actual affidavit of Mr. McCone is therepresent and I think should be permitted to stand on its own feet . In
other words, I would not want to say I was attempting to add or
subtract from it .
Mr. SAWYER. But there was no specific connotation?
Mr. HELMS. No, Sir . I am sorry if in my effort to make a short

sentence I didn't go all through the various points that were made
in there, because as I said earlier this afternoon, I never found the
slightest evidence that the Agency had anything to do with Lee
Harvey Oswald, and I was just hoping that maybe this hearing
would put that rumor to rest .
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Mr. SAWYER. In your long time with the Agency, have you ever
known of any example where anything remotely similar to what
was done to Nosenko was done to someone else here in this
country?
Mr. HELMS. No; I know of no other case comparable, nor do I

know of any case that confronted us where a man might have
information having to do with the assassination of the President of
the United States .
The answer to your questions specifically is I know of no compa-

rable case and I believe there never was one .
Mr. SAWYER. Whereas I recognize your disclaimer of being a

lawyer, you certainly know that the police, even with the assassin
himself, could never have done anything like this, would never
have been permitted to do anything like this . You understand
people's rights enough for that, don't you?
Mr. HELMS. Oh, yes, I understand people's rights .
Mr . SAWYER. Holding a man in solitary confinement under these

kinds of conditions without a trial and subjecting him to both
physical and mental torture-even with an assassin himself.
There is no way the laws of our country permit that kind of

thing. You knew that, didn't you?
Mr. HELMS. Well, I rather thought that the legal status of Mr.

Nosenko in those days was in a very gray area and if I am wrong
about it I wish you would correct me now, Mr. Sawyer, because I
am prepared to be corrected .
Mr . SAWYER. Well, he was a human being, wasn't he?
Mr. HELMS. I believe so.
Mr. SAWYER. You know in most States even treating an animal

like this will land you in jail .
I have no further questions . Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PREYER. Are there any further questions?
Mr. Dodd .
Mr. DODD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Helms, you made a point earlier in your testimony today

with regard to the testimony of Mr. Hart before this committee .
You commented on the fact that he didn't really share with us any
specific knowledge about the substance of our inquiry ; that is, in
connection with whatever connection there may have been between
the KGB and Lee Harvey Oswald, and to that extent what informa-
tion the Agency had with regard to that specific information.

I have to agree. In fact, Mr. Hart mentioned here that he had
stated specifically to the Agency that if he were to be expected to
talk about Lee Harvey Oswald, then it was pointless of the Agency
to send him up here because he had no intention of talking about
Lee Harvey Oswald .

If this committee were to ask you who would be a good witness
or several good witnesses that we could talk to either presently
employed at the Agency or former employees of the Agency who
could shed additional light on that particular aspect of our investi-
gation, who would you suggest?
Mr. HELMS. I would suggest the Chief of the Soviet Bloc Division

and the Deputy Chief who have been maligned here. I think they
might come before this committee and answer for themselves as to
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the reasons behind the way the interrogation was conducted . I
think that would be good for openers.
Mr. DODD. Who are these people again? I am sorry .
Mr. HELMS. The gentlemen who were Chief and Deputy Chief of

the Soviet Bloc Division at the time of the Nosenko interrogation .
Mr. DODD. Could I go back a minute. Counsel asked you some

questions about this 201 file that existed on Lee Henry Oswald, I
believe.
Mr. HELMS. That is right .
Mr. DODD. There is some confusion I think in the committee's

mind as to how that file was opened . What kind of file is it? What
is a 201 file?
Mr. HELMS. It is nothing but a personality file. We might open a

file-we get pieces of paper like this and if they refer to Christo-
pher Dodd, we would open a file on Christopher Dodd. They just
happen to be called a 201 file because we had a numbering cate-
gory files of different kinds used in different parts of the Agency .
There is no arcane significance at all; it is just a number . It might
have been called 5-type files or X-type files .
Mr. DODD. You said it takes something to trigger it?
Mr. HELMS. Yes, it takes a form like this to be filled out.
Mr. DODD. I wanted to get clear in my own mind. Can you tell

the committee what it was specifically that triggered the opening
of the 201 file on Lee Henry Oswald?
Mr. HELMS. I don't know what happened, sir, I don't know how

they got the name wrong. I have no idea any more, if I ever knew.
I don't know whether it was a clerical error, a mistake, or just
what. I recognize in 1978 when you look back 15 years, Lee Harvey
Oswald was not a household name. It may have been somebody
thought it was Henry and read it wrong and it was Harvey . But I
think it got straightened out very quickly, at the time of the
dissemination of reports to the Government when he visited the
Soviet and Cuban consulates in Mexico City .
Mr. DODD. Mr. Chairman, may I request that we suspend for a

couple of minutes .
I think I can get down to the bottom line very quickly . The mere

existence of a 201 file does not suggest in any way, does it, that the
person who is the subject of a 201 file is in any manner, shape or
form an employee, agent, operative of the Agency?
Mr. HELMS. No, sir ; it does not . It simply is a device for holding

information . When an individual gets into special categories of
relationships with the Agency, then the whole file business is
changed .
Mr . DODD. So the existence of a 201 file on Lee Henry-or Lee

Harvey Oswald in the Agency would in no way indicate that he is
in fact a paid employee of the Agency?
Mr. HELMS. It means absolutely nothing. As a matter of fact,

there were files in the Agency on Congressmen and Senators, but
they had newspaper clippings. If you are going to file a newspaper
clipping, you have to put it someplace .
Mr. DODD. Fine .
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HELMS. Thank you for making that point of clarification, Mr.

Dodd .
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Mr. PREYER . Thank you. I have no questions.
I think the ground has been very thoroughly covered.
I do just want to take my few minutes to make a brief statement

about the hearings that we have had today and yesterday. I think
the past 2 days of testimony have shown the CIA did things 15
years ago or so which shock us, sometimes shock us profoundly
today.

I had someone at the luncheon recess conclude from this testi-
mony that America is a lawless society because one of our institu-
tions broke the law some years ago. Well, this is certainly not a
lawless society. Russia is a lawless society, where a handfull of
people control things and where you cannot change it unless a
revolution or a war comes along.

I think the past few days' hearings here have indicated that we
can change things . The kind of testimony Mr. Hart of the CIA
gave, criticizing his own institution, your testimony today, it is
impossible to conceive of a KGB agent, for example, ever admitting
that aVhing they did 15 years ago was wrong.

I don t think it was wrong to bring out these horrors of the past .
I think the old adage that "the truth can make you free" is true
here. The truth about these things, I think, will free up the CIA
from past mistakes and it will free up all of us. And that is the
second point I want to make .

I think when we view these actions of some time ago today, we
have to realize that at that time when these acts were committed
there was a national consensus that this Nation's security was in
peril. So I think we would want to be very careful how we make
retroactive scapegoats .
There are those who betrayed one trust, their trust of office, the

trust of power; but they did so to preserve another trust, the trust
of national security .

In all of these hearings, Mr. Helms, in all of the inquiry situa-
tions that you have been subjected to lately, I don't think anyone
has ever suggested that you ever betrayed that other trust, of the
national security . I think in judging the actions of individuals in
the past, we want to consider who it was who called up those
actions. In large measures, the American people at that time were
calling up these measures out of fear that our national security
was in peril.
Mr. Helms, we appreciate your being here with us today and

answering all of these questions.
At the conclusion of the testimony of our witnesses, we allow

each witness 5 minutes to make any statements that he may
choose to make . You have testified at some length today, but if
there is any matter you wish to clear up, any statement you wish
to make, we will be glad to hear from you at this time .
Mr. HELMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Well, I would like to say I deeply appreciate the remarks you

have just made at the conclusion of this hearing. I thank you for
them . I thank you for your courtesy as chairman . I have no other
comments .
Mr. PREYER . If there is no further business today, the committee

stands recessed until 9 o'clock Monday morning.
[Whereupon, at 4:20 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, the com-

mittee to reconvene on Monday, September 25, 1978, at 9 a.m.]




